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Abstracts 
Can the CCCTB Alleviate Tax Discrimination  
against Loss-making European Multinational Groups? 
 
Regina Ortmann and Caren Sureth-Sloane 
 
In March 2011, the European Commission submitted a proposal for a Council Directive on an 
optional common consolidated corporate tax base (CCCTB). If this proposed CCCTB system 
comes into force, taxes calculated under the currently existing system of separate accounting 
might be replaced by a system of group consolidation and formulary apportionment. Then, 
multinational groups (MNGs) would face the decision as to whether to opt for the CCCTB 
system. Prior research focuses mainly on the differences in economic behaviour under both 
systems in general. By contrast, we study the conditions under which one or the other tax system 
is preferable from the perspective of an MNG, with a particular focus on loss-offsets. We 
identify four effects that determine the decision of an MNG: the tax-utilization of losses, the 
allocation of the tax base, the dividend and intragroup interest taxation. We find mixed results, 
e.g., that the CCCTB system proves advantageous for increasing loss/profit streams (e.g. from 
start-ups or R&D projects) of the individual group entities, whereas the system of separate 
accounting is beneficial for decreasing profit/loss streams (e.g. caused by a decrease in return 
from a mature product). The results of our analysis are helpful for MNGs facing the decision 
as to whether to opt for the CCCTB system and can also support legislators and politicians in 
the EU but also in other regions in their tax reform discussions. 
 
Uncertainty in Weighting Formulary Apportionment Factors 
How does weighting uncertainty impact after-tax income of multinational groups? 
Regina Ortmann 
 
Formulary apportionment is an intensively debated mechanism for allocating tax base within 
multinational groups. Systems under which the formula is identical in all jurisdictions and 
systems under which jurisdictions can determine the weights on the formula factors 
individually can be observed. The latter systems produce uncertainty about the overall tax-
liable share of the future group tax base. Counter-intuitively, I identify scenarios under which 
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increased uncertainty leads to higher expected future group income. My results provide 
helpful insights for firms and policy makers debating the specific design of a formulary 
apportionment system. 
 
Formula Apportionment or Separate Accounting?  
Tax-Induced Distortions of  
Multinationals' Locational Investment Decisions 
Regina Ortmann and Erich Pummerer 
 
We examine which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions with respect to 
locational investment decisions. We consider separate accounting (SA) and formula 
apportionment (FA). The effects of both systems have been hotly debated in Europe in the 
past years. The reason is that the EU Member States are striving to implement a common 
European tax system that would lead to a switch from SA to FA. While existing studies focus 
primarily on the impact of taxes on locational decisions under either SA or FA, the main 
innovation of this paper is that it compares both systems with regard to the level of distortions 
they induce. We compare the optimal pre-tax investment decision with the optimal after-tax 
investment decision and infer from the difference in the allocation of investment funds which 
tax allocation system causes more severe distortions. We assume that the multinational group 
(MNG) has comprehensive book income shifting opportunities under SA. We find that the 
investment incentives under SA are opposed to those under FA for a profitable investment 
project. Whereas under SA as much as possible should be invested in a high-tax country, 
under FA as much as possible should be invested in a low-tax country. The distortions of 
locational investment decisions tend to be more severe under SA than under FA if a greater 
share of investment funds is to be invested in a low-tax country from a pre-tax perspective 
and the investment is profitable. Vice versa, locational decisions may be more distorted under 
FA if the optimal pre-tax investment decision requires investing a major share of funds in the 
high-tax country. In contrast to the often stated insensitivity of FA towards income shifting, 
we find the introduction of a tax allocation system based on FA in Europe could lead to a 
severe shift of economic substance to low-tax countries. The results of this paper are of 
particular interest for European policy makers and MNGs as our findings may induce 
European MNGs to reassess their recent locational investment decisions in the face of a 
potential future change in the applied tax allocation system. 
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The Impact of a Harmonized European Corporate Tax Base on 
Investment Decisions of Multinationals: Introduction 
Regina Ortmann 
 
“The creation of a completely new and harmonized tax system is a golden opportunity to 
rethink the fundamentals and to provide much needed simplicity.” 
 Jesper Barenfeld on the CCCTB, 
 Tax Policy Adviser, Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, 20071 
 
The single market is seen as Europe’s greatest achievement. It  allows the free movement of 
capital, goods, people, and services and thereby offers great opportunities for people and 
businesses.2 The regulatory environment within the European Union (EU) directly impacts 
investments, jobs, and growth in the EU.3 Whilst the creation of the European Single Market 
has been successful in many respects,4 there are still some shortcomings. A study5 shows that 
removing institutional obstacles and creating a pure single market could generate benefits 
amounting to € 1.467 billion per year. What is more, exploiting the full growth potential of the 
single market could exceed over 11% of EU GDP.6 
Non-uniform corporate taxation across EU member states is one such obstacle to the single 
market. Multinational groups (MNGs) operating within the European Union face up to 28 
different and overlapping tax jurisdictions. The complexity caused by such a “patchwork of 
national tax systems within the EU”7 often leads to over-taxation, double taxation, tax 
uncertainty, high administrative burdens, and enormous compliance costs.8 These fiscal 
obstacles within the EU lead to a loss of economic efficiency9 and disincentives for investing 
in the EU.10  
                                                          
1
 Barenfeld (2007), p. 258. 
2
 See European Commission (2015a). 
3
 See European Commission (2015b). 
4
 See Massoner (2013), p. 1. 
5 See European Parliament (2014). 
6 See European Commission (2015b). 
7
 Barenfeld (2007), p. 258. 
8
 See European Commission (2011), p. 4. 
9
 See Barenfeld (2007), p. 258. 
10
 See European Commission (2011), p. 11. 
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To mitigate these and other fiscal hurdles in the single market, in March 2011 the European 
Commission proposed a directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). 
Under the CCCTB system, the taxable corporate income for businesses operating within the 
EU would be calculated according to a single set of rules. In other words, one common EU tax 
system would replace 28 different national tax systems. Furthermore, MNGs operating within 
the EU would only have to file one consolidated tax return. All profits and losses of the single 
entities would be consolidated on the group level. The consolidated tax base would 
subsequently be allocated to the single entities according to formula apportionment. The 
formula is proposed to consist of three equally weighted factors: assets, labor, and sales. Each 
Member State would then tax the profits at their own national tax rate.11 The CCCTB is by far 
the largest reform project of the European Commission in the area of direct taxation.12  
After 2011, however, the negotiations on the CCCTB project stalled largely13 because of 
opposition from those member states that fear national disadvantages, e.g., in terms of national 
tax revenues. Nonetheless, in June 2015 the Commission announced in its Action Plan for Fair 
and Efficient Corporate Taxation to relaunch the CCCTB project. The CCCTB is considered 
“a holistic solution to the current problems with corporate taxation in the EU”14 and “could 
serve as a powerful tool against corporate tax avoidance”.15 The re-launch of the CCCTB 
project is heavily motivated by the Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) of 
the OECD.16 The Action Plan aims at creating a taxation environment that ensures that 
companies pay a fair share of taxes in the countries in which they operate. The BEPS project is 
of major importance for MNGs and would deliver “the most fundamental changes to 
international tax rules in almost a century”.17 According to the European Commission, the 
CCCTB system would provide an adequate framework for the member states to tackle BEPS.18 
In connection with the re-launch the Commission is amending its original CCCTB proposal and 
plans to present it in 2016. The Commission will propose a CCCTB that is mandatory at least 
for MNGs.19 The proposal will incorporate a step-by-step approach that breaks down the 
implementation of the CCCTB into smaller, more easily manageable stages. Thus, the CCCTB 
                                                          
11
 See European Commission (2015c). 
12
 See Massoner (2013), p. 1 
13
 See European Commission (2015c). 
14
 European Commission (2015c). 
15
 European Commission (2015c). 
16
 See OECD (2015). 
17
 See PwC (2014).  
18
 See European Commission (2015d). 
19
 See European Commission (2015d). 
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shall be implemented initially without the key element of consolidation. Consolidation would 
be introduced in a second step once the common base is secured.20 The planned adaptation of 
the proposal reflects the difficulties associated with its feasibility. The Commission states 
clearly that the original CCCTB proposal from 2011 was “too ambitious to be adopted in a 
single step”.21 It admits further that “[d]iscussions on more difficult aspects of the proposal – 
notably consolidation – are holding back progress on other important areas which could be 
agreed more quickly”. That statement clearly shows that many unresolved and technically 
complex questions are connected with the consolidation element of the CCCTB, which has yet 
not been sufficiently investigated.  
While my dissertation is mainly motivated by the reform discussions in Europe, there are also 
other regions in the world that have established systems based on formula apportionment. The 
worldwide application of formula apportionment was even discussed by the OECD as an 
alternative to the arm’s length principle.22 However, it was rejected by the OECD member 
countries. They were concerned, inter alia, about the design of the apportionment formula which 
would lead to single taxation (as opposed to double taxation) and the abandonment of the single-
entity approach with respect to the consolidation of profits and losses. Again, echoing the 
concerns of the EU member states with respect to the CCCTB, the objections of the OECD 
member countries show that further analysis is required of the effects of the consolidation 
element. 
In North America, formula apportionment has been applied on the state level (US) or on the 
province level (Canada) for decades. Moreover, it is applied in Germany for trade taxation 
purposes and in China for enterprise income taxation23 of companies with branches in various 
regions. Although these formula apportionment systems are applied at subnational level, the 
EU can learn from the experiences gained in these countries. Especially those in the US are 
relevant to the EU as the apportionment formula applied there is very similar to the proposed 
formula under the CCCTB system. In fact, studies on the US formula apportionment system 
provided valuable insights for this dissertation. 
 
                                                          
20
 See European Commission (2015d). 
21
 See European Commission (2015d). 
22
 See OECD (2010). 
23
 See Ma (2008). 
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Whereas my dissertation is written from a business perspective, most of the studies on formula 
apportionment take a public finance perspective. Accordingly, most of them examine the 
optimal apportionment formula design. The studies mentioned in the following focus merely 
on the US. For instance, Goolsbee and Maydew (2000) find empirically that a lower weighting 
of the labor factor increases manufacturing employment in the state in question. Hellerstein and 
McLure (2004) investigate in a normative study what the EU can learn from the experiences 
gained in the US with respect to the introduction of the CCCTB. They identify conceptual and 
measurement problems for all three apportionment factors. Anand and Sansing (2000) show in 
an analytical study that states weight the apportionment factors in such a way as to increase 
their individual wealth instead of social wealth. More research is needed on the effects of the 
formula design on MNGs from a business perspective to better understand MNGs’ reactions. 
Especially the second article of my dissertation (“Uncertainty in weighting formulary 
apportionment factors”) seeks to fill this gap, since I examine how uncertainty potentially 
produced by the formula design affects the after-tax income of MNGs.  
Studies based on simulated European data aim at assessing the impact on revenue of the 
introduction of the CCCTB. Fuest et al. (2007) find that the CCCTB would, due to the 
consolidation of profits and losses, reduce the EU-wide tax base significantly. Specifically, 
Oestreicher and Koch (2011) find that the CCCTB would reduce member states’ total tax 
revenues by around 4.5%. Moreover, in line with the approach of the first and third article of 
my dissertation, there are some analytical studies that contrast the CCCTB system with separate 
accounting with respect to certain characteristics. Again, writing from a public finance 
perspective, Nielsen et al. (2010) focus on capital formation, input choices, and tax revenues 
when tax rates change. They find that under certain conditions that switching from separate 
accounting to formula apportionment can reduce MNG’s average tax rates. Gérard and Princen 
(2012) compare both systems in terms of their effects on cross-border distribution of 
investments and financing strategies. They identify a variety of profit-shifting options that are 
offered by each system. Some studies compare the systems from a business perspective. These 
studies are most related to my dissertation. For instance, Martini et al. (2012) analyze the impact 
of either system on investment and production decisions accounting for a centralized and a 
decentralized company structure. They find that under a centralized structure the investment in 
low-tax countries is higher. Moreover, Kiesewetter and Mugler (2007) investigate whether the 
introduction of the CCCTB would decrease the cost of tax planning strategies and find that in 
fact, these costs could rise. 
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As shown previously, there is scarce literature that compares both tax systems, yet as the key 
element of the CCCTB system (consolidation and formula apportionment) and its effects on 
company decision-making is highly complex, much more research on this topic is needed. So 
far only fragments of the key element has been studied. Even the EU member states and the 
OECD member countries have clearly voiced their uncertainty with respect to consolidation 
and formula apportionment. The three articles of my dissertation shed light on selected issues 
associated with consolidation under the CCCTB system and thereby contribute to a better 
understanding of the effects of consolidation. 
My dissertation scrutinizes the implications of a harmonized European corporate tax system for 
firms’ and businesses’ decision-making. Specifically, I examine the cross-border consolidation 
of profits and losses, the design of the apportionment formula applied to allocate the 
consolidated tax base to single group entities, and the locational investment decisions that are 
mainly driven by the consolidation of the tax base and its allocation to the group entities. All of 
my analyses are conducted using model-theoretical methods and simulations, with a partial 
analytic, i.e., partial equilibrium business perspective is maintained throughout.  
The first article is titled “Can the CCCTB Alleviate Tax Discrimination Against Loss-making 
European Multinational Groups?” and is co-authored by my supervisor Prof. Caren Sureth-
Sloane. It has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Business Economics. The article 
is based on a combination of an analytical model and a numerical analysis. My contribution to 
the article consists of the basic development of the research idea and of the analytical model, 
reviewing the existing literature, interpreting the results, and writing major parts of the article. 
In this article we consider under which conditions temporarily loss-making European MNGs 
would be better off opting for the CCCTB system. This question is of particular interest in the 
aftermath of the financial and economic crisis, during which companies accumulated enormous 
amounts of loss carry-forwards. We compare the loss-offset opportunities under the CCCTB 
system with those under the system of separate accounting for varying profit/loss streams of 
the group entities. 
We focus in our analysis on a Franco-German group since their national loss-offset provisions 
are quite distinct from those under the CCCTB system. Taking Germany and France as 
examples allows us to show the fundamental changes in loss-offsets that may result from the 
introduction of the CCCTB. In contrast to the loss-offset provisions under the CCCTB system, 
France and Germany allow for loss carry-backs but impose restrictions on loss carry-forwards. 
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In a subsequent step we broaden our analysis and account for various loss-offset provisions that 
are common in all EU countries. 
We find that there are four effects that determine the advantageousness of the one tax system 
over the other, i.e., utilization of losses, allocation of the tax base to the groups’ entities, and 
the taxation of interests and dividends. The CCCTB is the preferred system for an MNG if the 
group entities incur initial losses and then become profitable, which is typical for start-ups. In 
the opposite case – the entities incur profits and subsequently moderate losses – the system of 
separate accounting tends to be more beneficial. Such a development over time is typical, for 
example, for businesses that trade in mature products. If the net cash flows of both group entities 
are opposing in their time structure of losses and profits, the advantageousness of each tax 
system depends on the entities’ respective profit/loss streams. 
Note that in line with the proposed CCCTB directive from 2011, the first article was written 
under the assumption that an optional CCCTB system should be implemented in Europe. 
However, in June 2015 the Commission announced it would propose a mandatory CCCTB in 
2016. Thus, basing the analysis on an optional CCCTB system may be outdated at this point in 
time. Nonetheless, the main contribution of the first article consists of a comparison of the tax 
systems with particular focus on loss offsets; the assumption of an optional CCCTB is a 
technical detail that does not diminish our contribution.  
The second article is titled “Uncertainty in weighting formulary apportionment factors”, with 
myself as sole author, and has been published in Business Administration Review, Issue 
03/2015. Via a binomial model I examine how uncoordinated factor weights in the 
apportionment formula impact the expected future income of an MNG. The CCCTB system 
has not be introduced yet since the EU member states have found it very difficult to agree on a 
common formula. The proposed CCCTB directive suggests an equally weighted formula 
consisting of three factors: assets, labor, and sales. A possible way of fostering an agreement 
between the member states would be to authorize them to determine the weights on the factors 
on their own. The concept of individually determined factor weights has been implemented, 
e.g., in the US, where the states are free to choose their own factor weights. For the purpose of 
the article I distinguish between these two kinds of formula apportionment system. I study 
systems under which the formula is identical in all jurisdictions (“common system”) and those 
under which jurisdictions are permitted to determine the weights on the formula factors 
individually (“individual system”).  
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In contrast to the common system, more or less than 100% of the group tax base may be tax-
liable under the individual system. Since jurisdictions are free to set the factor weights, the 
individual system produces uncertainty about the tax-liable share of the future group tax base. 
In this article I examine how this uncertainty impacts expectations concerning MNGs’ future 
after-tax income. Counter-intuitively, I find that in the case of a positive first period’s group tax 
base the (expected) future income under the individual system is even higher than under the 
common system and that greater uncertainty may lead to a higher expected future income. 
The third article, titled “Formula Apportionment or Separate Accounting? Tax-Induced 
Distortions of Multinationals’ Locational Investment Decisions”, is co-authored with Prof. 
Erich Pummerer from the University of Innsbruck. It is published in the SSRN WU 
International Taxation Research Paper Series. We conduct a model-theoretical analysis. My 
contribution to the article consists of refining the analytical model, reviewing the existing 
literature, interpreting the results, and writing large parts of the article.  
One reason that member states hesitate to agree on the CCCTB system is that they are unable 
to assess the real economic consequences of its introduction. We contribute to a better 
understanding of these consequences with respect to locational investment decisions and 
examine which tax allocation system (separate accounting or formula apportionment) most 
distorts MNGs’ locational investment decisions. Formula apportionment is the tax allocation 
system that would be applied under the proposed CCCTB system, whereas separate accounting 
is the traditionally applied system in Europe. We assume that under separate accounting, the 
MNG can partially segregate the location of costs from the location of sales due to favorable 
transfer pricing arrangements. The optimal pre-tax investment decision is taken as a benchmark 
to assess the distortive power of either tax allocation system. 
We find that the tax allocation systems offer opposing investment incentives for a profitable 
investment project. Under separate accounting the MNG would be best advised to invest all of 
its funds in a high-tax country, whereas under formula apportionment it should invest in a low-
tax country. The locational investment decision tend to be distorted more severely under 
separate accounting than under formula apportionment, with better income shifting possibilities 
under separate accounting, with lower pre-tax profits of the investment project and if the biggest 
share of investment funds is invested in the low-tax country from a pre-tax perspective. Vice 
versa, locational decisions may be more distorted under formula apportionment if the optimal 
pre-tax investment decision requires investing a major share of funds in the high-tax country. 
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The introduction of a tax allocation system based on formula apportionment in Europe could 
lead to a severe shift of economic substance to low-tax countries. 
The results of the three articles are of special interest for EU policymakers as they debate the 
design of a potential CCCTB system, in particular the consolidation element. The results help 
to anticipate how MNGs could react to the CCCTB system. Before estimating the tax revenue 
implications for the member states, the reactions of firms have to be carefully anticipated. The 
results are also relevant for MNGs in the EU as they inform them of the potential effects of the 
introduction of the CCCTB and thus are helpful in taking locational decisions. As stated above, 
tax systems based on consolidation and formula apportionment are also applied in other parts 
of the world, for example on the state level in the US or in Canada. Moreover, the findings also 
provide valuable input for tax reform discussions and debates on lowering regulatory barriers 
in other regions or markets in general.  
Looking ahead, the taxation of MNGs will continue to be hotly debated by policymakers and 
companies in the EU and around the world. In a continuously changing world of business 
models and value chains, due to e.g., globalization, regulation, digitization and more, the 
concepts of taxation have to be adapted as well. In Europe, the CCCTB system is intended to 
deliver comprehensive solutions for future complex problems in taxation. The re-launch of the 
CCCTB project is fueling the debate on its two key elements, consolidation and formula 
apportionment. The findings discussed in this dissertation will advance the knowledge about 
harmonized tax systems and can contribute to those discussions. 
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Can the CCCTB Alleviate Tax Discrimination  
against Loss-making European Multinational Groups? 
 
Regina Ortmann* and Caren Sureth-Sloane** 
Abstract 
In March 2011, the European Commission submitted a proposal for a Council Directive on an optional 
common consolidated corporate tax base (CCCTB). If this proposed CCCTB system comes into force, 
taxes calculated under the currently existing system of separate accounting might be replaced by a 
system of group consolidation and formulary apportionment. Then, multinational groups (MNGs) 
would face the decision as to whether to opt for the CCCTB system. Prior research focuses mainly on 
the differences in economic behaviour under both systems in general. By contrast, we study the condi-
tions under which one or the other tax system is preferable from the perspective of an MNG, with a 
particular focus on loss-offsets. We identify four effects that determine the decision of an MNG: the 
tax-utilization of losses, the allocation of the tax base, the dividend and intragroup interest taxation. 
We find mixed results, e.g., that the CCCTB system proves advantageous for increasing loss/profit 
streams (e.g. from start-ups or R&D projects) of the individual group entities, whereas the system of 
separate accounting is beneficial for decreasing profit/loss streams (e.g. caused by a decrease in return 
from a mature product). The results of our analysis are helpful for MNGs facing the decision as to 
whether to opt for the CCCTB system and can also support legislators and politicians in the EU but 
also in other regions in their tax reform discussions. 
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1 Introduction 
In March 2011, the European Commission (2011) submitted a proposal for a Council Directive on a 
Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). If this directive comes into force, multinational 
groups (MNGs) operating within the EU would be able to opt for the CCCTB system and calculate 
their taxable profits on a consolidated basis. However, even if the proposed system were to reduce the 
over-taxation arising from the widespread application of the system of separate accounting (SA) cur-
rently in place in Europe, it would not necessarily always be advantageous for a European MNG to opt 
for the CCCTB system. To make the right choice, MNGs would have to weigh the advantages and 
disadvantages of the CCCTB system against those of the respective national laws that are crucial un-
der SA. Especially, MNGs that comprise a mixture of profit and loss-making entities face a complex 
decision. Assuming the CCCTB system as outlined in the Council Directive, we identify factors that 
determine whether a European temporarily loss-making MNG should opt for the CCCTB system. 
The differences in loss-offset regulations under the system of SA and under the CCCTB system con-
stitute an important trade-off that is crucial for the advantageousness of either system. Whereas under 
the CCCTB system MNGs can make use of the cross-border loss-offset, it does not allow parent com-
panies and subsidiaries carrying losses backward. By contrast, some European countries do allow loss 
carry-backs under their domestic laws. However, the vast majority has not implemented cross-border 
loss-offset provisions. Furthermore, losses can be carried forward indefinitely under the CCCTB sys-
tem, whereas in many EU countries loss carry-forwards are either limited in amount or time. Beside 
the loss-offset provisions, other tax base effects matter as well and make the decision even more com-
plex. Tax base effects emerge, e.g., from a deviating allocation of taxable profits to each country 
across the respective countries or from a differing treatment of intercompany interest payments and 
dividends under both systems. Against this rather complex background it is important to investigate 
under which conditions which of these two systems causes a lower tax burden for MNGs than the 
other. 
We model different combinations of profit/loss streams for a European MNG. The time patterns and 
magnitudes of the profits and losses are key determinants of the advantageous nature of one tax system 
over the other. In a first step, as an example and to model common loss-offset rules, we examine an 
MNG domiciled in France and Germany. We select these countries as representative examples for two 
reasons. First, Germany and France are the biggest economies in the EU (see The World Bank 2012) 
and second, the implementation of a CCCTB between those two countries is more likely than between 
any other EU countries. France and Germany have already attempted to establish a bilateral CCCTB 
(see German Federal Ministry of Finance 2012). Since the loss-offset rules in France and Germany are 
highly specific we extent in a next step the scope of our analysis for tax system characteristics com-
mon in other EU Member States. We generalize our model for different types of loss-offset provisions 
that are representative for the variety of provisions in place in the EU Member States.  
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Our model enables us to identify four effects that determine whether one or the other tax system is 
advantageous: the tax utilization of losses during the considered time frame, the different allocation of 
the tax base between the Member States under each tax system and the taxation of intragroup interest 
and dividends. The analysis reveals that for most combinations of profit/loss streams, the CCCTB 
system proves advantageous. However, the system of SA tends to be advantageous if countries allow 
to carry losses back and if investments generate time sequences of profits and losses that allow for the 
utilization of these loss carry-backs. Counter-intuitively – and in contrast to previous studies, the 
CCCTB system is no longer unconditionally preferable if a cross-border loss-offset is available. De-
pending on the timing and magnitude of the entities’ profits and losses, the benefit from loss carry-
backs under SA may exceed the advantage of the cross-border loss-offset under the CCCTB. The 
model highlights that in some EU countries that do not tax intragroup dividends and allow an unre-
stricted loss carry-forward the advantageousness of either system is determined by the allocation of the 
tax base among EU countries only. 
Cross-border loss-offset has become an important topic for multinational groups in the European Un-
ion (EU) in recent years. In the aftermath of the financial and economic crisis, in many EU countries 
the amount of incurred losses and loss carry-forwards has increased significantly. Furthermore, in 
particular, start-ups and R&D investment as examples for innovative activities, which are crucial for 
MNGs’ future performance, often are characterized by initial losses. Under the system of separate 
accounting (SA) currently applied in Europe, MNGs often are unable to use their losses to decrease 
their tax payments. Limited cross-border loss-offsets1 ultimately result in an over-taxation of MNGs 
(see European Commission 2011, p. 4; Andersson 2007, p. 98, Scheffler 2005, p. 156). The European 
Commission (2006) stated that “the limited availability of cross-border loss relief is one of the most 
significant obstacles to cross-border business activity”. Thus, the European Commission aims to intro-
duce a common tax base to address those provisions in the European tax systems that limit the growth 
of companies seeking to benefit from the European single market (see European Commission 2010, p. 
18). However, the implementation of the CCCTB is far from clear. In April 2012, the European Par-
liament adopted a resolution on the CCCTB Directive and proposed certain amendments to the Com-
mission’s initial version.2 In June 2015 the Commission presented an action plan to re-launch the 
CCCTB project (see European Commission 2015). The debate continues on how to refine the CCCTB 
system in order to facilitate an agreement between the Member States. 
Even though the cross-border loss-offset is one of the main pillars of the proposed CCCTB system, 
there is little research that compares the proposed CCCTB system and the current system of SA with 
regard to loss-offset possibilities. The few existing studies presume simplified, stylized national loss-
                                                 
1
  Only Denmark, Austria and Italy allow under certain conditions consolidated taxation of MNGs (see Schuch-
ter and Kras (2014), p. 13; Ambagtsheer-Pakarinen (2014), p. 13; Gallo (2014), p. 14). 
2
  As it is uncertain if and to what extent these proposed amendments will be considered in the course of a po-
tential CCCTB implementation, we disregard them in this analysis. 
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offset provisions and account – if at all – for a few representative profit/loss scenarios. We expand 
these studies by accounting for national tax characteristics in detail and by investigating implications 
about the tax systems in dependence on a vast range of different profit/loss patterns. Moreover, we 
highlight the impact of a deviating tax treatment of intercompany interest payments and dividends on 
the advantageousness of both systems. 
This article first provides an overview over the most relevant literature (Section 2), followed by an 
explanation of the legal basis of both tax systems (Section 3). In Section 4, the Franco-German model 
is introduced. The numerical analysis in Section 5 compares the after-tax outcome for the MNG, given 
different combinations of profit/loss streams of both group companies between both tax systems. Fur-
thermore, the specific Franco-German model is generalized to account also for other EU Member 
States. Finally, the main results of the analysis are summarized (Section 6). 
2 Prior Literature 
Two main streams of research are relevant to our research question. First, prior research examines the 
impact of loss treatment on investment in either an interstate or cross-border loss-offset situation. Au-
erbach (1986), Auerbach and Poterba (1987) and Majd and Myers (1987) find that the absence of loss-
offset possibilities discourages investment. Against this background, we expect that the design of loss-
offset rules also matters for the advantageousness of the CCCTB system and of the system of SA. 
Both tax systems allow the offsetting of losses, but differ in the design of the rules. Hence, we investi-
gate how specific loss-offset provisions impact the relative attractiveness of the underlying tax sys-
tems. 
In prior research Barlev and Levy (1975) distinguish between loss carry-forwards and carry-backs, 
which are both applied under the system of SA in our extended model. In contrast, Donnely and 
Young (2002) focus on the loss-offset by means of group consolidation as applied under the CCCTB 
system. By determining the expected value of tax savings in different countries, Barlev and Levy 
(1975) find that in addition to loss carry-forwards, carry-back provisions are highly valuable and can 
improve the economic conditions for companies greatly. Donnely and Young (2002) conclude that 
under group taxation regimes, the tax value of losses is highest. In a study about the Austrian cross-
border group taxation regime, Pummerer and Steckel (2005) investigate possible implications of such 
a system under uncertainty. They conclude that positive effects of the cross-border group taxation 
regime might be balanced out by disadvantages due to limitations in loss carry-forwards. In our analy-
sis we succeed to further disentangle the effects from cross-border loss-offset and limitations in loss 
carry-forwards. In line with Donnely and Young (2002), Pummerer and Steckel (2005) and Barlev and 
Levy (1975), we expect that the cross-border loss-offset and the unlimited loss carry-forward under 
the CCCTB system and the loss carry-back provisions under the system of SA increase the relative 
attractiveness of each tax system. However, from their studies we cannot deduce the specific condi-
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tions under which one tax system is preferable.  
Based on data of German multinationals, Dreßler and Overesch (2013) analyse empirically how the 
treatment of potential losses impacts multinational investment. In contrast to the analytical study of 
Barlev and Levy (1975), Dreßler and Overesch (2013) find no statistically significant effects of loss 
carry-back and, in contrast to Donnely and Young (2002), they find only mixed evidence that group 
loss-offset provisions foster investment. However, their results suggest that limiting the time frame for 
loss carry-forwards has detrimental investment effects for companies with a high probability of incur-
ring losses. The limitation of loss carry-forwards, e.g., as applied under SA by the minimum taxation 
in France and Germany, reduces the attractiveness of SA. While previous studies often disregard de-
tailed loss-offset rules, we integrate them into our model and find loss carry-forward and carry-back, 
as well as cross-border loss-offsets are significant features of a tax system and a driver as regards 
whether an MNG is likely to opt for the CCCTB system. We expand the previous studies also by tak-
ing account of different profit/loss time patterns. Thus, we are able to draw conclusions about the ef-
fects of differently designed loss-offset regimes, depending on different profit/loss-scenarios. 
The second literature stream deals with the shift from SA to consolidation and formulary apportion-
ment. As we do not focus on profit-shifting activities under the two systems (like, e.g., Klassen and 
Shackelford 1998; Goolsbee and Maydew 2000; Mintz and Smart 2004), we refer only to those studies 
that investigate at least to some extent the differences in loss-offset possibilities. Using a model-theory 
approach, Gérard and Weiner (2003) compare the impact of cross-border loss-offset and consolidation 
under a system of consolidation and formulary apportionment and under a system of SA for the in-
vestment behaviour of an MNG. They assume that under SA, no loss-offset or a cross-border loss-
offset is applied. Thus, contrary to our approach, they do not include the possibility of a separate per 
country loss-offset, which is currently common in EU Member States. They show that cross-border 
loss-offsets mitigate the reactions to tax changes, whereas consolidation and formulary apportionment 
boosts the sensitivity thereto. 
Using a numerical analysis, Dahle and Bäumer (2009) compare the effects of selected loss-offset limi-
tations under SA with those under the CCCTB system and the European tax allocation system for 
MNGs’ cross-border investment. While we consider different profit/loss time frames and also include 
in our investigation currently applied EU loss-offset rules, they restrict their analysis to selected in-
creasing/constant cash-flow streams. They conclude that the replacement of SA by the CCCTB system 
would generally increase profitability due to cross-border loss-offsets.3 By contrast, in this article we 
find mixed results and clarify that the CCCTB system – even in loss scenarios – may not be beneficial. 
Oestreicher, Keser and Kimpel (2013) study loss-making corporate groups and their decision regard-
                                                 
3
  For more literature regarding asymmetric taxation in an international setting that does not specifically refer to 
the CCCTB, see Lyon and Silverstein (1995) and Niemann (2004a). 
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ing whether to opt for the CCCTB system. In contrast to the present article, they shed light on the de-
cision-making process from a behavioural perspective. Their experiment with human subjects indi-
cates that loss-exposed groups tend to opt for the CCCTB system. Their results are mostly in line with 
the outcomes of our model. 
To our knowledge, there is, as yet, no analytical investigation that compares SA and CCCTB with 
regard to loss-offset rules and different profit/loss time frames. This is surprising, given that prior re-
search indicates that both loss-offset rules and cash flow time structures are crucial for investment 
decisions. In this article, we aim to fill this void. As the lack of cross-border loss-offset under SA is 
“one of the most important obstacles to cross-border economic activity” (European Commission 2001, 
p. 39), loss-offset rules under a CCCTB system may be a promising avenue to improve the environ-
ment for cross-border investment. We identify conditions for such an improvement for MNGs. Our 
results allow investors to anticipate the tax effects in loss scenarios, and also allow tax reformers to 
improve their estimation of the expected behaviour of MNGs on CCCTB enforcement. These results 
are particularly noteworthy in the aftermath of economic crises, which are likely to generate huge 
amounts of loss carry-forwards. Thus, our findings may contribute to national and European tax re-
form discussions. 
3 Legal Basis 
3.1 CCCTB 
Here, we assume that the CCCTB system will come into force as proposed in the draft of the Directive 
(see European Commission 2011). The main purpose of the CCCTB project is to enable the consoli-
dated computation of taxable income for corporations operating within the EU (see Barenfeld 2007, p. 
259). Thus, losses incurred by one taxpayer are automatically offset against profits of other group 
entities (see Temme, Sporken and Okten 2011, p. 323). The consolidation eliminates intragroup trans-
actions, such as transfer pricing transactions and interest and dividend payments (article 59). The con-
solidated tax base is subsequently reallocated to the group members by using a formula-based sharing 
mechanism (see European Commission 2011, p. 8 (iii)). The formula takes into account three equally 
weighted factors, namely sales, labour and assets. The CCCTB system does not imply a harmonized 
tax rate. The Member States still have the right to tax their share of the tax base at their national corpo-
rate tax rate (article 103). MNGs are allowed to carry forward losses indefinitely and without limita-
tion as to the amount (article 43), whereas a loss carry-back is not allowed at all. EU resident compa-
nies and non-EU resident companies with permanent establishments or subsidiaries in the EU may opt 
for the CCCTB system (see Piot, Sigurdardottir and Rasch 2011, p. 415). In cases where only EU 
companies are involved, MNGs that wish to opt for the CCCTB must use a special form (listed in 
Annex 1) and are subject to the corporate taxation system of the respective countries (listed in Annex 
2, article 2). The system is based on an “all-in, all-out” approach (article 55 c)), that is, companies 
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which belong to the same group may not opt for the CCCTB system separately, but only jointly with 
other group members (see Temme, Sporken and Okten 2011, p. 324). Once a company has opted into 
the system for the first time, it must apply the CCCTB system for at least five consecutive tax years 
(article 105 (1)). 
3.2 Germany and France 
In the course of France and Germany’s efforts to establish a mutual CCCTB, Germany and France 
matched their loss-offset provisions. Thus, the loss carry-forward and carry-back provisions are now 
almost identical in both countries. Losses that are not carried back “may only be carried forward to be 
set off against the first € 1 million of net income in a given year without restriction” (Perdelwitz 2014, 
p. 9) in both countries (see also Gaoua 2014, p. 11). The remaining loss carry-forward can only be 
offset against up to 60% in Germany and up to 50% in France of the net income exceeding € 1 million. 
There is no time limitation for loss carry-forwards in both countries. Corporate taxpayers are also al-
lowed to carry losses back amounting up to € 1 million for one year in both countries (see Gaoua 
2014, p. 11; Perdelwitz 2014, p. 9). The loss carry-back entitles a French taxpayer to a tax credit. “The 
tax credit may be used during the following [five] years, and will be refundable in the sixth year” 
(Gaoua 2014, p. 11). In Germany, the loss carry-back is directly offset against the net income of the 
previous year and leads to an immediate tax refund. Furthermore, neither France nor Germany current-
ly allows cross-border loss-offsets. 
The effects resulting from dividend taxation are crucial for the following analysis, as well. The divi-
dends that the German parent receives from the French subsidiary are tax-exempt, with a lump sum of 
5% of the gross dividend considered as a non-deductible expense (see Perdelwitz 2014, p. 13). France 
levies withholding taxes neither on these dividends in line with the Parent-Subsidiary Directive nor on 
interest payments (see Gaoua 2014, p. 23). Moreover, interest payments are fully deductible from the 
tax base under both national tax codes (see Perdelwitz 2014, p. 7; Gaoua 2014, p. 8) insofar as thin 
capitalization rules do not apply .4 In addition to the classic corporate tax, companies in Germany and 
France are also subject to a local business tax and a surcharge. The different kinds of taxes are taken 
into account in our model by the applied tax rate.5 The two tax systems explained above are used in 
our extended model in Section 4.3 
4 Model 
In the following, we introduce a model taking into account the most noteworthy loss-related character-
                                                 
4
  For the considered numerical examples, the safe harbour rule applies for the deductibility of interest in 
France. 
5 
 Also Kiesewetter and Mugler (2006) take the local business tax into account via the applied tax rates. As the 
German local business tax is of key significance for the taxation of corporations, its treatment is also crucial 
under the CCCTB system. However, so far it has failed to resolve whether and, if so, how the German local 
business tax would be integrated into the CCCTB system (see Scheffler et al. 2013, p. 28.). We assume that 
the local business tax is applied under the CCCTB system as applied under the German tax code. Consequent-
ly, we apply the same statutory profit tax rate for Germany under both systems. 
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istics of both tax systems. We assume that the parent company is based in Germany and its wholly-
owned subsidiary in France. Both companies are fully equity-financed and have invested in a national 
real investment project that generates cash flows and gives rise to depreciation. During the period 
under review, this project is taken as the companies’ only business activity. The French subsidiary 
distributes all profits, in the form of dividends, to its German parent at the end of each year.6 By as-
sumption, the German company uses these funds either to invest in the capital market or to redeem a 
loan. It carries out the capital market investments in Germany, since the German after-tax interest rate 
is the higher one (see Niemann and Treisch 2006, p. 1020; Gérard and Princen 2012, p. 10).7 
To focus on the effects of the respective tax systems, we assume in the basic scenario that the compa-
nies do not adjust their investment behaviour (e.g. reallocate their assets or workforce) in order to 
achieve a more tax-efficient situation through formulary apportionment under the CCCTB system8 and 
that companies do not engage in profit shifting via transfer pricing under the system of SA. We take 
the behaviour of taxpayers as given and focus instead on inherent differences in the two alternate tax 
regimes. As we think the MNGs’ efforts to optimize the tax structure are nearly similar under both 
systems our results should not be biased towards one system if we abstract from behavioural adapta-
tions. Kiesewetter et al. (2014) support our view. They find that the implementation of the CCCTB 
would not aggravate to shift profits for MNGs. They argue that formula apportionment simply offers 
new methods for tax planning. Instead of shifting profits via transfer pricing, MNGs manipulate book 
values of assets. Furthermore, Nielsen et al. (2003) find that under imperfect competition MNGs under 
both tax systems would use the same tax optimization channel– namely transfer pricing – in order to 
reduce the tax burden. Under formulary apportionment transfer pricing is used to manipulate the sales 
factor of the group entities.   
 
Furthermore, we neglect compliance costs (see Bettendorf et al. 2010, p. 577; Devereux and Loretz 
2008, p.3) and abstract from shareholder taxation. Given heterogeneous shareholders with different tax 
brackets, investment decisions in MNGs are typically made without reference to shareholder-level 
taxation (see Cooper and Knittel 2010, p. 52; Egger and Loretz 2010, p. 1025; Niemann and Treisch 
2006, p. 1016; Oestreicher and Koch 2011, p. 70). By simplifying our analysis in this way, the impact 
of the different loss-offset mechanisms under the two tax systems can be highlighted. Annual depreci-
ation of the underlying asset is assumed to be straight-line and identical under both systems.9 Further-
more, we assume that neither France nor Germany levies a different corporate tax rate under the 
                                                 
6
  A yearly dividend distribution is also assumed by Gérard and Princen (2012), p. 5. 
7
  Taking into account the statutory profit tax rates in France (38.93%) and Germany (30.95%), the interest rate 
and the dividend taxation, Germany turns out to be the country of choice for financial investments. 
8
  Also Devereux and Loretz (2008), p. 2; Oestreicher and Koch (2011), p. 92 abstract from behavioural changes 
of firms. 
9
  We interpret depreciations under both tax systems as a proxy for all other kinds of non-cash accruals. See, 
e.g., Niemann (2004b), p. 362, and Dahle and Bäumer (2009), p. 8. 
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CCCTB system than under their domestic systems.10 By assumption, the group fulfils all eligibility 
requirements for the CCCTB system.11 We also assume a perfect capital market with a pre-tax debit 
interest rate for borrowing identical to the pre-tax credit interest rate (see Dahle 2011, p. 61). The pre-
tax interest rates in France and Germany are assumed to be identical. We take the after-tax net cash 
flow as a criterion for identifying tax effects. 
We describe in the following exemplarily the calculation of the MNGs’ net cash flows in only one 
period and, on this basis, demonstrate the determination of cash flows and tax payments in all periods 
of the time frame under review. 
4.1 Separate accounting 
The MNG maximizes its after-tax net cash flows. The net cash flow  of the MNG in period  
under the system of SA is determined by summing up the gross cash flows 	
 , 
	and the inter-
est income (pre-tax interest rate   times the financial investment of the previous period 
 , 12)	and subtracting the tax payments  , 13 of both group companies: 
 = 	
 + 
 +  ∗  +  ∗  −  − . (1) 
If the French company incurs a positive net cash flow   it distributes a dividend to the German 
company. Under the principle of prudence, the dividend distribution is limited to the net cash flow less 
depreciation (see Meller 2010, p. 148). Given that the distribution limitation applies, surplus liquidity 
amounting to the value of the depreciation is retained in the French company. The French company is 
assumed to reinvest this excess liquidity in the French capital market. Whenever the French company 
incurs losses, we assume that it takes out a loan from the German company. Although the French 
company is fully equity-financed, we assume that all of its means are bound in assets or projects and 
thus are not available to compensate for the loss. The bound means are assumed to be sufficient to 
serve as collateral for loans taken from the parent company. Due to the positive pre-tax present value 
of earnings it is assured that the entities only temporarily incur losses in our setting. Thus, the subsidi-
ary is at no point in time exposed to insolvency risk. The French company is assumed to redeem 10% 
of the principal amount 
 in the following period.14 Furthermore, it pays interest at the market rate 
                                                 
10
  Also, Oestreicher and Koch (2011); Fuest et al. (2007) and Devereux and Loretz (2008) assume for their 
empirical studies the same tax rate under the CCCTB systems. 
11
  We refer here in particular to the two-part test that determines the membership of a company in a group by 
control and ownership (article 54). 
12
  If variables used for building the relevant models do not have the same values under both systems, the varia-
bles are additionally labelled with “SA” or “CCCTB”, respectively. 
13
  The formulas are based on the approach of Schanz and Schanz (2011), pp. 275-293, and adjusted for CCCTB 
and separate accounting purposes in our setting. 
14
 Even if 100% were redeemed in the second period, our results only change in a few border cases. The interest 
and dividend taxation effects prove to have a rather small impact on our results. We do not account for the fu-
ture effects resulting from the redemption of the remaining principal amount explicitly since it would increase 
the complexity of the model tremendously. Exemplary conducted numerical simulations support this approach 
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to the German parent. If the company redeems the principal amount of the loan, the dividend in eq. (2) 
is determined following deduction of this payment. If the German parent is short on funds, it borrows 
from the capital market to fill the gap. Finally, the fraction of the French net cash flow that exceeds the 
value of the depreciation and the redemption of the principal amount is distributed to the German par-
ent company as a dividend . The German parent company invests all of its surplus liquidity in the 
German capital market (see Bäumer 2011, p. 72; Sureth and Bäumer 2010, pp. 176-179). 
 = 	 !	"
 +  ∗  − − 
 − 0.1 ∗ 
; 0'.  (2) 
We obtain the tax payments  to be made by each company by multiplying the tax rate ( 	 by the 
tax base ).  In both countries, the tax base )  is determined by the adjusted gross income 
*+	, the loss-offset ,- and the loss carry-back ,).15 
) = max1*+ − ,-; 02−,) . (3) 
Apart from the addition of 5% of the gross dividend under German law, the adjusted gross income 
*+ is similarly determined in both countries: 
*+ = 
 − 
 +  ∗  , (4) 
*+ = 	
 − 	
 +  ∗  + 0.05 ∗ . (5) 
Eq. (6) reflects the determination of the loss-offset for the German company. The equation for the 
French company is similar, except that 0.5 (instead of 0.6) of the € 1 million exceeding amount of the 
net income may be utilized to offset losses. 
,- = 4",; !"*+; 0'; 1,000,000 + 0.6	6 !"*+; 0' − 1,000,0007'. (6) 
The loss carry-forward , at the end of period , that can be utilized in period  + 1, can be derived 
from the following equation for the German and the French company: 
, = , −410;*+2 − ,) − ,-. (7) 
France and Germany allow for an annual loss carry-back ,) up to € 1 million: 
,) = min :1,000,000;max"TB= ; 0';max"−AGI=AB; 0'C, (8) 
As the German company receives all profits from the French company in form of dividends or com-
pensates losses that incur in the French company, the financial investment   of the German 
company in period t is equal to the MNG’s net cash flow   and the financial investment 
  of the French company is equal to zero. Just in case the French company incurs profits 
                                                                                                                                                        
as they indicate that the present value of these effects is negligible small. 
15 As eq. 3 is valid for both the French company and the German company, we decided not to label the variables 
with the country-specific abbreviations. 
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(
 +  ∗  − )	that are higher than the depreciation 
 , the financial investment 
  of the German company amounts – due to the former mentioned principal of prudence – to 
 − 
 and the financial investment   of the French company is equal to 
 . 
The model defined in this subsection depicts the main legal characteristics of the national French and 
German tax law that we take into account for our analysis. 
4.2. CCCTB 
Similar to the system of SA, net cash flow under the CCCTB system is determined as follows: 
DDDEF = 	
 + 
 +  ∗ DDDEF +  ∗ DDDEF − DDDEF − DDDEF . (9) 
The taxes to be paid under the CCCTB system result from the application of the German and French 
tax rate to the respective shares of the group tax base. The apportionment factor G denotes the share of 
the group tax base that is allocated to the German company. Thus, (1 − G) of the tax base is allocated 
to the French company. 
DDDEF = DDDEF + DDDEF = (G ∗ (	
 + (1 − G) ∗ (
) ∗ 	)DDDEF, (10) 
where 0	≤ G ≤ 1. 
The tax base under the CCCTB system )DDDEF consists of the adjusted gross income *+DDDEF, inso-
far as it is positive, minus a potential loss-offset ,-DDDEF at the group level. If the sum of the adjusted 
gross incomes is negative, the tax base will take on a value of zero. 
)DDDEF = max1*+DDDEF; 02 − ,-DDDEF , (11) 
with the adjusted gross income *+DDDEF: 
*+DDDEF = 	
 − 	
 +  ∗ DDDEF +	
 − 
+ ∗ DDDEF . (12) 
The amount to be offset under the CCCTB system is restricted by the lesser of two terms: the adjusted 
gross income and the loss carry-forward accumulated in the previous periods. As a minimum taxation 
provision is not implemented, we obtain for the loss-offset ,-DDDEF: 
,-DDDEF = min :,DDDEF; !1*+DDDEF; 02C. (13) 
The loss carry-forward ,DDDEF under the CCCTB system is determined in the same way as under 
the system of SA, except that no loss carry-back needs to be considered: 
,DDDEF = ,DDDEF −410; *+DDDEF2 − ,-DDDEF. (14) 
Note that the former mentioned principle of prudence is purely an accounting principle that applies 
under the CCCTB system as well. Thus, the financial investments per country DDDEF  and 
DDDEF  in period t are determined analogously to the financial investment per country under the 
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system of SA. If the profits of the French company (
 +  ∗ DDDEF − DDDEF) are higher 
than the depreciation 
, the German financial investment DDDEF  is equal to DDDEF- 
 
and the French one DDDEF  equals 
. If the French profits are not higher than 
, the German 
financial investment DDDEF  is equal to the MNG’s net cash flow DDDEF and the French one 
DDDEF  is equal to zero. 
Based on the models for the system of SA and the CCCTB system, we built up the financial plans for 
the numerical analysis. 
5 Numerical Analysis 
Providing a detailed picture of the loss-offset rules under either system in a closed-form, multi-period, 
theoretical model is difficult, as non-linear functions and condition-based provisions must be taken 
into consideration. Even in short-period perspectives, analytical models become inscrutable and 
scarcely allow any generalizable economic conclusions. As a result, we are forced to fall back on fi-
nancial plans with numerical examples to capture specific conditions from the analysis.16 Financial 
plans allow us to deal with complex rules also in multi-period settings. In the numerical analysis, we 
calculate the after-tax future value (see Sureth, Mehrmann and Dahle 2010, p. 168) of the underlying 
investment of the MNG by summing up the compounded net cash flows of each period under consid-
eration. 
5.1 Scope of the numerical analysis 
By considering a continuous period, the values of the previously introduced variables17 are functions 
of the cash flows 	
 , 
 and the depreciation 	
, 
 from the current or prior periods and 
the exogenous variables, i.e. , (
 , 	(	
.18 Consequently, the decision to opt for the CCCTB system 
ultimately depends only on the cash flow time pattern19 of the French and the German companies, the 
corresponding depreciation and the exogenous variables. The following analysis focuses on the impact 
of different combinations of time patterns and magnitudes of cash flows and depreciation on the rela-
tive advantageousness of either tax system. By assumption, the decision as to whether to opt for the 
CCCTB system must be made at the beginning of the first period. 
To demonstrate the tax effects, we consider pre-tax cash flows for both the German and the French 
company that vary in increments of € 200,000 between -€ 3 million and € 3 million in the first period. 
                                                 
16
  This approach is in line with Majd and Myers (1987); Haegert and Kramm (1977); Niemann (2004b). 
17
  These are the adjusted gross incomes, the tax bases, the loss carry-forwards, the loss carry-backs, the loss-
offsets, the dividend payments and the financial investments. 
18
  The apportionment factor β consists partly of a fixed component (allocation of assets and labour) and partly 
also on the cash flows as a proxy for the sales of the respective company. See Section 5.2.1. 
19
  Earlier analyses have already shown that cash flow time patterns are important for potential loss-offsets. See 
Barlev and Levy (1975), p. 178; Haegert and Kramm (1977), p. 205; Niemann (2004a), p. 24; Niemann 
(2004b), p. 363; Dahle (2011), p. 62. 
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This range of values is sufficient to illustrate which cash flow pattern is advantageous for which tax 
system. To analyse the effect of different loss-offset rules, both the French company and the German 
company are required to have at least one tax year with losses. In order to ensure this and, further-
more, to ensure that the alternative time patterns and magnitudes of the pre-tax cash flows are still 
comparable, we assume that the pre-tax present value of the cash flows of each company is always 
€ 100,000.20 Thus, a specific growth factor J must be applied to the first period’s cash flows to deter-
mine the cash flows for the subsequent period. This factor is calculated as follows: 
ε = LL,LLLDMDM∗(NO)PM. (15) 
Using eq. (15) leads to a high positive cash flow in the first period and a high negative cash flow in the 
second period, and vice versa, for each company. This determination of the cash flows in both periods 
guarantees that a change in the ranking of the alternative tax systems is impacted only by the different 
taxation procedures. 
Nevertheless, the determination of positive and negative pre-tax cash flows is not sufficient to ensure 
that a tax loss or profit arises, as the tax base depends also on the interest payments/income, on depre-
ciation allowances and, in addition, on 5% of the gross dividend under the system of SA. However, the 
values of the crucial variables are chosen in the numerical analysis in such a way that both companies 
always face one profit period and one loss period under both systems. The depreciation , amounting 
to € 30,000 for both companies 	
 = 
 = , is chosen in such a way that the French and Ger-
man investment projects are worthwhile after taxes.21 We use effective statutory profit tax rates for 
Germany and France of 30.95% and 38.93%, respectively, as computed by the Centre for European 
Economic Research (see Spengel et al. 2014). Furthermore, a pre-tax debit and credit interest rate of 
2% is assumed.22   
We assume that remaining loss carry-forwards at the end of the second period may be offset against 
profits of other future investment projects (see Oestreicher and Koch 2011, p. 80). Using a two peri-
                                                 
20
  Assuming equal after-tax present values of the cash flows of both companies under one tax system, and taking 
this case as a benchmark for the analysis of the respective other tax system, would not reveal the inherent dif-
ferences between Germany and France in the former tax system and is thus inappropriate for our analysis. 
21
  Whether or not an investment project is profitable depends in part on the size of the initial investment, which 
we do not refer to here explicitly. However, we assume that the initial investment is equal to the sum of the 
depreciation allowances over the useful life of the underlying asset. We choose the depreciations such that the 
net profit margins for both companies are in line with commonly observable market margins. In case of very 
smooth earnings of both companies (QR = QR = 0) the overall tax payments are lowest under both sys-
tems and thus the average net profit margins are highest after the assumed two periods. In this high-profit case 
the net profit margin amounts to around 25%. This margin is in line with the net profit margins that are com-
mon in the most profitable industries in 2014 (see Sageworks 2014).  
22
 The effective interest rates for lending and borrowing published by the German Federal Bank (Deutsche Bun-
desbank) are close to 2% for corporate entities for a time horizon of two years: interest rate for lending 
amounts to 2.22% (German Federal Bank, 2015b) and for borrowing amounts to 2.43% (German Federal 
Bank 2015a), both for for June 2015. 
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ods-model allows us to capture the decisive characteristics of both tax systems and simultaneously to 
single out the loss induced implications. The main differences in the utilization of losses between the 
two systems already arise in the first two periods since the group can make use of the loss carry-back 
under SA while not under CCCTB. Although in the following periods the group may use remaining 
loss carry-forwards under SA, however, the overall tax benefit from loss-offset under the CCCTB 
system is greater. Thus, and in order to keep the analysis as simple as possible, it is adequate to esti-
mate the future tax effects from loss carry-forwards. Empirical evidence suggests that the remaining 
loss carry-forwards of both companies can be valued at S = 40% of their face value under the sys-
tem of SA.23 As the possibilities to offset losses tend to be better under the CCCTB system, we assume 
that SDDDEF = 45% of the loss carry-forwards may be utilized.24 We test the robustness of our result 
with respect to these values in the sensitivity analysis.  
5.2 After-tax future values 
The following two figures illustrate how the MNG’s after-tax future values under the CCCTB system 
and under the system of SA, respectively, depend on the “earnings”. For the purpose of this paper, 
“earnings” denotes “cash flows 	less depreciation ” of the German and French company. Here, we 
refer to the after-tax future values as relative decision criteria since they allow us to compare the deci-
sions effects of the respective tax systems directly. The values for the German and French earnings are 
plotted in increments of € 200,000. However, we consider that two periods, the abscissa and the ordi-
nate are scales with regard to “cash flows less depreciation in the first period”. As the cash flows of 
the second period are endogenously determined by the growth factor J, the corresponding earnings for 
the second period do not have to be plotted explicitly. The disparity in the future values is, under both 
tax systems, mainly driven by the utilization of losses. The more that losses may be utilized during the 
time frame under consideration, the higher the after-tax future values. 
5.2.1 CCCTB system 
The group tax base under the CCCTB system is allocated to the French company and the German 
company according to the apportionment formula. We assume that the formula factors of assets and 
labour are equally allocated between both companies, so that 50% of these factors are attributed to 
                                                 
23
  Empirical evidence indicates that approximately 40% of German losses may later be offset against profits. See 
Schneider (1988), p. 1222; see also Niemann and Treisch (2006), p. 1020; Haegert and Kramm (1977), p. 205. 
Furthermore, a more recent study by Kager, Schanz and Niemann (2011) supports our assumption. Using in-
formation from a questionnaire sent to German DAX30 companies they find evidence that the share of utiliz-
able losses is substantially lower than the total stock of tax losses. We refer to their results and calculate the 
average of the ratios of the estimated amount of useable losses divided by estimated total stock of tax losses 
for the companies listed in Table 8, p. 116, of their study. The average share of utilizable losses amounts to 
41%. Note, we dropped companies with missing variables. As the German and the French provisions for loss 
carry-forwards are almost similar, we assume that this evaluation holds for the French company as well. 
24
  Due to the cross-border loss-offset and the non-existence of the minimum and dividend taxation, the possibili-
ties to offset losses might be better under the CCCTB system. That implies that losses tend to get offset earlier 
under the CCCTB system (timing effect) and that there is an increased likelihood for a complete loss-offset in 
a reasonable time.  
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each company in both periods.25 The accumulation of financial assets in Germany does not change the 
asset allocation between both companies, as financial assets are disregarded for determining the asset 
factor. The sales factor for each company is assumed to vary in line with the respective pre-tax cash 
flows. We take the magnitude of the pre-tax cash flows as a proxy for the magnitude of the sales of 
every company.26 If the pre-tax cash flow is negative for one company, we assume that this company 
does not engage in any sales, so that 100% of the sales are generated by the other company. In that 
extreme case, the group tax base is apportioned to the companies in the proportion of 33% to 67%.27 
For varying French and German earnings we obtain the future earnings that are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The highest future values (approximately € 175,000) emerge for that half of the combinations of 
French and German earnings that result in a negative or zero CCCTB in the first period (combinations 
of area 1).28 For the other half of the combinations (combinations of area 2), that lead to a positive 
CCCTB in the first period, the future values decrease with increasing French and German earnings. 
When the German and French earnings take the maximum considered value of approximately € 3 mil-
lion, the lowest future value of -€ 985,679 occurs. 
A negative or zero CCCTB in the first period (area 1) leads to the highest future values, as all losses 
can be utilized to decrease the tax burden in the second period. Thus, area 1 represents full loss-offset 
scenarios. The loss carry-forward of the first period may be utilized to offset a large share of the taxa-
ble profits of the second period. By contrast, a positive CCCTB in the first period (area 2) leads to 
lower future values, as the resulting losses of the second period may not be utilized during the time 
interval considered. Taxes must be paid on the profits of the first period, whereas the losses of the 
second period are evaluated at only SDDDEF = 45% to offset future profits. By increasing first period’s 
earnings of a group company, the relative gap between taxes paid in the first period and the assigned 
present value of the future tax refunds for the loss carry-forwards of the second period increases, as 
                                                 
25
  As both group companies incur the same present value of pre-tax cash flows, we presume that both companies 
invested the same amount of money in their respective projects. Assuming that the investment involves the 
same level of labour and assets in both countries, 50% of these factors are allocated to each company. As liq-
uid funds are invested in the capital market and not in real investment projects of the companies, we further 
assume that no additional assets are purchased and no additional workforce is hired in the period under re-
view. Vice versa, we assume that the companies do not sell part of their assets or reduce workforce in loss-
making periods. Thus, the magnitude of assets and labour is assumed to remain constant. Also Eberhartinger 
and Petutschnig (2014) assume in their game-theoretic analysis that assets are distributed equally between 
their two considered countries. For a detailed examination of potential effects of real investments on appor-
tionment factors see Dietrich and Kiesewetter (2007), p. 507. 
26
  The share of the sales factor, which is allocated to each company, is approximated by the relation of the pre-
tax cash flows of the respective company to the pre-tax cash flows of the group. We assume that the German 
company sells to German clients, and the French company to French clients. The companies are assumed to 
not export to other countries. 
27
  In an alternative approach, we assume that the apportionment factor β is fixed and constant over time and thus 
it is independent of the magnitude of the pre-tax cash flows. Untabulated results show that this variation has 
little impact on our results even if the apportionment factor β takes on extreme values of zero or one. 
28
  This is the case if the absolute value of negative earnings of one company is greater than or equal to the posi-
tive earnings of the other company, or both group companies incur negative or zero earnings in the first peri-
od. 
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well. Thus, by increasing earnings in the first period, more taxes must be paid in relation to the pre-tax 
cash flows of € 100,000, what results in lower future values for the group. 
 
Fig. 1 Future values under the CCCTB system 
 
5.2.2.  System of separate accounting 
In Fig. 2 we show the MNG’s future values under the system of SA. Due to the application of SA in 
determining the tax burden of the group companies, and due to increased complexity with regard to 
the treatment of losses, this graph is more complex than that in Fig. 1. All losses may be utilized for 
tax purposes if neither the loss carry-back restriction nor the minimum taxation applies for the compa-
nies. This is the case if the earnings of both group companies range between - € 1.2 million and € 1 
million in the first period (area A in Fig. 2). Thus, area A represents scenarios with full loss utilization. 
In area A, future values are not identical but only differ slightly. The highest future value under the 
system of SA amounts to € 173,789. 
If the earnings of the German and/or French group company exceeds € 1 million in the first period, the 
loss carry-back restriction will apply in the second period. The minimum taxation applies in the sec-
ond period, given that the earnings of the respective group companies fall below -€ 1.2 million in the 
first period. The future values decrease with increasing/decreasing earnings of the group companies in 
the first period if the earnings exceed the respective limits for the loss carry-back restriction and/or the 
minimum taxation. The more the earnings exceed these limits, the smaller the share of the overall 
losses that may be utilized during the given time frame and the smaller the resulting future values. 
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Fig. 2 Future values under the system of separate accounting 
 
As long as only one of the two group companies may not entirely utilize its losses in the given time 
frame but the respective other company may do so, the future values of the group range between areas 
B (loss carry-back restriction applies to the German company), D (loss carry-back restriction applies 
to the French company), F (minimum taxation applies to the German company) or H (minimum taxa-
tion applies to the French company). If both of the group companies may not entirely utilize their loss-
es, the future value lies in areas C (loss carry-back restriction applies to both companies), E (minimum 
taxation applies to the German company and the loss carry-back restriction applies to the French com-
pany), G (minimum taxation applies to both companies) or I (loss carry-back restriction applies to the 
German company and minimum taxation applies to the French company). The lowest future value (-€ 
696,755) of the group arises if the earnings of both group entities take the highest values considered in 
this analysis (i.e. approximately € 3 million), as then due to the loss carry-back restriction the largest 
share of losses remains unused. 
We find that the time pattern of the profits/losses streams and, arising from this, the divergent oppor-
tunities to utilize the upcoming losses are the key drivers of the MNG’s future values under both tax 
systems in our setting. 
5.3 Favourable tax system depending on time structure and magnitude of earnings 
The following graph illustrates which of the two underlying tax systems is advantageous for which 
combinations of earnings of the French company and the German company, based on the future values 
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shown in the previous two graphs (Fig. 1 and 2).  
As the graph in Fig. 3 shows, the CCCTB system is advantageous for most of the plotted earnings. 
The graph shows 961 combinations, and for 622 of them the CCCTB system is preferable. However, 
the system of SA is advantageous if the German and French earnings are positive in the first period or 
if they are slightly negative for one group entity and positive for the other. 
 
Fig. 3 SA vs. CCCTB depending on earnings of both companies 
 
Depending on different time patterns of the entities’ earnings we identify four different tax effects that 
are crucial for the relative attractiveness of either system. The magnitude of each of these four effects 
determines whether the one or the other tax system is overall preferable: 
• loss utilization effect: This effect refers to the share of overall group losses that may be offset 
against profits under each tax system. The evaluation of the remaining loss carry-forwards at the 
end of the second period is also decisive for the advantageousness of each tax system; 
• dividend taxation effect: This effect is always to the disadvantage of the system of SA, as 5% of 
the intragroup dividends constitute a non-deductible expense for the German company. To 
check whether our results hold for fully tax-exempt dividends29 on the parent level, we conduct-
ed a sensitivity analysis and found in tendency corresponding results. 30  
• interest taxation effect: Given that the French subsidiary must take a loan from the German par-
ent, the interest payments in subsequent years are deductible in higher-taxed France and are 
taxed in the lower-taxed Germany under the system of SA. Intragroup loans are irrelevant for 
tax purposes under the CCCTB system. Thus, in this setting, the interest taxation effect always 
favours the system of SA;31  
                                                 
29
  Only in France, Germany, Italy and Belgium 5% of the gross dividend is subject to tax.  
30
  Only in some exceptional cases our results change. 
31
  The interest taxation effect occurs only if the French subsidiary incurs losses in the first period and thus takes 
a loan in the first period. Consequently, it pays interest in the second period. 
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• tax base allocation effect: The shares of the overall group tax base that are taxed in 
France/Germany under the CCCTB system differ from the shares that are taxed under the sys-
tem of SA.32 
Generally speaking, the tax base allocation between the two companies tends to be more moderate 
under the CCCTB system than under the system of SA, due to consolidation and due to the equally-
allocated formula factors of assets and labour. As the French tax rate is higher than that in Germany 
((	
 < (
), it is desirable from the group’s perspective that most profits be taxed in Germany and 
most losses in France. However, as every company generates profits in one period and incurs losses in 
the other, the tax system that proves to be advantageous with regard to the tax base allocation in one 
period becomes disadvantageous in the other period. Thus, the tax base effects counterbalance each 
other to some extent during the periods under review. However, due to the positive present value of 
the pre-tax cash flows and due to the partly extinguished losses at the end of the second period, the 
impact of the tax base allocation in the profit period is stronger than that of the loss period. 
For the following interpretation, we first consider the combinations of earnings that result in a negative 
or zero CCCTB in the first period (combinations of area a, area a also includes also the diagonal line 
of the graph). A full utilization of losses may be achieved for all combinations of area a under the 
CCCTB system,33 but for only a few combinations under the system of SA, due to the loss carry-back 
restriction and the minimum taxation. Even in cases in which losses may be offset entirely under both 
systems, the dividend taxation under the system of SA ensures that the CCCTB system is always pref-
erable under such conditions. The interest taxation effect and – depending on the specific combina-
tions in area a – the possibly preferable tax base allocation under the system of SA are not strong 
enough to lead to a change in the ranking of the tax systems. 
In the following, we consider only the combinations above the line in Fig. 3. To compare the tax con-
sequences under the CCCTB system with those under the system of SA, we first focus on combina-
tions of only positive earnings of both companies in the first period (area b). For these combinations, 
the system of SA is always advantageous, mainly because the resulting losses of the second period 
may at least partially be carried back under the system of SA. In contrast, under the CCCTB system, 
the second period’s loss may not be utilized at all during the time frame under review, but must be 
carried forward and is valued at SDDDEF = 45%. The tax base allocation effect and the dividend taxa-
tion effect play rather minor roles and are crucial only in marginal cases. As the French company does 
not lack liquidity in the first period, the interest taxation effect does not appear. 
Next, we consider the tax consequences in the case where only one company incurs positive earnings 
                                                 
32
  Only in rare situations the tax base allocation under the CCCTB system and the system of SA might be lead to 
similar outcomes. 
33
 Compare with area 1 of Fig. 1. 
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and the other company incurs negative ones (area c1 and c2). Here, whether one or the other tax sys-
tem is advantageous depends on the specific combination of earnings of both companies. In area c2 
(c1) the German (French) company may carry back its losses of the second period and the French 
(German) company must carry forward the losses of the first period under the system of SA. Under the 
CCCTB system, the profits and losses of each group company may be offset cross-border in each pe-
riod. In both areas, the CCCTB is positive in the first period (all losses of the German (French) com-
pany may be offset cross-border in area c1 (c2)) and negative in the second period (the losses of the 
French (German) company exceed the profits of the German (French) company in area c1 (c2)). The 
system of SA is beneficial if the advantage from carrying back the second period’s losses of the Ger-
man (French) company (area c2 (c1)) is rather high. Specifically, the group benefits from SA if this 
advantage exceeds: 
• the benefit from a cross-border loss-offset under the CCCTB system; 
• the disadvantage of a loss carry-forward in the other company under SA in comparison to an 
immediate loss-offset under the CCCTB; 
• the disadvantage of the dividend taxation effect in period 1 (2) in area c1 (c2); and 
• in area c1, the disadvantage of the tax base allocation effect, which favours in this area the 
CCCTB system. 
The main driver of the results is the loss utilization effect. The interest taxation effect and the tax base 
allocation effect favour the system of SA in area c2, as well. Only for these combinations may the 
group deduct interest in higher-taxed France and tax them in Germany, and only for these combina-
tions more tax base is taxed in lower-taxed Germany under the system of SA than under the CCCTB 
system. Due to these two additional effects in favour of the system of SA, there are more combinations 
for which the system of SA is advantageous in area c2 than in area c1. As becomes apparent from Fig. 
3, with increasing earnings of the company that may make use of the loss carry-back provision (the 
German (French) company in area c2 (c1)), the system of SA remains advantageous only for decreas-
ing earnings of the other company. Under the system of SA, the relative share of utilizable losses de-
creases due to the loss carry-back restriction with increasing earnings, and thus the system of SA de-
clines in its relative advantageousness. Thus, it can remain advantageous only if the profits and losses 
under the CCCTB system are very unbalanced and the advantage from the cross-border loss-offset is 
rather low. This is the case when the earnings of the other company decrease. 
The following graph clarifies to what extent one or the other tax system is superior. It shows, by ex-
ample, the future value of the group for fixed German earnings of -€ 30,000 in the first period and for 
varying earnings for the French group under both systems. 
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Fig. 4 Future value of the MNG for a fixed value of German cash flows less depreciation of € 0 
 
 
The observable effects have been described previously. The graph shows that in the most extreme case 
(French earnings amount to -€ 3 million), the difference in future values between both systems 
amounts to approximately € 270,000. If the French earnings amount to € 0 the difference between both 
systems is the smallest with approximately € 900. The graph clarifies that the differences in future 
values between both systems vary considerably, from marginal to substantial differences. 
The unlimited loss carry-forward provision without minimum taxation and the possibility of a cross-
border loss-offset make the CCCTB system advantageous for most of the combinations considered. 
However, the system of SA becomes advantageous if the profit/loss streams allow the utilization of the 
loss carry-back provision. The dividend and interest taxation effect and the tax base allocation effect 
are not the main drivers of our results, but in borderline cases they can be decisive. In the next section 
we investigate the impact of the assumptions made for our model on our findings through a sensitivity 
analysis. 
5.4 Generalization of the model 
As the national loss-offset provisions in France and Germany are very specific, we broaden our analy-
sis to draw more generalizable conclusions. To capture the share of losses that can be offset under 
national laws we introduce loss-offset coefficients. The resulting model can be regarded as representa-
tive for the provision designs observable across Europe. We still distinguish between loss carry-back 
and loss carry-forward provisions.  
There are only five countries in the EU that allow for a loss carry-back. All of them are of high im-
portance either from an economic perspective, i.e., magnitude of economic activities (France, Germa-
ny, UK) or from a tax planning perspective of MNGs within Europe (the Netherlands, Ireland). The 
UK, the Netherlands and Ireland allow carrying losses back for one year unrestricted in amount. How-
ever, all EU countries allow to carry losses forward. We distinguish three different categories of coun-
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tries with different loss carry-forward provisions. First, there are countries that do not restrict loss 
carry-forwards at all; second, countries that restrict loss carry-forwards in amount; and third, countries 
that restrict them in time. The following table (Tab. 1) gives an overview of the loss-offset provisions 
across Europe (see IBFD 2015). 
Loss carry-back, one 
year, if limited then 
maximal amount in 
brackets 
France (€ 1 million), Germany (€ 1 million), 
Ireland, Malta, Netherlands, UK 
 
Unrestricted loss  
carry-forward 
Belgium, Ireland, Latvia, Luxembourg, 
Malta, Sweden, UK  
 
Loss carry-forward  
restricted in amount 
(share of current year’s 
taxable income against 
which losses can be 
offset) 
Austria 75% 
Denmark 60%,  
but basic amount of DDK 7,747,500 
France 50%, 
but basic amount of  € 1 million  
Germany 60%, 
but basic amount of € 1 million  
Hungary 50% and 5 years 
Italy 80% 
Lithuania 70% 
Poland 50% and 5 years  
Portugal 70% and 12 years 
Slovenia 50% 
Spain depending on the turnover 25%-50% 
of losses can be offset in 2015,  
for future periods this share will be 
increased 
Loss carry-forward  
restricted in time 
(years) 
Bulgaria 5 
Croatia 5 
Cyprus 5 
Czech Republic 5 
Finland 10 
Greece 5 
Romania  7 
Slovak Republic 4,  
but losses carried forward evenly 
The Netherlands 9 
 
Tab. 1 Loss-offset provisions in EU Member States 
In the following, we use the set of equations as introduced in Section 4.1 and extend it with respect to 
differently determined loss-offsets ,-	and loss carry-backs ,). The factor η indicates the share of 
the adjusted gross income *+ of each company against which loss carry-forwards from previous 
periods can be offset. The factor pi captures the share of the tax base of the previous period ) 
against which current losses can be offset. We then obtain 
,- = 4 :,; !1η ∗ *+; 02C, (16) 
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,) = min :max"π ∗ TB= ; 0';max"−AGI=AB; 0'C. (17) 
A subset of EU countries allows to infinitely carry forward losses but has not implemented a loss car-
ry-back provision in the national tax code. For such countries η is equal to one and π is equal to zero. 
In such cases the loss-offset provisions under separate accounting and CCCTB are identical, except for 
the cross-border loss-offset under CCCTB. We find that under such parameter settings for both coun-
tries the CCCTB system is always preferable for the MNG. The dividend and interest taxation effect 
and – depending on the combinations of earnings – the cross-border loss-offset or the higher valuation 
of remaining losses under the CCCTB system, respectively, are crucial for this result. 
Under this set of parameters (η = 1,π = 0), we find more interesting results if we disregard the 5%-
dividend taxation under the system of SA. Non-dividend taxation is representative for most EU coun-
tries as the 5%-dividend taxation exists only in four EU countries, i.e., Belgium, Italy, Germany and 
France. As shown in Fig. 5, the system of SA is preferable under such parameter settings for about one 
eighth of the illustrated combinations of French and German earnings. The advantageousness of the 
system of SA is solely caused by the tax base allocation effect, i.e., more losses are allocated to high-
er-taxed France under the system of SA than under the CCCTB system. Note that also for countries 
that restrict the loss carry-forward in time a picture similar to the one displayed in Fig. 5 emerges. 
Here, the pre-tax present value of earnings of € 100,000 of each company ensures that all of the first 
periods’ losses can be utilized in the second period and that the timely loss-offset restrictions do not 
apply. Thus, the national tax codes of the vast majority of the EU countries provide conditions that 
lead to the system of SA being preferable for some combinations of French and German earnings only 
because of tax base effects. By contrast, assuming that the 5%-dividend taxation applies, the system of 
SA is preferable only for countries that allow for a loss carry-back. 
 
Fig. 5 SA vs. CCCTB, no dividend taxation, no loss carry-back pi = 0, full loss carry-forward η = 1 
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We employ the example of domestic loss-offset possibilities in selected European countries to show 
how the relation between the loss carry-forward and carry-back provisions determines the relative 
advantageousness of the system of SA. First, taking the UK and Ireland as examples for non-dividend 
taxation, we investigate how an unlimited loss carry-forward and a one-year loss carry-back affect the 
relative advantageousness of the system of SA. Fig. 6 illustrates the results. 100% of all of the second 
periods’ losses of each entity can be carried back and all of the first periods’ losses can be utilized in 
the following period. Thus, the system of SA gains in relative advantageousness in comparison to the 
Franco-German case. As Fig. 6 shows in comparison to Fig. 4, there are significantly more cases in 
which the system of SA becomes preferable if the cash flow streams are opposing in their time pattern 
(see the enlargement of the blue triangular area to the upper left and the lower right corner in Fig. 6 in 
comparison to Fig. 4). 
 
Fig. 6 SA vs. CCCTB, unrestricted loss carry-forward η = 1and loss carry-back pi = 1 
 
In a next step, we vary the parameters for the loss carry-forward and for the loss carry-back. First, we 
run the analysis assuming that a minimum taxation at a rate of 50% (η = 0.5) and a full loss carry-
back (π = 1) applies, see Fig. 7, left graph. This case might appear in the Netherlands if loss carry-
forwards cannot be entirely utilized as the time restriction applies. As a consequence, the present value 
of the resulting future tax refunds decreases, which is captured here by the coefficient η set equal to 
50%. Second, we assume that only 50% of losses can be carried back (π = 0.5) but all of the losses 
can be carried forward without restrictions (η = 1), see Fig. 7, right graph. Within EU countries such a 
case cannot appear, since there is no country that restricts the loss carry-backs pro rata. However, we 
run this analysis because it gives insights in the relative importance of the loss carry-back in relation to 
the loss carry-forward provision and thereby opens our analysis to scenarios beyond the currently ob-
servable institutional settings in the EU. 
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Notes: left graph: unrestricted loss carry-forward η = 1, restricted loss carry-back pi	= 0.5; right graph: minimum taxation 
applies η = 0.5, full loss carry-back pi	= 1 
Fig. 7 SA vs. CCCTB, variation of loss carry-forward and carry-back parameters 
 
Fig. 7 shows that the 50%-restriction of the loss carry-back or the loss carry-forward lead to approxi-
mately the same amount of cases in which the system of SA is advantageous. Both restrictions make 
the system of SA relatively less attractive for MNGs. The effects of both restrictions on the advanta-
geousness of the system of SA are strictly linear. The higher the restriction, the smaller the future val-
ues under the system of SA. 
5.5 Sensitivity analysis  
In this subsection we examine the robustness of the previous results. To this end, different parameter 
variations are applied. If not stated differently the parameter settings are as in the Franco-German base 
scenario. In three steps, we analyse, ceteris paribus, the influence on the results of the evaluation of 
the remaining losses at the end of the second period, we allow for behavioural adjustments under the 
CCCTB system in order to take advantage of tax rate differentials and finally we have broadened the 
scope of the earnings for both group companies while retaining the parameter settings of the base sce-
nario. 
First, we analyse the impact of the valuation of the remaining loss carry-forwards at the end of the 
second period. In the basic scenario we argued that the chance for using losses entirely is higher under 
the CCCTB system. However, this must not necessarily be the case as under certain conditions the 
loss-offset under both systems might be similar. In order to find out to what extent the higher valuation 
of the remaining losses under the CCCTB system (SDDDEF = 45%) drives the results, we first assume 
that remaining losses are valued equally under both tax systems. Fig. 8 shows the results for the two 
extreme cases, i.e. that losses are not utilizable at all in the future (SDDDEF=S=0%) or that losses are 
fully utilizable (SDDDEF=S=100%) under both systems. By varying the portion of utilizable losses 
equally under both systems, the figures illustrate that higher loss utilization favours CCCTB. The 
CCCTB system turns to be advantageous in such areas in which the remaining loss carry-forwards are 
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higher under the CCCTB system than under SA, i.e., in cases in which the MNG can make use of the 
loss carry-back provision under SA. Thus, if the valuation of the remaining loss carry-forwards is sim-
ilar under both systems, the CCCTB system benefits more strongly from an increase in the level of 
loss utilization. 
 
Notes: left graph: no loss carry-forward S=0%; right graph: loss carry-forwards are valued at S=100% under both tax systems 
Fig. 8: SA vs. CCCTB depending on earnings of both companies, loss carry-forwards are valued equally under both systems 
Next, we assume that the valuation of losses differs more fundamentally between the system of SA 
and the CCCTB system. Fig. 9 provides information on how much the CCCTB system benefits from a 
bigger valuation gap between the two systems. Even if the valuation difference of loss carry-forwards 
is 60 percentage points between the two systems (right graph of Fig. 9), there are some combinations 
under which the system of SA is still advantageous. The system of SA remains advantageous for those 
combinations that allow to carry the second period’s losses completely back (i.e., the area in which the 
earnings of the first period are close to € 1 million). 
 
 
Notes: left graph:	S = 40%, SDDDEF = 60%; right graph: S = 20%, SDDDEF = 80% 
Fig. 9: SA vs. CCCTB depending on earnings of both companies, different valuation of loss carry-forwards  
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The sensitivity analysis shows so far that the evaluation of losses has an impact on our results but does 
not affect them heavily. Even in extreme cases the conclusions drawn from the basic scenario hold.  
Next, we extend our approach and account for behavioural reactions. We assume that the MNG can 
adjust the allocation of assets and labour between Germany and France in order to benefit from tax 
rate differentials under the CCCTB system. The allocation of sales between the two countries is – like 
in the base scenario – still determined by the cash flows in each country. We refer to studies on 
MNG’s reactions to changed factor weights under the formulary apportionment system at the US state 
level to make an educated guess about the shifting potential. Those studies indicate that a change in 
factor weights effectuates a change in effective tax rates of US states. Whereas Weiner (1994) and 
Lightner (1999) did not find any significant evidence of MNG’s reactions in factor allocation at all, 
Goolsbee and Maydew (2000) find evidence that a reduction in the labour factor weight from one third 
to one fourth increases employment in the manufacturing sector significantly by 1,1%. Consequently, 
empirical evidence from the US indicates that at least the short-term responses in activity shifting on 
tax rate differentials seem to be very small. However, conversely to empirical evidence, in order to 
scrutinize the impact of the shifting factor G, we assume that the MNG is able to shift 100% of assets 
and labour within its entities as the most extreme scenario. Fig. 10 illustrates the advantageousness of 
either tax system when the MNG shifts all of its assets and labour in the profit period to the lower-tax 
country Germany. As losses are not allocated to the group entities under the CCCTB system but rather 
carried-forward on the group level, the factor allocation does not change the relative attractiveness of 
this tax regime if the CCCTB is negative. Fig. 10 clarifies that even in this extreme setting, which 
highly overstates the empirical evidence from the US, our results remain robust. We conclude from 
this investigation that abstracting from behavioural responses under the CCCTB system is justified as 
the impact of such responses are rather negligible.  
 
 
Fig. 10: SA vs. CCCTB depending on earnings of both companies, assets and labour can be fully shifted 
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Last but not least, we broaden the scope for the earnings to be considered. Instead of considering earn-
ings from approximately minus € 3 million to plus € 3 million, as in the base scenario, we now consid-
er earnings from approximately minus € 60 million to plus € 60 million.34 The values for the German 
and French earnings are now plotted in increments of € 500,000. The parameter settings remain the 
same as those in the base scenario. The following graph shows only the results for positive earnings of 
both group companies (comparable to area b of Fig. 3). For the remaining combinations, the results do 
not add anything new to the findings of the base scenario. 
Fig. 11 SA vs. CCCTB depending on a broader scope of earnings 
Fig. 11 shows that the system of SA is advantageous only up to a limited amount of positive earnings 
of the French and German company in the first period. The main reason for this is that there is a break-
even-point where the advantage of the utilization of a larger share of losses under the system of SA 
due to the loss carry-back, is overcompensated by the effects of a higher value of the remaining losses 
at the end of the second period under the CCCTB system (SDDDEF = 0.45, S = 0.4). 
The area in Fig. 11 for which the system of SA is advantageous is triangular shaped. The triangle can 
be described by its apexes and the point of origin. Specific combinations of German and French earn-
ings determine the edge and apexes of the triangle, and thus the break-even point of SA and CCCTB’s 
relative attractiveness. Under the given set of assumptions: 
• the German earnings are limited to € 1 million and the French earnings are limited to € 10.5 mil-
lion (top apex); or 
 
• the French earnings amount to € 1 million and the German earnings amount to € 56.5 million  
(right apex) 
in the first period to favour SA. The upper and right apex of the triangle result mainly from the loss 
carry-back provision under the system of SA: The relative advantage of the system of SA over the 
CCCTB system is highest if the earnings of German or French company takes on a value of € 1 mil-
lion, as the benefit from the loss carry-back provision is maximal then. Due to the high relative advan-
                                                 
34
  By considering a broader scope, the interest payments can be higher than € 150,000. See footnote 40. Howev-
er, even in cases with high losses the thin capitalization rule does not apply for the French company because 
we assume that the indebtness condition (safe haven) is not violated. See Gaoua (2014), p. 26. 
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tageousness of the system of SA over the CCCTB system for earnings of € 1 million for one company 
in the first period, the system of SA remains advantageous even if the earnings of the other company 
are very high in the first period. Very high earnings in the first period imply that the share of utilizable 
losses is, due to the application of the loss carry-back restriction, rather low in the second period. 
The CCCTB system turns out to be advantageous for lower French earnings (top apex) than for Ger-
man earnings (right apex). There are two reasons for this imbalance. First, dividend taxation under the 
system of SA for increasing French earnings favours the CCCTB system. Second, the tax base alloca-
tion for increasing French earnings favours the CCCTB system, as well, because – compared to the 
system of SA – a lower share of the group tax base is taxed in higher-taxed France in the profit peri-
od.35,36 
Our sensitivity analysis shows that the results are dependent on the evaluation of the remaining losses 
at the end of the second period. Improved utilization of the remaining losses under both tax systems 
has a clear effect in favour of the CCCTB system. Furthermore, the analysis reveals that allowing for 
behavioural adjustments under the CCCTB system changes the overall results only slightly in favour 
of the CCCTB system. Both of previous variations do not challenge the basic findings of our analysis. 
By broadening the magnitude for earnings of both group companies, we show that the advantageous-
ness of the system of SA for positive French earnings is limited to rather low values. 
6 Conclusion 
We have analysed the conditions under which the CCCTB system or the system of SA will be advan-
tageous for an MNG of which the member companies incur temporary losses. The focus on losses is 
particularly relevant and noteworthy, as the recent crisis led to enormous loss carry-forwards in MNGs 
and, furthermore, innovative activities like start-ups and R&D investment, which are crucial for MNG 
future performance, usually are characterized by initial losses. Against this background, it is vital to 
investigate the implications of the tax environment for temporarily loss-making MNGs. 
While prior research focuses mainly on the differences in economic behaviour under both systems in 
general, we study the conditions under which one or the other tax system is preferable from the per-
spective of an MNG, with a particular focus on loss-offsets. We simulate possible decision scenarios 
of MNG to ascertain under which conditions MNGs are likely to opt for the CCCTB system. We focus 
on European MNGs with losses at the parent and subsidiary levels. We build a tailor-made, numerical 
model for a representative MNG. To demonstrate typical differences between the respective national 
                                                 
35
  The effects of the tax base allocation in the profit period exceed that of the loss period. See Section 5.3. 
36
  By considering a broader scope of earnings, the tax base allocation effect becomes more important, as under 
separate accounting the allocation for the group tax base between the two companies can become more ex-
treme. In some settings, low profits of one company meet very high profits of the other company. Thus, the 
first company maintains a very small share of the group tax base, while the latter company retains a very large 
one. In contrast, under the CCCTB system, the allocation of the tax base is smoother. 
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loss-offset provisions and that of the CCCTB system, we consider a group the parent of which is dom-
iciled in Germany, with a subsidiary in France. France and Germany allow losses to be carried back. 
By considering different magnitudes and time sequences of profit/loss streams of each group compa-
ny, we vary the degree to which the MNG may utilize its losses by carrying them back and/or forward. 
We aim to focus only on differences inherent in the tax systems. Thus, we disregard behavioural adap-
tations in order to reduce tax payments under the respective systems. 
We find mixed results. We identify four effects that determine the decision of an MNG: the tax-
utilization of losses, the allocation of the tax base to the respective group companies, dividend taxation 
and intragroup interest taxation. We find that the CCCTB system proves advantageous for increasing 
loss/profit streams (e.g. from start-ups or R&D projects) of the single group entities, whereas the sys-
tem of SA is beneficial for decreasing profit/loss streams (e.g. caused by a decrease in return from a 
mature product). The loss-offset under the CCCTB system has two major advantages compared to the 
system of SA: no minimum taxation is applicable and cross-border loss-offsets are possible. The in-
herent advantage of the French and German national tax regimes under the system of SA, is the possi-
bility to carry back losses. We conclude that the possibility of carrying losses back is decisive for the 
advantageousness of the system of SA in the Franco-German context. 
If the MNG’s entities carry out projects that result in opposing profit/loss streams, the CCCTB system 
will, in most cases, be advantageous, as losses may be offset cross-border. However, counter-
intuitively, the CCCTB system is not unconditionally preferable in cases where a cross-border loss-
offset is applicable. Rather, it is the magnitude of these entities’ profits and losses that determines 
whether the CCCTB system is worthwhile. If the CCCTB is initially positive but becomes negative 
over time and, furthermore, if the relationship between the losses and profits of the respective group 
entities is rather unbalanced, the decision not to opt for the CCCTB system tends to be attractive. The 
reason is that losses may be utilized earlier under the system of SA, thanks to the loss carry-back pro-
vision. However, if the CCCTB is initially negative and becomes positive over time, the results of the 
analysis point towards choosing the CCCTB system, as in these constellations at least some of the 
losses may be utilized immediately, thanks to the cross-border loss-offset, while any remaining losses 
may be carried forward without limitation. 
Furthermore, our findings suggest that the CCCTB system tends always to be advantageous if only 
one of the group companies incurs high initial losses that are followed by high profits. Such extreme 
profit/loss streams are typical for projects that involve high initial R&D expense, for example in the 
pharmaceutical industry. The advantageousness of the CCCTB system in such cases is explained by 
the application of the minimum taxation under the system of SA, which strongly restricts the loss-
offset for the extreme profit/loss streams considered here. 
Moreover, our analysis highlights the impact of the intercompany interest and dividend taxation on the 
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advantageousness of the system of SA. Whereas the dividend taxation is always to the disadvantage of 
the system of SA, the intercompany interest taxation can favour it if the interest payments are deducti-
ble in the high-tax country.  We broaden the Franco-German example towards a general European 
perspective and elaborate the effects resulting from differently designed loss-offset provisions and 
from different tax treatment of dividends. Addressing a variety of loss-offset provisions that exist 
across Europe allows us assessing more adequately how the design of loss-offset provisions impacts 
the advantageousness of each tax system. Taking exemplarily the UK and Ireland, we find that an 
unlimited loss carry-forward and a one-year loss carry-back favours the system of SA clearly. In such 
case the number of combinations for which the system of SA is advantageous increases by about 50%. 
Furthermore, the generalized model clarifies that in case of no dividend taxation and in case of an 
unlimited loss carry-forward and no loss carry-back (like, e.g., in Sweden or Luxembourg) the tax 
base effects alone ensure that the system of SA is advantageous for one eighth of combinations. 
Our findings must be interpreted against the background of our set of assumptions. The results are 
partially driven by the evaluation of remaining losses at the end of the second period. A better utiliza-
tion of losses may fundamentally benefit the CCCTB system. However, the results of the sensitivity 
analysis clarify that even if we vary the loss-offset possibilities strongly in favour of the CCCTB sys-
tem, there still remain combinations for which the system of SA is advantageous. Thus, our basic con-
clusions are not challenged by the assumptions about the loss carry-forwards at the end of the second 
period. Furthermore, broadening the range of earnings reveals that the system of SA can be advanta-
geous only for combinations that include relatively low profits of both companies in the first period. 
Consequently, the sensitivity analysis reveals that our outcomes are not limited to just specific numer-
ical examples, but can – to some extent – be generalized. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis points out 
that our results change only marginally if we allow for behavioural adjustments under the CCCTB 
system in order to take advantage of tax rate differentials. Our results are helpful in revealing the con-
ditions under which it is advisable to opt for the CCCTB system. Moreover, they may also contribute 
to the discussion of corporate group tax harmonization within other economic zones, such as the Unit-
ed States. 
Our analysis contributes three important findings to the existing literature. First, in addition to the tax 
base allocation effect,37 it identifies further determinants that potentially have a decisive influence on 
the choice of the preferable tax systems, namely the dividend and interest taxation effect and the loss 
utilization effect. Second, as some prior studies deny the economic significance of the loss carry-back 
provision (see Haegert and Kramm 1977; Dwenger 2008; Dreßler and Overesch 2013), our study 
demonstrates that this provision does have a significant impact at least with regard to the choice of the 
preferable tax system. Third, our study makes clear that the intercompany loss-offset across borders 
                                                 
37
  Prior analytical studies focus mainly on the tax base allocation influenced by income shifting (see Nielsen et 
al. 2010; Gérard and Princen 2012; Martini et al. 2012). 
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under the CCCTB system is not necessarily preferable over the intertemporal loss-offset under the 
system of SA. 
Whether the CCCTB proposal will be adopted is, in fact, far from certain. In moving toward its adop-
tion by the EU, there has been a public debate on various adjustments to its provisions. Two of the 
many aspects under discussion are whether a common tax base without consolidation (CCTB) could 
prove acceptable and whether to implement the minimum taxation based on the German model. Our 
results indicate that each of these amendments would have a fundamental impact on the relative ad-
vantageousness of the CCCTB system and would substantially decrease its attractiveness for MNGs. If 
both of the restrictions under discussion were applied, scarcely any incentive would remain for Fran-
co-German MNGs to opt for the CCCTB system. 
There are still several important issues that have not yet been sufficiently addressed. For instance, our 
results indicate the difficulty of determining the optimal timing for a company’s decision to opt for the 
CCCTB system. This merits more careful examination in future research so that the overall tax effects 
in a dynamic setting that may arise as a consequence of the transition to the new system, can be antici-
pated. 
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How does weighting uncertainty impact after-tax income of multinational groups? 
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Abstract 
Formulary apportionment is an intensively debated mechanism for allocating tax base within 
multinational groups. Systems under which the formula is identical in all jurisdictions and systems 
under which jurisdictions can determine the weights on the formula factors individually can be 
observed. The latter systems produce uncertainty about the overall tax-liable share of the future group 
tax base. Counter-intuitively, I identify scenarios under which increased uncertainty leads to higher 
expected future group income. My results provide helpful insights for firms and policy makers 
debating the specific design of a formulary apportionment system. 
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Unsicherheit bei der Gewichtung von 
Formula Apportionment Faktoren 
Wie beeinflusst Gewichtungsunsicherheit das nachsteuerliche Einkommen von multinationalen 
Konzernen? 
 
Zusammenfassung 
Formula Apportionment ist derzeit ein intensiv diskutierter Ansatz zur Aufteilung der 
Bemessungsgrundlage von multinationalen Konzernen. Dabei können Systeme, bei denen die 
Aufteilungsformel in allen Jurisdiktionen gleich ist und solche, bei denen die Jurisdiktionen die 
Faktorengewichtungen individuell bestimmen können, unterschieden werden. Das letztere System 
verursacht Unsicherheit über die Höhe der Konzernbemessungsgrundlage. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass 
unter bestimmten Umständen erhöhte Unsicherheit zu höheren Erwartungen über das zukünftige 
nachsteuerliche Einkommen des Konzerns führen kann. Die Ergebnisse helfen, die Wirkungen von 
Formula Apportionment Systemen auf Konzerne zu antizipieren und können damit in 
Steuerreformdiskussionen unterstützend eingesetzt werden. 
 
Stichwörter: GKKB, Gewichtung von Faktoren, Formula Apportionment, Formelzerlegung, 
Unsicherheit 
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1 Introduction 
The allocation of the corporate tax base between entities of multijurisdictional groups (MJGs) is 
gaining importance in a globalized world. Current statistics confirm that companies operate more and 
more internationally. According to the OECD International Direct Investment Statistics 2013, the 
global FDI inward and outward positions increased strongly over the last decades. Moreover, as 
forecasted by the World Investment Report 2013 of the UNCTAD, global foreign direct investment is 
expected to further increase over the next years (cf. UNCTAD, 2013, p. 18).1  
Jurisdictions increasingly have to deal with how and especially where to tax the profits from such 
multijurisdictional activities. When it comes to taxation, the coordination between jurisdictions is very 
difficult. Allocating tax revenues via double tax treaties results frequently in over- or undertaxation of 
MJGs. An alternative method is a common tax system between the jurisdictions that is based on 
formulary apportionment. Unexpected at first sight, depending on the degree of coordination in the 
allocation process, formulary apportionment may also cause cases of over- or undertaxation, which 
need to be investigated in detail.  
Under formulary apportionment the overall tax base of an MJG is allocated to each group entity by 
using a formula that is supposed to determine the share of economic activity of each entity. This 
approach is already used on the subnational level in several countries; e.g. the US, Canada, 
Switzerland and Germany.2 Formulary apportionment is a hot topic that is currently being discussed 
by the OECD with reference to the tax base allocation of MJGs on a global level (cf. Center for Tax 
Policy and Administration, OECD, 2010, pp. 8-9), as well as by the European Commission (EC) in 
connection with the implementation of a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) 
between EU Member States.  
                                                             
1  The internationalization of transnational companies grew in 2012, with foreign affiliates’ value added and 
exports rising moderately, cf. UNCTAD 2013, p. 23, Kelly 2001, p. 539. 
2  In Canada, Switzerland and the US, formulary apportionment is used to allocate the corporate income tax. In 
Canada, it is applied on the level of the provinces, in Switzerland on the level of the cantons and in the US on 
the state level. In Germany, formulary apportionment is used to allocate the local business tax between the 
municipalities. 
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In March 2011, the EC submitted a proposal for a Council Directive on a CCCTB (cf. European 
Commission, 2011). Under the proposed system, the apportionment formula will consist of the three 
equally weighted factors of assets, labor and sales. However, whether this proposed system will come 
into force is far from clear. The Member States face enormous difficulties in agreeing on a common 
system, as they fear losing too much of their tax sovereignty (cf. European Economic and Social 
Committee, 2011, para. 3.6). A possible way of assigning more sovereignty to the Member States 
would be to entitle them to determine the weights of apportionment factors on their own instead of 
applying uniform formulas in all jurisdictions. In line therewith, Michel Aujean, the former director of 
the tax policy department at the European Commission, recommended leaving the decision on how to 
weight each of the apportionment factors to the Member States (cf. Aujean cited by Weiner, 2008b). 
Furthermore, Anand and Sansing (2000) suggest that “a move towards a system of formulary 
apportionment in which formulary weights are equalized across countries is likely to be fragile”. They 
justify this claim with different underlying economic characteristics of the jurisdictions that 
incentivize the jurisdictions to deviate from a uniform formula. Anand and Sansing’s study focuses on 
US states, which are likely to be more homogenous in their economic makeup than EU Member 
States. Thus, they expect that incentives to deviate from a uniform system will be even stronger within 
EU Member States. 
Nevertheless, in the end, the idea of individually-determined factor weights was not included in the 
current CCCTB proposal. The CCCTB Working Group stated that it “[…] is extremely important that 
the formula is uniform across all M[ember] S[tates], i.e., that M[ember] S[tates] should not be allowed 
to apply domestic variations to the formula by attributing different weights to the formula” (CCCTB 
Working Group, 2007, p. 6). However, as long as the Member States cannot agree on a common 
formula, it is likely that the idea of individually-determined factor weights will continue to be debated 
in the EU tax reform discussion.  
In the following, I refer to a system under which all jurisdictions are bound to use exactly the same 
formula as the “common system”. If each jurisdiction is allowed to determine the weights on the 
factors individually (“individual system”), then the share of the group tax base that is subject to 
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taxation depends on two conditions: the factor weights and the share of each factor prevalent in each 
jurisdiction. Under a system of individually-determined factor weights per jurisdiction, more or less 
than 100% of the overall group tax base can be subject to taxation. Thus, depending on the factor 
weights and the allocation of factors among the jurisdictions, MJGs can be advantaged or 
disadvantaged by the individual system, since they may have to pay either more or less taxes than 
under the common system. Since the jurisdictions are free to change the factor weights under the 
individual system at any time and thereby determine the tax-liable share of the group tax base, the 
individual system results in tax base uncertainty. By contrast, the common system does not produce 
tax base uncertainty since all jurisdictions are bound to apply exactly the same formula. Hence, even if 
jurisdictions agree on changing their common apportionment formula, it is still guaranteed that exactly 
100% of the overall group tax base is tax-liable. MJGs have to consider the uncertainty implied by the 
individual system for their future tax and financial planning. 
In this paper I examine how the uncertainty in the design of apportionment formulas impacts the tax-
liable share of the tax base and consequently the expected after-tax income of an MJG. As a 
consequence of this uncertainty, future factor weights are likely to develop as a random walk with up- 
and downward movements. By assuming equal tax rates in all jurisdictions, I focus on the share of the 
overall group tax base that is subject to taxation. I compare the (expected) after-tax income of MJGs 
under the individual and the common system, using the results under the common system as a 
benchmark. I model a two-jurisdictions-two-entities setting and refer to the (expected) after-tax future 
value as the criterion representing the expected future income of the group.  
I find that uncertainty ambiguously affects MJGs income expectations and is likely to prevent efficient 
tax planning. Uncertainty increases the expectations about the after-tax income under the individual 
system for a profit-making MJG. In such a case the expected future values increase with increasing 
factor weight uncertainty. These results contradict the rather popular view that tax uncertainty 
generally dampens future income expectations (cf. for example, Bloom et al., 2013, IHK, 2013, Misik, 
2012). The surprising outcomes are driven by interest effects in multiperiodical settings. 
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The results may be helpful for policy makers debating the design of a formulary apportionment 
system, and also for MJGs that are located in jurisdictions considering the implementation of such a 
system. Since EU Member States have not yet been willing to agree on the CCCTB as proposed by the 
EC, the idea of an individual formula design by each Member State may merit further discussion. 
From the analysis some conclusions about potential responses of MJGs to such a system can be 
derived. Furthermore, the results may promote discussions about the formula design in countries, that 
already apply formulary apportionment systems, i.e. Switzerland, Canada, the US and Germany. 
After providing an overview of the relevant literature in the following section, I explain the model in 
Section 3. First, I introduce a model to determine the future value under the common system; and then 
for the expected future value under the individual system. Subsequently, in Section 4, I present the 
results on the impact of uncertainty on the expected future value of MJGs. Section 5 summarizes and 
interprets the findings. 
2 Literature 
There are two streams of literature to which this study contributes: on the one hand, literature that 
focuses on the impact of tax uncertainty on investment decisions; on the other, literature related to the 
design of apportionment formulas for allocating group tax bases within jurisdictions.  
There is a vast body of analytical and empirical literature concerned with tax uncertainty3 yet to my 
knowledge there is no paper that addresses uncertainty resulting from the uncoordinated tax allocation 
between jurisdictions. From a practical point of view, formulary apportionment is becoming 
increasingly important as a mechanism for tax base allocation but has not yet been thoroughly 
investigated analytically. It is therefore crucial to develop a suitable theoretical framework to study the 
effects that arise from tax allocation uncertainty.  
Much of this literature explores the effects of tax rate or tax base uncertainty on investment behavior. 
Niemann (2004) analyzes the impact of uncertainty in tax rates on individual investment behavior. In 
                                                             
3  For a brief overview on analytical research on the interplay of uncertainty and taxes see, for example, Alvarez 
and Koskela, 2008. Cf. further, MacKie-Mason, 1990, Alvarez et al., 1998, Sureth, 2002, Niemann/Sureth, 
2004, Gries et al., 2012. An overview about the empirical literature provide, for example, Blouin et al., 2012, 
Stomberg, 2013, Edmiston, 2004. 
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line with my approach, he uses a binomial process to capture uncertainty. He compares expected after-
tax future values of a real and a financial investment project under uncertain future tax rates. The 
outcome of the analysis is ambiguous: depending on the cash flow and depreciation streams, real 
investment may be encouraged or discouraged. Congruent with my results, he finds that the impact of 
the tax rate uncertainty on the expected future value is positive for a positive tax base. Taking 
irreversibility into account, Niemann (2011) probes the effects of tax uncertainty on investment 
behavior. Tax rate and tax base uncertainty is represented by tax payments that follow an arithmetic 
Brownian motion. Furthermore, stochastic cash flows are also assumed to follow an arithmetic 
Brownian motion. He finds that increased tax rate uncertainty does not necessarily delay investment. 
Auerbach and Hines (1988) examine historical patterns of corporate investment incentives in the US 
and find that expectations about uncertain future tax changes significantly affect the investment 
incentives only if adjustment costs were low. In a broader setting, Agliardi (2001) and Panteghini and 
Scarpa (2003) focus on policy changes in general instead of tax changes in particular. They find that 
regulatory risk has ambiguous effects on investment decisions. Congruent with my results, they show 
that regulatory risk does not necessarily have negative consequences.4 
Another stream of the literature on uncertainty focuses on the impact uncertainty in tax parameters has 
on welfare. This literature also plays an important role in the present analysis, as welfare and 
(expected) future income of MJGs are to some extent related. In this respect, Alm (1988) examines 
how individuals respond to greater uncertainty concerning individual income tax. He distinguishes 
between tax base and tax rate uncertainty and finds that simply altering the likelihood of possible 
changes in tax policy already has an effect on investment behavior, even if the changes are not made in 
the end. A greater tax base risk may increase the expected tax collections of the government. Skinner 
(1988) investigates the impact of uncertain tax policy on savings, labor supply, and welfare in the US. 
He finds that removing future tax policy uncertainty can result in an annual welfare gain of 0.4 percent 
of national income.  
                                                             
4  For more literature on regulatory uncertainty see Pawlina/Kort, 2005 and Bloom et al., 2007. See also Gries et 
al., 2012. 
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The second literature stream pertinent to this study analyzes formulary apportionment and factor 
weights. Some studies investigate the externalities resulting from uncoordinated factor weights. While 
I focus on the consequences of the externalities for the after-tax income, the existing literature centers 
mostly on consequences for social welfare in a game theoretic framework.  
In this regard, Anand and Sansing (2000) examine theoretically why jurisdictions choose different 
weights in the apportionment formula for corporate income tax purposes. They find that the aggregate 
social welfare is maximized when all states use exactly the same formula. However, since a state can 
increase its individual welfare by deviating from this formula, it has a unilateral incentive to do so. 
Furthermore, Anand and Sansing show that, depending on their industrial makeup, jurisdictions follow 
different strategies to set the factor weights.  
Furthermore, Weiner (2008) and Edmiston (2002) give suggestions for the design of formulary 
apportionment systems based on the experiences gained in the US. Weiner (2008) recommends that 
EU Member States should attempt to agree on a coordinated formula; otherwise they may face 
prisoner’s dilemma where each Member State makes the others worse off by trying to reach its 
individual revenue goals. Weiner further states that side payments should be made between Member 
States for the sake of reaching a coordinated solution. Using US data, Edmiston (2002) examines how 
the factor choice of a state impacts choices of other states. Using an applied general equilibrium 
model, she finds that the best economic development strategy of a given state is to choose a single-
factor sales formula. However, this beneficial effect is supposedly short-term since the other states 
may change their formulas as well. Therefore, Edmiston suggests that states would be better off had 
they not started to play the “strategic apportionment formula” game. While both Weiner and Edmiston 
suggest applying a common formulary apportionment system from a social welfare point of view, the 
results of my study indicate that their suggestions are not necessarily preferable from a firm level point 
of view. 
3 Model 
I consider an MJG that is conducting business in two different jurisdictions. One group entity is 
located in jurisdiction 1 and the other entity in jurisdiction 2. The MJG faces the hypothetical decision 
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of whether to carry out a real investment under the common system or under the individual system. 
The investment is assumed to generate yearly cash flows and depreciation. Interest payments are taxed 
similarly to regular business income. Furthermore, I assume that surplus liquid funds are reinvested in 
the capital market. If the group is short on funds, it may borrow funds from the capital market to fill 
the gap. The pre-tax debit interest rate is assumed to be equal to the pre-tax credit interest rate.  
It is postulated that both jurisdictions have agreed on allocating the overall group tax base to the 
respective entities by formulary apportionment. I assume the application of a three-factor 
apportionment formula, as implemented in the US or as proposed for the CCCTB project, with the 
factors sales ሺݏሻ, labor ሺ݈ሻ and assets (ܽሻ5. The sum of these three factor weights amounts always to 
100% per jurisdiction. Whereas the labor factor only consists of payrolls in the US, it consists under 
the proposed CCCTB of equal shares of payrolls and number of employees. However, since the labor 
factor ݈ is exogenously given in my model, its particular makeup is not crucial for the analysis. The 
share of each factor that is apportioned to the entity located in jurisdiction 1 is determined as follows: 
ܽ = ௔௦௦௘௧௦ ௢௙ ௘௡௧௜௧௬ ଵ௔௦௦௘௧௦ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௘௡௧௜௥௘ ௚௥௢௨௣, (1a) 
݈ = ௟௔௕௢௥ ௢௙ ௘௡௧௜௧௬ ଵ௟௔௕௢௥ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௘௡௧௜௥௘ ௚௥௢௨௣, (1b) 
ݏ = ௦௔௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௘௡௧௜௧௬ ଵ௦௔௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௘௡௧௜௥௘ ௚௥௢௨௣. (1c) 
The factor shares ܽ, ݈ and ݏ take on values between zero and one and are assumed to be constant over 
time. In fact, rational market actors are expected to make use of preferential tax effects and respond to 
changed factor weights by shifting labor and assets. However, the assumption of constant factor shares 
is, at least in the short-term perspectives, widely in line with empirical evidence6 and rules out any 
                                                             
5  On the US state level the factor is called “property”. The definitions of the asset factor under the CCCTB 
system and the property factor on the US state level are pretty much identical. I refer to this factor in line with 
the CCCTB wording as the asset factor. This is just an issue of wording and has no impact on the results. 
6  Several studies examine behavioral changes associated with changed factor weights on the US state level. 
While some studies find no significant behavioral responses, i.e., Weiner (1994) and Lightner (1999), others 
identify small reactions, i.e., Goolsbee and Maydew (2000) and Gupta and Hofmann (2000). In a cross-
sectional study, Weiner finds no association between the apportionment formula design and investments in that 
state. In a further study from 1999 she finds an association yet the effects are tiny and only marginally 
significant. Moreover, Lightner (1999) examines the impact of the apportionment formula on employment 
growth yet also finds no significant association between them. However, Goolsbee and Maydew (2000) use a 
richer and more detailed panel data set than Lightner and find that reducing the weight of the labor factor from 
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kind of real activity shifting from the analysis. Disregarding real activity shifting allows for the 
separation of behavioral effects and uncertainty effects inherent in the individual system. Nonetheless, 
due to this assumption, my results may be biased towards the disadvantage of the individual system, as 
the expected after-tax future cash flows would be higher if the MJG could respond to changes in factor 
weights. 
The share ܽ becomes one if only the entity located in jurisdiction 1 has assets and the entity located in 
jurisdiction 2 has none. The share of each factor apportioned to entity 2 is obtained by subtracting the 
share of the respective factor in jurisdiction 1 from one. Thus, in the previously mentioned example 
the share of assets held by entity 2 is equal to zero. I assume that jurisdictions determine the weight ߛ 
on the sales factor and allocate the remaining weights equally on the asset and labor factor ሺଵିఊଶ ሻ. 
Thus, the weight of the sales factor determines the weights on the asset and labor factor as well. This 
approach is in line with the setting of factor weights in all states of the US and with the proposed 
CCCTB system in Europe. Consequently, taxes that have to be paid in jurisdiction 1 ሺܶܲሻଵ are 
determined as follows: 
ܶ ଵܲ = ቀߛ · ݏ + ଵିఊଶ ሺ݈ + ܽሻቁ ܶܤ · ߬   with  ܶܤ = ܥܨ − ܦ, (2) 
where ܶܤ denotes the group tax base, ܥܨ the cash flows, ܦ the depreciation and ߬ the tax rate. 
Assuming equal tax rates7 (cf. Anand/Sansing, 2000, p. 186.) in both jurisdictions allows me to focus 
on the share of the group tax base that is subject to taxation. Further ambiguous effects resulting from 
the interaction of tax rate differences and tax bases are thereby eliminated from the analysis. A time 
horizon of two periods is sufficient for the purpose of this paper, as the results are systematically 
similar for broader time horizons.  
                                                                                                                                                                                              
one third to one fourth significantly increases manufacturing employment in an average state by 1.1%. 
Furthermore, Gupta and Hofmann (2000) find that the elasticity of corporations’ new capital expenditures in 
the manufacturing sector ranges between 0.05 to 0.35 depending on the income tax burden on property 
(measured as the product of the property factor weight and the statutory tax rate). Even in the studies that find 
behavioral adjustments of companies to changed apportionment factors, the effects are rather small. Thus, in 
line with the empirical literature, I believe it is justifiable to neglect them in this analysis. 
7  As a starting point, this simplifying assumption is also made by Nielsen et al., 2010, p. 131.  
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In the following, I assume risk neutral decisions-makers.8 Even though the examination of risk-averse 
decision-makers would be desirable, I assume risk neutral ones here for the following reason. As I 
compare a system that results in a tax base risk (individual system) with a system that is fully certain 
with respect to the tax-liable share of the tax base (common system), the direction of impact of risk 
aversion is clear and unambiguous: higher risk aversion makes the individual system relatively less 
attractive compared to the common system. Therefore, accounting for risk-averse decision makers 
would not bring any valuable insights but would rather add a lot of complexity to the model. In order 
to focus on the inherent effects of the individual system and to keep the model as simple as possible I 
assume risk neutral decision-makers. However, due to this assumption my results may be biased in 
favor of the individual system. 
3.1 Common system 
Assuming that both jurisdictions have agreed on a common formula, the after-tax net cash flow of the 
group in each period ݐ is determined as follows: 
ܰܥܨ௧ = ܥܨ௧ − ܶܤ௧ · ߬ ቀߛ · ݏ + ଵିఊଶ ሺܽ + ݈ሻ + ߛ ሺͳ − ݏሻ + ଵିఊଶ  ሺͳ − ܽ + ͳ − ݈ቁ  
= ܥܨ௧ − ܶܤ௧ · ߬.                       tax base factor =1 (3) 
The net cash flow ܰܥܨ is reflected by the gross cash flow ܥܨ minus the tax payment. The tax 
payment is calculated by the tax base multiplied with the corporate tax rate ߬ and the tax base factor, 
which determines the tax-liable share of the group tax base. This share is, in case of a common 
formula, always equal to one.  
In a two-period setting, I obtain the following future value of the net cash flows: 
ܨ ଶܸ௖௢௠ = ∑ ሺܥܨ௧ − ܶܤ௧ · ߬ሻ · ሺͳ + ݅ሺͳ − ߬ሻሻଶି௧ଶ௧ୀଵ . (4) 
                                                             
8  This assumption is widely used in public economics. Cf. Niemann/Sureth, 2002, p. 1. For a study of tax effects 
on investment decisions under risk aversion and the involved methodological limitations see, for example, 
Niemann/Sureth, 2004, 2005. 
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The future value measures the nominal future sum of money that today`s net cash flow is worth at a 
specified time in the future assuming that it will be invested in the capital market at the pre-tax interest 
rate ݅.  
3.2 Individual system 
Under the individual system, under which both jurisdictions can set the factor weights individually, the 
share of the overall group tax base that is subject to taxation depends on the factor weights in each 
jurisdiction and the allocation of the factors among the group entities. The following example (see 
Tab. 1) clarifies how the variation in factor weights and the allocation of the factors among the entities 
determine the share of the tax-liable group tax base. I assume exemplarily that jurisdiction 1 applies a 
single-factor formula consisting only of the sales factor (ߛ = ͳ) and jurisdiction 2 the Massachusetts 
Formula (ߛ = ͳ/͵). 
 jurisdiction 1 jurisdiction 2 
Factor  Weight  Share  Weight  Share  
Assets 0 0.7 1/3 0.3 
Labor 0 0.3 1/3 0.7 
Sales 1 0.8 1/3 0.2 
Share subject to taxation  80% 40% 
Sum 120% 
 Table 1: Example on how the interplay of factor weights and the allocation of the factors within the MJG determine the share 
of the tax-liable group tax base  
 
In this example 120% of the group tax base is subject to taxation. Thus, the MJG has to pay more 
taxes under the individual system than under the common system. However, if the share of the sales 
factor amounts to 20% (instead of 80%) in jurisdiction 1 and to 80% (instead of 20%) in jurisdiction 2, 
then only 80% (instead of 120%) of the group tax base will be tax-liable. If, in the example as 
displayed in Tab. 1, jurisdiction 1 uses a single-factor formula consisting of labor instead of sales, then 
only 70% of the group tax base will be subject to taxation. In tendency, more than 100% of the group 
tax base is tax-liable if a major share of a factor is located in a jurisdiction that heavily weights this 
factor. 
Experience gained in the US has shown that if jurisdictions deviate from the equally weighted 
Massachusetts Formula, they increase the weight of the sales factor and lower the weight of the 
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remaining factors. Jurisdictions do so in order to promote economic development in their respective 
state. By increasing the weight of the sales factor and decreasing the weights of the labor and asset 
factor, the MJG is not “penalized” for investing in assets or hiring employees (cf. KPMG, 2012, p. 1, 
Multistate Tax Commission, 2003, p. 25). Many US states use the so called double-weighted sales 
formula, which weights the sales factor with 50% and the remaining two factors each with 25%. Other 
states weight the sales factor even higher and some states use it as the only determinant in a single-
factor formula. In all US states the weight of the factor asset is equal to that of the labor factor.  
Whereas on average the sales factor has the highest weight of the three formula factors in the US, it is 
not even part of the formula used in Germany to apportion the tax base of the trade tax. The German 
trade tax is apportioned according to a single-factor formula consisting of labor. In Canada a common 
formula consisting of the two factors labor and sales is applied. Both factors are weighted equally. In 
Switzerland, moreover, industry-specific formulas are used. Whereas, e.g. the formula for the 
manufacturing sector consists only of the factors capital and labor, the formula for the commerce 
sector contains only the sales factor. Thus, overall, it is apparent that, contrary to experience gained in 
the US, the sales factor is not the main driver for the tax base allocation under all worldwide existing 
formulary apportionment systems. Under formula apportionment systems in other countries the sales 
factor plays a rather minor or no role for the tax base allocation.  
Since jurisdictions may change the factor weights, the weights are uncertain for future periods in both 
jurisdictions under the individual system. As a consequence of the uncertainty, future factor weights 
are likely to develop as a random walk with up- and downward movements. However, even if each 
jurisdiction can potentially change its factor weights in each period by any amount a fundamental 
change is rather unlikely. Experiences gained in the US show that the states have changed their factor 
weights in the past by increment. Arizona is an example of a state that slowly increased the weight on 
the sales factor. Originally, Arizona applied the equally-weighted Massachusetts-Formula. In 2009 it 
introduced a double-weighted sales formula and simultaneously offered an alternative formula 
consisting of a sales factor weighted by 80% and an asset and labor factors weighted by 10% each. 
Finally, in 2014, Arizona implemented a single-sales formula (cf. Tax Management BNA, 2014a, p. 
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8). The development of statutory tax rates in European countries suggests the same jurisdictional 
reform strategy as on the US state level. The European countries frequently adjust their statutory tax 
rates. Nevertheless, they adjust their rates only in small steps (cf. European Union, 2014, p. 37). 
Germany, e.g. in 1998, had a statutory tax rate on corporate proftis of 56%, which was decreased by 
about 4 percentage points in 1999 (cf. European Union, 2014, p. 37). In 2001 the rate was decreased 
further to a level of about 38%. Since the tax reform act in 2008 corporate profits are subject to an 
overall profit tax at a rate of about 30%. These US and European examples show that jurisdictions 
tend to implement rather small changes in tax systems. In line with this evidence, I assume small 
changes in the factor weights. These changes are captured by the constant ∆, which represents the 
average change in factor weights in both jurisdictions.  
Factor weights are assumed to undergo discrete jumps in discrete time with a discrete state space. The 
annual upward or downward movement of the state variable sales factor weight ߛ by the constant ∆ is 
characteristic of a binomial process. Thus, an additive binomial process seems to be adequate to catch 
uncertainty.9 The factor weight at time ݐ = ͳ is  
ߛ + ∆ with probability ݌ and 
ߛ − ∆ with probability ͳ − ݌. 
To ensure that the factor weights vary only between zero and one the following condition must hold: 
ߛ − ܶ · ∆ ൒ Ͳ   ˄   ߛ + ܶ · ∆  ൑ ͳ. 
ܶ denotes the MJG’s time horizon. For reasons of simplicity an immediate full loss offset is assumed. 
In my analysis, I distinguish between two different scenarios. In the first scenario, I assume that both 
jurisdictions set factor weights completely independent of each other. In the second scenario, it is 
assumed that the weights on the sales factor are perfectly negatively correlated between both 
jurisdictions. This implies that one jurisdiction decreases the weight of the sales factor if the other 
                                                             
9  In principle, it would be also adequate to implement a multiplicative binomial process to generate the upward- 
and downward movement of the state variable. This approach would lead to similar results. However, in line 
with the approach used by Niemann (2004) and for reasons of comparison and a better intuitive understanding 
of the subject matter, I use an additive process. 
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jurisdiction increases it correspondingly. The object of research in this paper rules out an analysis of 
positively correlated factor weights as they preclude any tax base uncertainty. Disregarding perfectly 
positively correlated factor weights is supported by practical experience gained in the US: even 
decades after implementing the possibility to deviate from the Massachusetts Formula, the 
apportionment formulas still vary greatly between states (cf. Tax Management BNA, 2014, p. 8). 
The deviations between factor weights within jurisdictions can be explained by game theory. In line 
with Anand and Sansing (2000), Weiner (2008a), and Mintz and Weiner (2008), jurisdictions’ 
decisions on how to set factor weights can be interpreted as a game in which each jurisdiction tries to 
maximize its individual tax revenues. The literature stream examining game theory essentially 
provides two differing arguments explaining deviating factor weights between jurisdictions: the 
different industrial makeup of the states (cf. Anand and Sansing, 2000) and differing taxation goals, 
i.e., revenue maximizing or investment promoting strategies (cf. Weiner, 2008, p. 106). 
First, against the trend in the last decades at the US state level, Anand and Sansing (2000) find that 
“the simple prediction that all states will have incentives to increase sales factor […] is generally 
wrong” since “states will […] have unilateral incentives to deviate from any […] coordinated 
solution”. According to Anand and Sansing, the variation in different factor weights within 
jurisdictions results from unique underlying characteristics of the jurisdictions. They argue that the 
variations within factor weights in the US are explained by the different taxation objectives of the 
jurisdictions: some aim to tax immobile capital, such as natural resources and agriculture, while others 
prefer to tax mobile capital from manufacturing. The heterogeneity across states, with respect to 
natural resources, leads to different weighting strategies between the states: states exporting output 
from immobile capital tend to put less weight on the sales factor, while importing states tend to 
implement the opposite. Second, Lightner (1999) points out that jurisdictions have two conflicting 
goals when it comes to choosing factor weights. If the only aim of a jurisdiction is to increase tax 
revenues, it may increase the weights of the factors that are prevalent in that jurisdiction. Conversely, 
if a jurisdiction aims to attract new economic development it is well advised to reduce the weights on 
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the decisive factors. Thus, each jurisdiction’s differing economic aims and underlying physical 
characteristics may hinder them from aligning their factor weights 
3.2.1 Uncorrelated factor weights between both jurisdictions 
In the first scenario I assume that no jurisdiction takes the weighting decisions of the other jurisdiction 
into account. This assumption is in line with some empirical evidence found in the tax competition 
literature. A change in the weight of apportionment factors can be interpreted as a change in the 
effective corporate tax rate of the jurisdiction. Thus, allocation factor competition is a stylized form of 
tax competition. In an EU 15 setting, Ruiz and Gerard (2008) investigate the strategic interaction of 
the Member States with respect to effective tax rates. They find only limited evidence for strategic 
interactions. Furthermore, in a broader EU 27 setting, Overesch and Rincke (2011) cannot find 
evidence to support strategic interaction in effective tax rates. Both studies support the assumption that 
changes in factor weights, which represent a specific kind of changes in effective tax rates, do not 
affect factor weights in other jurisdictions. 
Moreover, assuming uncorrelated factor weights is reasonable in specific industries, e.g. in the setting 
described previously by Anand and Sansing. In a two-jurisdiction setting, one jurisdiction is assumed 
to generate tax revenues mainly from taxing companies that process natural resources (e.g. agriculture, 
mining, forestry or fishery). Since companies that generate income by processing natural resources are 
highly unlikely to be able to shift their business to another more tax-advantageous jurisdiction, their 
home jurisdiction needs not fear that they will resettle; the other jurisdiction needs not to try to attract 
these companies. Thus, since behavioral adjustments of such companies can be practically ruled out, 
both jurisdictions set the weight of the factors independently of each other. 
In a one-period setting there are four possible combinations for the different developments of sales 
factor weights in each jurisdiction. Either the weights are raised in both jurisdictions by the constant Δ 
with the probability ݌, or they are reduced by both jurisdictions with the probability ሺͳ − ݌ሻ, or they 
are raised by one jurisdiction and reduced by the other one. Here, the constant Δ can be interpreted as 
the magnitude of the factor weight uncertainty.  
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In a one period setting, the expected after-tax net cash flow under the individual system is – 
independent of the probability ݌ – equal to the after-tax net cash flow under the common system. 
When calculating the expected after-tax net cash flow under the individual system, the four different 
combinations of factor weight developments add up to zero. In a two-period setting the combination of 
the binomial trees and the resulting possible future weight developments in jurisdiction 1 and 2 are 
exemplified for the sales factor in Fig. 1. Since in this scenario the jurisdictions set the factor weights 
independently of each other, there is no correlation between the binomial trees of jurisdiction 1 and 2. 
The binomial process of the factor weights in each jurisdiction begins with a sales factor weight of ߛ. 
[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
Since I consider changes in the factor weights in annual intervals and since the magnitude of the 
changes is constant (Δ), the branches of the binomial trees always recombine. Each binomial tree 
shows four different weighting developments that result in three final states. For my analysis the 
weighting developments are crucial. Thus, there are 4 x 4 (=16) different combinations of factor 
weighting developments in jurisdiction 1 and 2 in two periods. 
 
 In order to determine the expected future value for the weighting developments illustrated in Fig. 1 
the future value of each branch has to be calculated by considering the probability ݌. For 
demonstration purposes the following model shows exemplarily the determination of the future value 
for a specific path, taking into account the probability ݌. The path is characterized by a raise in the 
sales factor weight in jurisdiction 1 and a reduction in jurisdiction 2 for the first period, followed by a 
reduction in both jurisdictions in the second period. 
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ܨ ଶܸ௜௡ௗ೐ೣೌ೘೛೗೐ = [ܥܨଵ  
−ܶܤଵ · ߬ ൬ሺߛ + ݌ ∆ሻ ݏ + ቀଵିఊଶ − ݌ ∆ଶቁ ሺܽ + ݈ሻ + ሺߛ − ሺͳ − ݌ሻ ∆ሻ ሺͳ − ݏሻ + ቀଵିఊଶ + ሺͳ − ݌ሻ ∆ଶቁ ሺͳ − ܽ + ͳ − ݈ሻ൰ቃ  
 tax payments in t=1 
· ቈͳ + ݅ ቆͳ − ߬ ൬ߛ ·  ݏ + ͳ−ߛʹ  ሺܽ + ݈ሻ + ሺߛ − ʹ ሺͳ − ݌ሻʹ ∆ሻ ሺͳ − ݏሻ + ቀͳ−ߛʹ + ሺͳ − ݌ሻʹ ߂ቁ ሺͳ − ܽ + ͳ − ݈ሻ൰ቇ቉  
 after-tax interest rate in t=2 
+ܥܨଶ − ܶܤଶ · ߬ ൬ߛ ·  ݏ + ଵିఊଶ ሺܽ + ݈ሻ + ሺߛ − ʹ ሺͳ − ݌ሻଶ ∆ሻ ሺͳ − ݏሻ + ቀଵିఊଶ + ሺͳ − ݌ሻଶ ߂ቁ ሺͳ − ܽ + ͳ − ݈ሻ൰. (5) 
after-tax cash flow in t=2 
The first three lines of eq. (5) display the compounded first periods’ net cash flow. It becomes clear 
that the factor weights of the second period also determine the share of the interest payment that is 
subject to taxation. The last line of eq. (5) displays the share of the group tax base that is tax-liable in 
the second period. 
 
By transforming and summarizing the formulas for all 16 branches, I obtain the following equation for 
the expected future value under the individual system after two periods.  
ܧ ቂܨ ଶܸ௜௡ௗೠ೙೎೚ೝೝ ቃ = ሺܥܨଵ − ܶܤଵ · ߬ሻ ൫ͳ + ݅ሺͳ − ߬ሻ൯ + ܶܤଵ · ߬ଶ · ∆ଶ · ݅ ቀݏ − ଵଶ  ሺܽ + ݈ሻቁଶ · ቀଵଶ − ݌ + ݌ଶቁ  
+ܥܨଶ − ܶܤଶ · ߬. uncertainty term (6) 
In eq. (6), the expected future value is a function of the factor weight uncertainty captured by the 
constant ∆. As becomes apparent in eq. (5), each of the 16 future values represented by the branches of 
the binomial tree is calculated by multiplying each net cash flow of the first period with the 
corresponding after-tax interest rates of the second period. The weighting developments of the second 
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period also determine the after-tax interest rate, since interest payments are taxed similar to regular 
business income.  
In the second period, some of the weighting developments cannot occur anymore, as they are already 
ruled out by the developments in the first period. Consequently, developments in the first period 
predetermine, to some extent, those of the second period. This implies that, for example, high first 
periods’ after-tax net cash flows (due to low tax payments) tend to be multiplied with high after-tax 
interest rates in the second period. The opposite is true for low first periods’ after-tax net cash flows. 
Thus, the interest effect increases the differences in the after-tax net cash flows of the first period to a 
different degree. Owing to this interplay between the low/high first period’s after-tax cash flows and 
the low/high second period’s after-tax interest rates, the net cash flows of the 16 weighting 
developments no longer completely cancel each other out. In essence, the high first period’s after-tax 
cash flows multiplied with the high second period’s after-tax interest rates overcompensate the low 
first period’s after-tax cash flows multiplied with the low second period’s after-tax interest rates and 
hence they do not add up to zero. In this two-jurisdiction, two-entity-setting, six out of 16 branches do 
not vanish, thus determine the uncertainty term. Without interest effects, the (expected) future value 
under the individual system would be similar to that under the common system.  
The impact of the factor weight uncertainty depends on the tax rate τ, the interest rate ݅, the allocation 
of the factors ܽ, ݈ and ݏ, the probability ݌ and on the tax base ܶܤଵ in the first period. Note that the 
impact of the factor weight uncertainty does not depend on the value of the (initial) weight of the sales 
factor ߛ. The particular design of the (initial) apportionment formula is not decisive in this setting as 
tax rate differentials have not been taken into account. For determining the expected tax-liable share of 
the group tax base under the individual system, it is only the potential deviations in the design of 
apportionment formulas between both jurisdictions which matter. Since the tax rate ߬, the interest rate ݅ and the probability ݌ take on values between 0 and 1 these factors cannot negatively impact the 
uncertainty term. However, their magnitude determines the level of the impact of the factor weight 
uncertainty on the expected future value. The higher the tax and interest rates and the more the 
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probability ݌ deviates from 0.5, the higher the impact of the factor weight uncertainty on the expected 
future value.  
In case of a positive/negative first periods’ tax base the uncertainty impacts the expected future value 
positively/negatively. A positive (negative) tax base of the first period leads to a positive (negative) 
impact of the factor weight uncertainty on the expected future value. The impact of the factor weight 
uncertainty depends also on the allocation of the factors ܽ, ݈ and ݏ between the two jurisdictions. The 
more unequal the share of the sales factor ݏ on the one hand and the sum of the labor ݈ and asset ܽ 
factors on the other hand are distributed within each jurisdiction, the higher the impact of the factor 
weight uncertainty on the expected future value. Thus, the impact of the factor weight uncertainty is at 
its peak when the share of the sales factor ݏ is one, and the sum of the factors asset ܽ and labor ݈ is 
zero in one of the two jurisdictions (ݏ = ͳ and ܽ + ݈ = Ͳ or ݏ = Ͳ and ܽ + ݈ = ͳሻ. If the sum of the 
factors asset ܽ and labor ݈ is equal to the share of the sales factor  ݏ ሺܽ + ݈ = ݏሻ in each jurisdiction, 
then the uncertainty term becomes zero and factor weight uncertainty does not affect the expected 
future value. In this case, the (expected) future value under the individual system is similar to that 
under the common system. 
3.2.2 Negatively correlated factor weights between jurisdictions 
In line with the argumentation of Lightner (1999), it is also conceivable that factor weights between 
jurisdictions are perfectly negatively correlated (factor −ͳ). Jurisdictions that focus on generating tax 
revenues from the same kind of immobile capital, such as manufacturing, may have opposing 
weighting strategies. While one jurisdiction may aim to heavily tax the prevalent companies by setting 
high weights on the asset and labor factor, the other jurisdiction may want to attract new economic 
development by setting extra low weights on the asset and labor factor.10 Furthermore, jurisdictions 
may want to differentiate from each other in order to exploit more exclusive taxing niches.  
Another reason for negatively correlated factor weights can be found in the general tax competition 
literature. As a change in factor weights can be reinterpreted as a change in effective corporate tax 
                                                             
10 Goolsbee/Maydew, 2000, find that a reduction in the payroll factor weight from one third to one quarter 
increases manufacturing employment around 1,1%. 
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rates (see Section 3.2.1), it is reasonable to refer to this literature stream. Gordon (1992), Bucovetsky 
(1991) and Wilson (1991) model tax competition between countries that are unequal in size. 
Bucovetsky and Wilson conclude that smaller countries set lower tax rates, while Gordon, in turn, 
concludes that large countries set higher tax rates. Both papers together support my assumption of 
negatively correlated effective tax rates between jurisdictions, as illustrated here by the example of 
large and small countries. 
Fig. 2 shows the combination of the possible weighting developments for opposing weighting 
strategies of the jurisdictions. Since in this scenario the weighting decisions of both jurisdictions are 
correlated by the factor ሺ−ͳሻ, the factor weights in jurisdiction 2 are dependent on that in jurisdiction 
1 for each period. In order to indicate the relation between the weight setting developments of 
jurisdiction 1 and 2, I use different types of lines for the binomial trees in the following figure. The 
weighting developments in jurisdiction 2 must follow the same pattern of lines as the weighting 
developments in jurisdiction 1 over time. Because of the correlation between the weighting processes 
of both jurisdictions the number of possible combinations of future factor weight developments has 
decreased to four (compared to 16 in case of uncorrelated factor weights). The thin grey lines of the 
binomial trees in jurisdiction 2 indicate that these branches of the trees are irrelevant for the analysis in 
this section. 
[Insert Figure 2 about here] 
 
 
 
By transforming and summarizing the formulas for the after-tax future value of the four possible 
weighting developments, the following model for the expected after-tax future value is obtained: 
ܧቂܨ ଶܸ௜௡ௗ೎೚ೝೝ: షభቃ = ሺܥܨଵ − ܶܤଵ · ߬ሻ · ൫ͳ + ݅ሺͳ − ߬ሻ൯ + ʹ ܶܤଵ · ߬ଶ · ∆ଶ · ݅ ቀݏ − ଵଶ ∗ ሺܽ + ݈ሻቁଶ · ቀଵଶ − ݌ + ݌ଶቁ  
+ܥܨଶ − ܶܤଶ · ߬. uncertainty term (7) 
In line with the explanation given in Section 3.2.1, the uncertainty term results from some branches of 
the binomial tree that do not cancel each other out. Compared to non-correlated factor weights the 
number of different combinations for weighting developments decreases but the relative share of 
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combinations that do not add up to zero anymore increases. Here, two out of four branches do not 
cancel each other out. 
By comparing this model of perfectly negatively correlated factor weights with the model for non-
correlated factor weights, it becomes apparent that both models are, to a large extent, identical. The 
only difference is that the uncertainty term in eq. (7) is multiplied by the factor of 2. Thus, the effects 
explained above hold also true for the model of perfectly negatively correlated factor weights, but the 
impact of the uncertainty on the expected future value of after-tax cash flows is twice as large.  
4 Results 
By assuming a risk neutral investment decision-maker of the MJG, I can directly compare the 
(expected) future values under both the individual and the common system (eq. (4) and eq. (6)/eq. (7)). 
The future value under the common system serves as a benchmark for the expected future values 
under the individual system.  
The difference in the models for the (expected) future value under both systems (eq. (6)/eq. (7)) is the 
term containing the uncertainty. As described in Section 3.2, only the tax base of the first period 
determines whether the factor weight uncertainty has a positive or negative impact on the expected 
future value under the individual system. If the tax base has a positive (negative) sign, the expected 
future value under the individual system is higher (lower) than the future value under the individual 
system. Moreover, the absolute difference in (expected) future values under both systems increases 
with rising factor weight uncertainty ∆. These results contradict the rather popular view that tax 
uncertainty generally depresses MJG’s expectations about future after-tax income. Under certain 
conditions, the analysis shows that the opposite is true: higher tax uncertainty may even increase 
expectations. The paradoxical tax effects result from the uncertainty itself, and not, as one may 
assume, purely from cases in which undertaxation occurs.11 
Furthermore, the analysis reveals that the (expected) future values under the individual system are at 
least as high (low) as that under the common system in case of a positive (negative) tax base of the 
                                                             
11 Paradoxical effects solely resulting from uncertainty are also found by Gries et al., 2012. 
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first period, irrespective of the allocation of the factors sales ݏ, labor ݈ and assets ܽ between the group 
entities. However, the allocation of these factors within the MJG determines the degree of how much 
the (expected) future value under the individual system is higher/lower than that under the common 
system. In case the factors assets ܽ, labor ݈ and sales ݏ are allocated among the group in a way that the 
following relation holds true ݏ = ܽ = ݈, the (expected) future values under both systems become 
equal. The difference in (expected) future values between both systems is maximized if either the sum 
of the asset and labor factors is equal to one ሺܽ + ݈ = ͳሻ and the sales factor ݏ is equal to zero (ݏ = Ͳ) 
or vice versa.  
The distinction between uncorrelated and perfectly negatively correlated factor weights shows that the 
relation of weighting strategies between jurisdictions impacts the level by which the uncertainty 
affects the expected future income. If the factor weighting process between the jurisdictions is 
perfectly negatively correlated, then the impact of the uncertainty on the expected future value is twice 
as high as if the factor weights were uncorrelated. Thus, perfectly negatively correlated weighting 
strategies result in either higher positive or higher negative differences in (expected) future values 
between the common and the individual system. 
The analysis shows that the positive/negative difference between the (expected) future values under 
the individual and the common system increase with an increasing corporate tax rate ߬ and interest rate ݅. Moreover, the analysis reveals that the impact of uncertainty on the expected future value increases 
if the probability ݌ for an upward movement of the factor weight deviates more from 0.5. A practical 
example for jurisdictions that tend to have deviating probabilities from ݌ = Ͳ.5 are the states in the 
US: experience shows that US states tend to increase the weight of the sales factor over time. Thus, on 
average, the probability ݌ for an increase in sales factor weights by US states is considerably larger 
than 0.5. The impact of the probability ݌ on the uncertainty term is always positive. Consequently, the 
probability ݌ cannot lead to a change in sign of the uncertainty term. 
As already outlined in the analysis of the individual system, results are mainly driven by after-tax 
interest effects. The applicable after-tax interest rates that are used to compound the cash flows are 
path-dependent as the factor weights also drive the tax burden on interest income. As a consequence 
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the after-tax net cash flows compounded to the second period for all possible weighting developments 
may not recombine. As a result of factor weights chosen in the underlying jurisdictions, some 
branches of the binomial tree do not cancel each other out when calculating the future value for each 
weighting development. In tendency, under the individual system, high/low after-tax cash flows are 
compounded with high/low after-tax interest rates. Thus, the assumption of constant weight changes 
over time drives my results to some extent since these weights determine the magnitude of the after-
tax cash flows and the after-tax interest effects and create asymmetric outcomes in the second period. 
Consequently, the question rises if the results hold also true in a setting with asymmetric binomial 
trees.  
I checked the validity of my results in a robustness test. Therefore, the binomial trees are assumed to 
be skewed similarly in both jurisdictions. I skewed the random walks, e.g., by setting the highest 
possible factor weight on the sales factor up to ߛ + ͵∆ (instead of ߛ + ʹ∆) in the second period 
leaving the downward movement unchanged. I find that my results still generally hold in this setting. 
The impact of the uncertainty on the expected after-tax future income under the individual system 
becomes even stronger the more skewed the decision trees are. This result holds regardless of whether 
the decision tree is skewed in a positive or negative direction. In a further robustness test, I assume 
that the factor weights may not necessarily change on a periodical basis but may also remain on their 
current level. Also in this setting, the basic results hold true but, however, the impact of the 
uncertainty on the expected after-tax cash flows is mitigated. All in all, the robustness tests clarify that 
the identified effects are not restricted to settings with symmetric binomial trees. Irrespective of the 
characteristics of the random walk I find that uncertainty impacts the expected after-tax income 
positively or negatively. However, the magnitude of the impact of uncertainty on the after-tax income 
increases with increased skewness of the binomial tree.  
5 Conclusion 
In this paper, I examine if the uncertainty implied by individually-set factor weights by jurisdictions 
decreases the expectations about future income of an MJG. I compare the (expected) after-tax future 
income of an MJG under a system where all jurisdictions are bound to use exactly the same formula 
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(common system) with a system that allows each jurisdiction to determine the weights on the 
apportionment factors individually (individual system). Whereas under a common system always 
exact 100% of the group tax base is subject to taxation, it may be more or less than this under the 
individual system. The tax-liable share of the group tax base depends on the combination of factor 
weights in each jurisdiction and the allocation of the factors within the MJG. Since jurisdictions are 
free to change the factor weights at any time, the individual system contains uncertainty about the 
future tax-liable share of the group tax base and thus also about the future after-tax income. 
I use a two-jurisdictions-two-entities setting and assume that the tax rates in both jurisdictions are 
equal. The results clarify that factor weight uncertainty affects MJGs expectations about the after-tax 
future income in an ambiguous manner. Counterintuitively, the results show that in case of a positive 
first period’s tax base the (expected) after-tax income under the individual system is higher than that 
under the common system. In case of a negative first period’s tax base the opposite is true. Thus, the 
factor weight uncertainty affects the expected future income negatively for companies that are likely to 
incur initial losses (as start-up firms typically do) and positively for economically successful, profit-
making companies. Furthermore, I find that the expected future values increase under the individual 
system with increasing factor weight uncertainty in case of a positive first periods’ tax base. Thus, the 
results are contrary to the popular view that uncertainty reduces expectations about future after-tax 
income. Moreover, the results show that regardless of how the factors assets, labor and sales are 
allocated between the group entities, they cannot influence the uncertainty term negatively. The same 
is true for the tax rate ߬, the interest rate ݅ and the probability ݌ by which the sales factor weights are 
raised. However, they determine the degree by which the (expected) future values under both systems 
differ. Furthermore, the relation of the weighting strategies between the jurisdictions determines how 
strong the impact of the uncertainty is on the expected future income: the impact in case of perfectly 
negatively correlated weighting strategies is twice as high as that of uncorrelated strategies.  
I contribute to the existing literature on regulatory risk and tax risk through a theoretical framework 
that deals with the effects arising from tax uncertainty in interjurisdictional settings. I identify two 
rather surprising results. First, tax base uncertainty (here implied by the application of the individual 
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system) does not necessarily dampen MJGs’ expectations about its future income and thus may not 
discourage investments. Second, more uncertainty may result in even higher expectations concerning 
future income.  
The results are helpful for policy makers debating the concrete design of a formulary apportionment 
system as well as for MJGs in jurisdictions where the implementation of an individual system is being 
considered. It is demonstrated that uncertainty implied by an individual system may not dampen 
MJGs’ expectations about future income and thus may not slow down the economy in jurisdictions. 
Specifically, the results could be useful in a CCCTB context. If the Member States continue to fail to 
reach agreement on the implementation of a CCCTB, individually determined factor weights by each 
jurisdiction may re-enter the agenda.  
The results of this analysis may also be helpful in assessing the consequences from other sources of 
tax base uncertainty, especially within a CCCTB context. Some research analyzes the effects of legal 
loopholes or questions regarding the interpretation and implementation of the proposed CCCTB 
system. However, contrary to my study, these studies use specific elements of tax base uncertainty to 
motivate their research question but do not investigate tax uncertainty in particular. Eberhartinger and 
Petutschnig (2014) focus on the unclear definition of the term “employee” which is a factor of the 
apportionment formula under the proposed CCCTB system. Kiesewetter et al. (2014), in their analysis, 
consider room for discretion concerning the apportionment factor “assets”. Both studies address a 
specific form of factor uncertainty. In this context my results could, to some extent, also be helpful for 
discussing implications of other sources of factor uncertainty.  
When interpreting the results, one has to bear in mind the following two limitations. First, even if 
widely in line with empirical evidence (Weiner (1994), (1999), Lightner (1999)), behavioral 
adjustments by rational MJGs when faced with changing factor weights are excluded. The expected 
after-tax future value under the individual system would increase if behavioral adjustments were 
accounted for. Thus, the results are likely biased towards the disadvantage of the individual system. 
Second, I assume risk neutral decision-makers of MJGs. Assuming risk aversion would favor the 
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common system, since the MJG decision-maker would demand an additional risk premium for 
applying the individual system.   
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Abstract 
We examine which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions with respect to locational 
investment decisions. We consider separate accounting (SA) and formula apportionment (FA). The 
effects of both systems have been hotly debated in Europe in the past years. The reason is that the EU 
Member States are striving to implement a common European tax system that would lead to a switch 
from SA to FA. While existing studies focus primarily on the impact of taxes on locational decisions 
under either SA or FA, the main innovation of this paper is that it compares both systems with regard 
to the level of distortions they induce. We compare the optimal pre-tax investment decision with the 
optimal after-tax investment decision and infer from the difference in the allocation of investment 
funds which tax allocation system causes more severe distortions. We assume that the multinational 
group (MNG) has comprehensive book income shifting opportunities under SA. We find that the 
investment incentives under SA are opposed to those under FA for a profitable investment project. 
Whereas under SA as much as possible should be invested in a high-tax country, under FA as much as 
possible should be invested in a low-tax country. The distortions of locational investment decisions 
tend to be more severe under SA than under FA if a greater share of investment funds is to be invested 
in a low-tax country from a pre-tax perspective and the investment is profitable. Vice versa, locational 
decisions may be more distorted under FA if the optimal pre-tax investment decision requires 
investing a major share of funds in the high-tax country. In contrast to the often stated insensitivity of 
FA towards income shifting, we find the introduction of a tax allocation system based on FA in 
Europe could lead to a severe shift of economic substance to low-tax countries. The results of this 
paper are of particular interest for European policy makers and MNGs as our findings may induce 
European MNGs to reassess their recent locational investment decisions in the face of a potential 
future change in the applied tax allocation system.   
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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to examine which tax allocation system for multinational groups (MNGs) 
causes more severe distortions of locational investment decisions. We consider two systems, namely 
separate accounting (SA) and formula apportionment (FA). As both are based on a fundamentally 
different mechanism for determining the tax base per entity, they offer different incentives with 
respect to the favorable country of investment. We use the optimal investment decision from a pre-tax 
perspective as a benchmark to assess the level of distortion caused by taxation. Thus, taking a business 
perspective, we compare the optimal pre-tax investment decision with the optimal after-tax investment 
decision and infer from the difference in the allocation of investment funds which tax allocation 
system causes more severe distortions. Assuming comprehensive income shifting possibilities under 
SA, we find that the investment incentives under SA are opposed to those under FA for a profitable 
investment project. Whereas under SA as much as possible should be invested in a high-tax country, 
under FA as much as possible should be invested in a low-tax country. Furthermore, locational 
investment decisions tend to be distorted more severely under SA if the largest share of investment 
funds is invested in the low-tax country from a pre-tax perspective. Vice versa, locational decisions 
may be more distorted under FA if the optimal pre-tax investment decision requires investing a major 
share of funds in the high-tax country. In contrast to the often stated insensitivity of FA towards 
income shifting, we find the introduction of a tax allocation system based on FA in Europe could lead 
to a severe shift of economic substance to low-tax countries.  
The effects of both tax allocation systems have been hotly debated in Europe in the past years,1 the 
reason being that the EU Member States are striving to implement a common European tax system. If 
this should come to pass, the traditional system of SA used currently across the EU will be replaced by 
FA. The idea behind the Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) system is to harmonize 
EU Member States’ tax bases in order to reduce the economic hurdles resulting from 28 different 
national tax systems. In 2011, the European Commission proposed a Council Directive on a CCCTB.2 
If the CCCTB is introduced, European MNGs would need to apply only one tax code to determine 
their tax base. The profits and losses of all single entities could be consolidated on the group level. The 
consolidated group tax base would subsequently be allocated to each entity according to an 
apportionment formula based on assets, labor, and sales. 
In a globalizing world, companies increasingly establish a multinational company structure to remain 
competitive and build more permanent establishments and subsidiaries abroad.3 By doing so, they 
hope to, e.g., tap into new markets, relocate production closer to the required natural resources, or to 
access lower-wage labor. Furthermore, MNGs attempt to create a tax-favorable group structure so they 
                                                             
ϭ For an overview of the historical development of the idea to harmonize the tax systems in Europe see Dahle (2011), pp. 
107-109. 
2 See European Commission (2011). 
3 See Devereux & Maffini (2006), p. 1. 
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can benefit from tax rate differentials between countries. There is plenty of empirical evidence4 to 
indicate that MNGs shift income from high-tax to low-tax countries. They do so largely via two 
channels. Either MNGs shift accounting profits, meanings they merely move book values. 
Alternatively, they shift real economic substance, e.g., workforce and assets, to generate profits or 
losses in tax-favorable environments. Thus, real activity shifting certainly affects the structure of an 
MNG. In this study we focus on locational decisions relating to real investments as a specific form of 
real activity shifting. Whereas previous studies mainly identify the direction of activity shifting under 
either tax allocation system separately, we go one step further and determine the level of activity 
shifting under either tax allocation system and subsequently compare their respective distortive power.  
The fiscal environment is currently undergoing vast changes. In the context of its Base Erosion and 
Profit Shifting (BEPS) project, the OECD stated that “[t]axation is at the core of countries' 
sovereignty, but in recent years, multinational companies have avoided taxation in their home 
countries by pushing activities abroad to low or no tax jurisdictions.”5 This statement stresses that 
fiscal authorities are increasingly concerned about how to ensure that MNGs pay their fair share of 
taxes in the respective countries. Accordingly, the aim of the BEPS project is to change fiscal 
framework conditions on an international level in such a way that income shifting is prevented. There 
are two major tax allocation systems according to which the taxable share of each group entity is 
determined: SA and FA. SA is currently used in Europe and in most countries around the world. 
Under SA, each group entity that is incorporated in one country is treated distinctly and has to 
calculate its tax liability separately according to national tax laws. Under FA, the uniformly 
determined profits and losses of the entities are consolidated on the group level and are subsequently 
allocated to the group entities according to a specific apportionment formula. This formula is designed 
to capture the economic share contributed by each entity to the MNG’s profits. FA is already well-
known as it is in use, e.g., on the state level in the USA and Canada for cross-state or -province tax 
base allocation. Empirical and analytical studies show that activity shifting is conducted under both 
systems.6 However, to our knowledge there is no study that compares the distortive impact of either 
system on locational investment decisions. As both tax allocation systems apply different mechanisms 
to determine the taxable share per country, they each offer varying leeway for avoiding taxes with 
respect to activity and accounting profit shifting.  
From a macroeconomic perspective, a basic prerequisite for a good tax system is efficiency. Economic 
entities ought to be taxed in such a way that the scarce resources of an economy are allocated in a 
welfare-enhancing manner. Generally, free competition between economic entities is considered the 
market type that leads to such welfare-enhancing allocation. Thus, the tax system ought to be designed 
in such a way that it does not affect free market conditions. Consequently, economic entities’ 
                                                             
4 See section 2, literature review. 
5 See OECD (2013), p. 9. 
6 See Martini et al. (2013), Altshuler & Grubert (2010). 
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decisions should not be affected and investment decisions should not be distorted by corporate 
taxation.7 In this study we investigate to what extent SA and FA are capable of ensuring such 
neutrality with respect to locational investment decisions. 
We develop an analytical model to resolve our research question, namely which tax allocation system 
causes more severe distortions to locational investment decisions. The MNG has to decide which share 
of total investment funds to invest in each entity. We take a two-step approach, first determining the 
optimal after-tax allocation of investment funds under both tax allocation systems. The optimal after-
tax allocation of investment funds is characterized by the highest after-tax cash flows under each 
system. Second, to determine the level of distortion caused by each system, we calculate the difference 
between the optimal allocations of investment funds from a pre-tax and an after-tax perspective. By 
comparing these differences we can derive conclusions about the distortive power of each system – the 
greater the difference, the greater the distortive power. The optimal economic pre-tax investment 
decision is determined by the relative demand per country, as the MNG will aim to produce wherever 
its sales are incurred. The optimal after-tax investment decision is modeled explicitly in our analysis. 
In our model the MNG faces a trade-off between choosing a tax-optimal allocation of investment 
funds and an optimal allocation from a purely economic pre-tax perspective.   
We chose a two-country, two-entity setting for an MNG and assume a tax rate differential between 
both countries. Under SA, we assume that book income can be shifted comprehensively due to 
favorable transfer pricing arrangements. The shifting possibilities allow for the geographic segregation 
of sales and expenses, which directly affects the locational investment decision. We are convinced that 
it is also possible to shift book income under FA8 but do not believe that this has a direct impact on the 
locational investment decision. As under FA the allocation of profits is based on the location of real 
economic factors, it ought to be an MNG’s first priority to locate the economic factors in a tax-optimal 
way.  
The results of this paper are of particular interest for European policy makers. On an aggregated level, 
our results make it possible to anticipate the macroeconomic effects induced by the potential 
introduction of the CCCTB system. Furthermore, our results can benefit European MNGs that face 
locational investment decisions. As we take a business perspective, our results may induce European 
MNGs to reassess their recent locational investment decisions in the face of a potential future change 
in the applied tax allocation system. Although our analysis is mainly motivated by the European 
debate around introducing the CCCTB, the results are also interesting for policymakers and MNGs in 
other parts of the world. On the state level in the US FA and SA coexist. As a matter of principle, the 
states apply formula apportionment. However, “if the allocation and apportionment provisions […] do 
                                                             
7 See Kruschwitz et al. (2003), p. 328. 
8 See Kiesewetter et al. (2014). 
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not fairly represent the extent of the taxpayer’s business activity in this state”9 US based companies 
may also apply separate accounting. Prior US studies on FA10 have examined its distortive effects yet 
we are the first to compare the level of distortion induced by FA relative to that induced by SA. Thus, 
our results may offer new input for potential reform debates about the coexistence of both systems in 
the US. 
The next section consists of a brief review of the related literature. Section 3 presents the assumptions 
and the model set-up. In Section 4 we examine which tax allocation system offers stronger incentives 
to make an optimal locational investment decision, on the assumption that no costs are incurred by 
production and sales being in different countries. In Section 5 we introduce costs for production and 
sales being in different countries and determine the conditions under which either tax allocation 
system more severely distorts the investment decision. We conclude with a discussion of the 
managerial and tax policy implications. 
2. Literature Review 
Two main streams of research are relevant to our research question. First, prior research examines the 
impact of taxation on the location of profits and of investment decisions. Many empirical studies 
investigate how tax rate differences between countries affect the location of profits of MNGs. All of 
these studies are conducted in an SA setting. We, too, examine the relationship between the location of 
profits and tax rate differentials. However, doing so reflects our research question only on an 
aggregated level since we go one step further and examine the underlying locational investment 
decisions that determine the location of profits.  
Harris et al. (1993) examine the level of tax payments of US parent companies depending on the 
location of their subsidiaries. They find evidence that groups with subsidiaries in low-tax countries 
pay relatively fewer taxes in the US compared to those that have subsidiaries in high-tax countries. 
They conclude that US MNGs are likely to shift income. In line with that finding, Bartelsman and 
Beetsma (2003) find evidence for income shifting in 16 OECD countries as well. They estimate that at 
the margin 65% of additional revenues from a unilateral tax increase is lost due to a decrease in the 
reported tax base. By contrast, the more recent income shifting literature identifies fundamentally 
smaller shifting effects in response to changes in tax differentials. In a meta-analysis Heckemeyer and 
Overesch (2013) review empirical studies on profit shifting and find that overall, reported profits 
decrease by about 0.8% for each one percentage point increase in the tax differential between 
countries. Dischinger et al. (2014) focus on the role of the location of the headquarters of MNG that 
shift income. Using a large European panel data set, they find that MNGs shift income to a 
significantly larger extent if the tax rate in the country of headquarter domicile is lower than that in the 
                                                             
9 Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act (1966), pp. 12-13. 
10 See Gordon & Wilson (1986), Goolsbee & Maydew (2000). 
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domiciles of the subsidiaries. For a comprehensive literature review on the impact of taxes on the 
location of profits, see Dharmapala (2014) and Devereux and Maffini (2006). In line with our findings 
and assumptions, all studies find evidence for (accounting) income shifting on the part of MNGs. 
Some literature also focuses specifically on the impact of taxes on locational investment decisions. 
Buettner (2002) empirically examines the relationship between statutory tax rates and foreign direct 
investment (FDI). He analyzes bilateral FDI flows and finds evidence that tax incentives affect the 
location of FDI. An increasing difference between the statutory tax rates of the entities’ countries of 
domicile is related to an increase in FDI outflows. Gorter and Parikh (2003) and Bénassy-Quéré et al. 
(2005) find similar results. At first glance, their results, which implicitly assume SA, seem to 
contradict ours, since we find that under SA, MNGs preferably invest in high-tax countries. However, 
whereas we assume that the MNG already has well-established business activities in both types of 
country and only decides on subsequent investments, the cited studies examine investment decisions 
prior to establishing a new subsidiary. Thus, the previous studies focus on the earlier stages of the 
investment decision.11 Our analysis is based on the assumption that the MNG has already taken such a 
decision and subsequently established a subsidiary in a low-tax country. Thus, in our setting the MNG 
can shift income to a company that is already established in the low-tax country, which we model 
explicitly. 
Overesch (2009) assumes a setting that is closer to ours. He empirically investigates whether MNGs’ 
real investment in high-tax countries is affected by income-shifting opportunities. Based on a panel of 
German inbound investments he finds evidence that investments in high-tax countries increase if the 
MNG is able to shift income to low-tax jurisdictions. Furthermore, Grubert (2003) finds empirical 
evidence that companies with good income shifting opportunities preferably invest in countries with 
either very high or very low statutory tax rates. The results of both studies are consistent with our 
findings under SA.  
Two studies focus on investment incentives in a formula apportionment setting. Gordon and Wilson 
(1986) analytically investigate how FA affects companies’ investment incentives. They conclude that 
a three-factor apportionment formula de facto creates three different taxes.  Furthermore, largely in 
line with our results, they find that a formula consisting of assets, labor and sales creates incentives to 
produce in low-tax countries and sell in high-tax countries. Goolsbee and Maydew (2000) find in a 
study based on US data that, on average, a reduction in the formula factor weight of payroll from one 
third to one quarter increases manufacturing employment by around 1.1%. Our findings lend further 
support to these results. The first stream of research gives us an idea of what kind of investment 
                                                             
11 According to the classification of Devereux & Maffini (2006), p. 4, the cited studies focus on discrete investment choices 
(second level of the decision tree in Fig. 1) whereas we focus on continuous choices (third and fourth level of the decision 
tree in Fig. 1). 
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incentives are created by which tax allocation system. However, we cannot infer which system creates 
relatively stronger investment incentives and which has relatively stronger distortive power. 
The second main stream of research relevant to our study focuses on the comparison of separate 
accounting and formula apportionment with respect to various aspects. Many studies chose a public 
finance perspective. Nielsen et al. (2010) compare both tax systems with respect to basic properties 
such as their impact on capital formation, input choices and transfer pricing. They focus especially on 
the welfare effects of a switch from SA to FA. Nielsen et al. (2003) investigate the effects of a switch 
from SA to FA on income shifting via transfer pricing in a setting with imperfect competition. 
However, none of these studies focuses on the distortive power of one system relative to the other. In 
empirical research Oestreicher and Koch (2011) and Fuest et al. (2007) estimate the revenue 
consequences of the introduction of the CCCTB in the European Union in comparison to the currently 
applied system of SA. From these studies we can only vaguely infer the impact that a change in the tax 
system could have on locational investment decisions. Only few studies take a business perspective. In 
an analytical study Ortmann and Sureth-Sloane (2016) investigate the conditions under which SA or 
FA is preferable from the perspective of an MNG, with a particular focus on loss-offsets. These 
findings give us an idea of the tax base allocation system under which companies should invest in 
which country if they anticipate temporarily losses. However, the focus of this study is too narrow and 
hence not able to give us deeper insights into our research question. The study of Martini et al. (2012) 
is most relevant to our study with respect to the economic setting and the research question. In an 
analytical setting they investigate the impact of various tax allocation regimes on production and 
investment decisions. However, they have a managerial accounting focus and distinguish between 
centralized and decentralized decision structures within the MNG. Their study does not aim at 
comparing the level of distortion induced by each tax allocation system. Furthermore, unlike our 
study, they account only for profit scenarios and ignore losses.  
To conclude, comprehensive research has been conducted on the impact of taxation on locational 
investment decisions under each individual tax allocation system. However, no studies explicitly 
measure the level of distortion induced by each tax allocation system; neither do they appear to have 
compared the respective levels of distortion. Although there is some literature comparing the specific 
properties of SA and FA, the studies disregard the distortive power they have on locational investment 
decisions. Our study aims to fill this gap.  
3. Model 
3.1. Assumptions 
An MNG is assumed to consist of two group entities (entity A and B) that are located in country A and 
country B. The companies are fully affiliated. It is not necessary to specify which company is the 
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parent and which is the subsidiary. As our model applies to a wide range of businesses, we provide a 
fairly abstract outline of the activities and characteristics of the MNG. Both group companies already 
have well-established business activities. They operate in the same industry, produce the same 
products or offer the same services, respectively. Each entity is responsible for selling the 
services/products to local customers. For reasons of simplicity, in the following we refer only to 
products, although this study applies to the provision of services as well. The executives of the MNG 
(for simplicity subsequently referred to only as “the MNG”) plan to invest the amount ܫ to expand the 
business. The MNG has to decide which share of investment funds ܫ to invest in entity A and B,12 
respectively, to maximize its after-tax profits.  
They invest the share ܽఛ௖ (ܿ indicates transportation costs, ߬ indicates an after-tax perspective, 
explained subsequently in more detail) in assets or workforce in country A and ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ in country B. 
The MNG is managed centrally. The investment in the MNG’s business leads to the highest expected 
returns, so no other investment alternatives need to be considered. The executives can invest any share 
of investment funds in entity A or B, so the investment decision is continuous with respect to the 
allocation of the funds. It is conceivable that, for instance, the MNG considers investing a large 
amount in machinery or in hiring many workers in country A and/or B. Thus, as the investment in 
each individual investment object is rather low compared to the total investment amount, we assume a 
continuous allocation of investment funds as an appropriate approximation of accumulated 
investments throughout the group. By assumption, the share of investment ܽఛ௖ and ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ in each 
entity finally leads to corresponding shares of sellable products per entity. 
The production conditions are assumed to be identical in country A and country B. In other words, the 
probability of a successful outcome of the production processes is equal in both countries. 
Consequently, e.g., the workforce is equally trained and educated in both countries, the level of 
production know-how is identical and access to resources is identical. Consequently, we abstract from 
differences in productivity. A successful outcome means that the quality of the products is sufficient to 
sell them successfully at a profitable price. Furthermore, the costs incurred by the production process 
and the expected future profits from the investment are assumed to be identical before taxes in both 
countries. Thus, from a purely output-oriented pre-tax perspective the executives of the MNG are 
indifferent between investing in the entity in country A or country B. We could easily relax this 
assumption. However, to be able to isolate the tax effects we take advantage of the power of this 
stylized setting. 
However, the executives are not only interested in the output of the investment, i.e., the quality of 
products, but also in the opportunities to sell these products to the customers in the respective 
countries. In this regard the countries deviate from each other. The demand for products need not 
                                                             
12 Continuous investment decision is also modelled by Dietrich & Kiesewetter (2011), p. 103. 
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necessarily be the same in both countries. The MNG sells its products to customers in country A/B 
only via the local entity (entity A/B). Thus, we assume that selling products cross-border to end 
customers is impossible. Note, however, that selling products cross-border between both group entities 
is possible.13 
Both countries levy corporate taxes on the entities’ profits. The corporate tax rate in country A ߬஺ is 
assumed to be lower than that one in country B ߬஻. The tax rates are assumed to be identical under FA 
and SA.14 We assume an immediate full tax loss-offset as the entities are expected to generate enough 
profits from other, well-established business activities to compensate for a loss from the underlying 
investment project. Thus, the overall business of both entities is assumed to be profitable even if the 
outcome of the investment project itself may be negative. If the funds are invested in assets (e.g. 
machinery) they are fully depreciable in the period under review.15 For reasons of simplicity, in our 
model the investment amount ܫ is normalized to unity.16 
As each entity sells its products only to local customers (customers in country A or B, respectively) 
and as the MNG produces and sells only enough products to exactly meet the aggregated demand of 
both countries, the relative demand in both countries is equal to the relative volume of sales of the 
group entities. The location of sales cannot be manipulated given the fixed location of end 
customers.17 Consequently, the relative sales per country are set in our model. The relationship 
between sales in country A and sales in country B is assumed to remain constant irrespective of the 
success of the investment project. Note that it is not possible to make any inferences from the 
relationship of sales between the entities regarding the relationship between productions in the 
respective entities. The entities could sell products to end customers that they have produced 
themselves or products they have bought from the other group entity, since inter-group-entity trade is 
possible. Due to tax planning considerations, the volumes of products produced and products sold may 
differ per entity. 
With a probability ݌ the development of the investment is successful and the share sold by each entity 
to end customers is multiplied by the factor ሺͳ + ݑሻ, ݑ > Ͳ. The factor ሺͳ + ݑሻ captures the price for 
the products. The price level is related to the quality of the products. Thus, a high selling price 
represents a successful production process and high product quality. Note that the investment amount ܫ 
is normalized to unity, so the price is adjusted in relation to the normalization of ܫ.18 As the production 
conditions are identical in both countries the probability ݌ for a successful development of the 
investment must be identical as well. With the probability ሺͳ − ݌ሻ the development of the investment 
                                                             
13 The concept is well-known in international marketing literature, see for example Binckebanck (2012), p. 387. 
14 Also assumed by Oestreicher & Koch (2011). 
15 Assuming the full depreciation of investment funds in the first period is also a good approximation for multi-period 
analyses in the current low interest rate period and in case of full loss-offset possibilities. 
16 See Nielsen et al. (2010), p. 123. 
17 See Dyreng & Markle (2013), p. 9. 
18 See Nielsen et al. (2010), p. 123. 
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is not successful and leads to a loss. In such a case the share sold by each entity is multiplied by ሺͳ − ݑሻ. Thus, the quality of the products is low and their selling prices are too. For reasons of 
simplicity the successfulness of the investment project is only reflected in the price of the products, 
not in the quantity of sold units. However, e.g., in case of an unsuccessful investment, the lower 
selling price could also be reinterpreted as a reduction in sold products at a constant price level.19 Due 
to the exogenously given probabilities for a good development of the project ሺ݌ሻ, we can determine 
the expected after-tax profits/losses of the MNG.  
Specific costs will occur if the location of production, i.e., where the MNG invested in assets/labor, 
differs from the location of sales. Thus, from an economic pre-tax perspective, the MNG would 
optimally allocate the investment funds between entity A and entity B according to the relative 
demand (which is equal to the relative sales) in each country. In such case no costs would occur since 
all products are produced there where they are sold. The variable ܽ௘ describes the share of total 
sales/demand incurred in country A (subscript ݁ stands for the “economic”, pre-tax perspective). The 
“specific costs” can be thought of as transportation costs, costs incurred by language barriers between 
the countries, or currency differences. In the following we summarize these costs under the term 
“transportation costs”.20 Whereas we model the optimal after-tax allocation of investment funds 
explicitly, the optimal allocation of investment funds from an economic, pre-tax perspective is 
indirectly determined by the occurrence of sales ሺܽ௘∗ሻ. The sales are, in turn, exogenously given by 
local demand. In our model, the MNG faces a trade-off between allocating the investment funds in 
order to reduce tax payments and in order to lower transportation costs. The MNG aims to find the 
allocation of investment funds (ܽఛ௖∗ሻ that leads to highest after-tax cash flows, i.e., the optimal 
investment decision. 
If the share of products sold ሺߙ௘ሻ is not identical to the share of products produced  ሺܽఛ௖ሻ by the entity 
in country A, entity A either has to buy part of the products from entity B ሺߙ௘ > ܽఛ௖ሻ or has to supply 
entity B with products  ሺߙ௘ < ܽఛ௖ሻ. As both companies produce in sum exactly as many products as 
demanded in sum in both countries, the surplus of products produced by entity A can be sold to entity 
B, which sells them to the customers in country B, and vice versa. By subtracting ܽఛ௖ from ߙ௘ we 
obtain the share of produced products that exceeds the share of products that can be sold directly by 
entity A. Table 1 graphically illustrates these relations. 
 
 
 
                                                             
19 Similarly modelled by Devereux & Griffith (1998), p. 340. 
20 Devereux & Griffith (1998), p. 336 also focus on transportation costs as the crucial factor in deciding where to produce. 
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 Country A Country B 
share of products  
produced ܽఛ௖ ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ 
share of demand =  
share of products sold  ߙ௘ ሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ 
ܽఛ௖ > ߙ௘ More products produced than sold  difference ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ transferred 
to entity B  
More products sold than produced  difference ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ supplied 
by entity A 
ܽఛ௖ < ߙ௘ More products sold than produced  difference ሺߙ௘ − ܽఛ௖ሻ  transferred 
to entity B 
More products produced than sold  difference ሺߙ௘ − ܽఛ௖ሻ supplied 
by entity A 
Table 1: Relations between sold and produced products per country  
Transportation costs need to be further specified. We assume that the deviation from the optimal 
economic, pre-tax allocation of funds causes quadratic costs. Hence, the more the MNG deviates from 
the optimal economic allocation of funds in the investment decision, the higher the expected costs 
resulting from the deviation:21 ܧ[ܥ] = ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ܽ௘ሻଶ. (1) 
The bigger the difference between the optimal allocation of funds from a pure tax perspective and an 
economic, pre-tax perspective, the more products need to be transferred cross-border from country A 
to country B or vice versa. We assume that more inter-group-entity trade requires a more professional 
product exchange system between the entities. The required higher level of sophistication causes 
higher (quadratic) costs.  
3.2 After-tax cash flows 
In this subsection we build a model to calculate the after-tax cash flows. In the following sections 
(Sections 4 and 5) we determine the optimal after-tax allocation of investment funds in order to 
determine the level of distortion caused by each tax system. The optimal after-tax allocation of 
investment funds is characterized by the highest resulting after-tax cash flows. Thus, to clarify, here 
we introduce a model to calculate the after-tax cash flows only with the aim of deriving the optimal 
after-tax allocation of investment funds ܽఛ௖∗. We are not interested in the level of maximal after-tax 
cash flows under each tax system per se; rather, we need to calculate them to identify the optimal 
allocation of investment funds ܽఛ௖∗. 
The expected sales  for the MNG are calculated as follows: 
                                                             
21 Quadratic transportation costs are a common assumption in spatial industrial economics; see Andree (2014), p. 195. See 
also Jara Diaz (1982). 
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 ܧ[ܵ] = ݌ ∗ ൫ߙ௘ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ + ሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ൯ +  ሺͳ − ݌ሻ ∗ ሺߙ௘ · ሺͳ − ݑሻ + ሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ · ሺͳ − ݑሻሻ. (2) 
The expected after-tax cash flows ܧ[ܥܨீ௥௢௨௣] of the MNG are obtained by deducting the expected tax 
payments ܧ[TP], the expected transportation costs ܧ[ܥ], and the investment costs (normalized to 
unity) from the expected sales ܧ[ܵ]. ܧ[ܥܨீ௥௢௨௣] =  ܧ[ܵ] − ܧ[TP] −  ܧ[ܥ] − ͳ. (3) 
The expected transportation costs ܧ[ܥ] and the expected tax payments ܧ[TP] are a function of the 
decision variable ܽఛ௖; see eqs. (1, 5 and 6). The expected tax payments ܧ[TP] depend on the applied 
tax allocation system; we show in the following two subsections how they are determined under FA 
and under SA, respectively. To determine the expected tax payments from the investment project we 
calculate the tax payments in the good and bad case for both entities and weight them with the 
probability of success. See Table 1 for a tabular overview under SA. 
3.2.1 Separate Accounting 
If products are traded cross-border between the group entities, transfer prices need to be applied under 
SA. Furthermore, transportation costs are incurred for the cross-border trade between the entities. We 
assume that these costs are borne equally by both entities. Thus, the costs reduce the tax base of both 
entities equally. The International Commercial Terms (Incoterms)22 contain rules that are intended to 
clearly communicate the costs incurred by the transportation of goods. Incoterms are widely used in 
international trade. In most of the cases considered in Incoterms, the transportation costs are somehow 
shared between the buyer and the seller. Thus, as an approximation, we assume that the transportation 
costs are equally shared between both group entities. The transportation costs could be used to incur 
costs in the more tax-favorable country. However, for reasons of clarity we account for manipulations 
of the tax bases only by transfer prices ݊. 
If company A produces more products than it sells, it transfers these excess products to entity B at the 
transfer price ݊. By assumption the tax authorities accept the applied transfer price. Consequently, the 
following expression reflects the total expected transfer pricing payments (TPP) from entity B to entity 
A: ܧ[ܶܶܲ] = ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ܽ௘ሻ. (4) 
Depending on the relation between ߙ௘ and ܽఛ௖, the transfer payments increase or decrease the tax bases 
of entity A or entity B. If, for example, entity A sells more products than it produces, it receives 
products from entity B and has to make transfer payments to entity B. Table 2 shows the tax bases for 
                                                             
22 ICC Germany (2015). 
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both entities in the good and the bad case after transfer pricing considerations. Note that the expected 
transfer pricing payments ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ are added to the tax base of entity A and subtracted from the 
tax base of entity B. Thus, it depends de facto on the sign of the term ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ if the tax base of 
entity A or B is increased or decreased by the transfer payments. 
 entity A entity B 
good ݌ ሺߙ௘ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ − ܽఛ௖ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ +݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ ሺሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ − ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ −݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ 
bad ሺͳ − ݌ሻ ሺߙ௘ · ሺͳ − ݑሻ − ܽఛ௖ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ +݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ ሺሺͳ − ߙ௖)· ሺͳ − ݑሻ − ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ −݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ 
Table 2: Tax bases in each case under SA after transfer pricing 
The expected tax bases per country are then determined by weighting the tax bases per case with the 
probability of success ݌ and ሺͳ − ݌ሻ. Eq. (5a) and eq. (5b) reflect the expected tax bases for entity A 
and entity B. ܧൣܶܤௌ஺஺ ൧ = ݌ · ሺߙ௘ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ − ܽఛ௖ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ + ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ +  ሺͳ − ݌ሻ ·  ሺߙ௘ · ሺͳ − ݑሻ − ܽఛ௖ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ + ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ, (5a) 
  ܧ[ܶܤௌ஺஻ ] = ݌ · ሺሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ · ሺͳ + ݑሻ − ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ − ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ +   ሺͳ − ݌ሻ · ሺሺͳ − ߙ௘)· ሺͳ − ݑሻ − ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ − Ͳ.ͷ ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶ − ݊ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻሻ. (5b) 
We obtain the expected tax payments for the whole group by multiplying the expected tax base per 
country with the respective tax rate. Eq. (6) shows how the overall tax payments are calculated: ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ = ܧቂܶܤௌ஺஺ ቃ · ߬஺ + ܧቂܶܤௌ஺஻ ቃ · ߬஻. (6) 
3.2.2 Formula Apportionment 
For apportioning the consolidated tax base of an MNG the design of the formula is decisive. The so- 
called Massachusetts Formula consists of the equally weighted factors assets, labor and sales: ଵଷ · ሺ ௦௔௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௘௡௜௧௜௬ ௜௦௔௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௚௥௢௨௣ + ௔௦௦௘௧௦ ௢௙ ௘௡௜௧௜௬ ௜௔௦௦௘௧௦ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௚௥௢௨௣ + ௟௔௕௢௥ ௘௫௣௘௡௦௘௦ ௢௙ ௘௡௜௧௜௬ ௜௟௔௕௢௥ ௘௫௣௘௡௦௘௦ ௢௙ ௧௛௘ ௚௥௢௨௣).  
The Massachusetts Formula is – with a small deviation – the proposed formula for apportioning the 
tax base of European MNGs under the CCCTB system. Only in the calculation of the factor “labor” 
does the proposed formula under the CCCTB system deviate slightly from the Massachusetts Formula. 
Whereas the labor factor consists only of the expenses for the workforce under the Massachusetts 
Formula, it consists in equal parts of those expenses and number of workers under the proposed 
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CCCTB formula. However, this small simplification of the Massachusetts Formula is negligible for 
the purpose of our analysis. The Massachusetts Formula was originally used by almost all states in the 
US to apportion the consolidated tax base of national groups to the entities. However, whereas under 
the proposed CCCTB system the factors are weighted equally, in the US there is room for deviation 
from these weights. States tend to give more weight to the sales factor and distribute the remaining 
weights equally across the asset and the labor factor. As we focus on the CCCTB setting in this study 
we assume fixed and equally weighted factor weights as under the Massachusetts Formula. 
Furthermore, we assume that under FA the share of assets is equal to the share of labor for each entity. 
The basic idea of this assumption is that assets, e.g., machinery, require a proportional number of 
workers to operate them. Thus, they are seen as complements.23 Note that the MNG already has some 
well-established business activities that also have to be taken into account when determining the 
allocation of the group tax base. The existing shares of assets, labor, and sales per entity induced by 
other business activities are assumed to correspond to the shares of these factors that result from the 
investment. Thus, the allocation of the group tax base between the entities does not change due to the 
investment. Consequently, the variables ܽఛ௖ and ߙ௘ contain all necessary information to determine 
which share of the group tax base is allocated to which entity. 
In contrast to SA, under FA the costs and sales from the investment are consolidated on the group 
level. Thus, the MNG cannot benefit from segregating expenses and sales and incurring them 
separately in tax-favorable environments. We take the provisions governing FA under the CCCTB 
system as a model for this study. According to Section 96 of the CCCTB proposal,24 sales are assigned 
to the destination country of the sold products. Thus, under FA, it is generally possible to segregate the 
location of sales and the location of assets and labor (i.e., the location of production). Under FA, 
segregation is decisive for the tax-optimal arrangement of the apportionment factors between country 
A and country B. Note that such a segregation would not be possible if the sales were assigned to the 
country where the products were produced. Due to the consolidation of profits and/or losses on the 
group level, no transfer pricing issues arise. As a side note, it would not make a difference to the sales 
factor if we relax the assumption of prohibiting direct sales in other countries. If we assume that entity 
A sells its products directly to the end customers in country B instead of selling them indirectly to 
them via entity B, the share of the group tax base allocated to each entity does not have to be adjusted. 
The formula apportionment systems that exist around the world offer different ways to deal with 
losses. Whereas in the US the overall loss of the group is allocated to the group members and is 
carried forward on the entity level, under the European CCCTB system it is not allocated to the group 
entities and is carried forward on the group level. However, in the scenario considered here we assume 
that the group incurs profits from other business activities so that the overall tax base of the group is 
                                                             
23 See Runkel & Schjelderup (2011), p. 916 and Dietrich & Kiesewetter (2007), p. 507. 
24 See European Commission (2011). 
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positive and losses can be offset against profits within the group. Consequently, under this assumption 
we do not need to distinguish between a formula apportionment system that does or does not allow for 
allocating losses to the entities. 
To apply the apportionment formula we need to know which share of sales, assets, and labor accrue in 
which country. As described in the section headed “Assumptions”, the variables ߙ௘ and ሺͳ − ߙ௘ሻ 
represent the shares of sales and the variables ܽఛ௖ and ሺͳ − ܽఛ௖ሻ represent the shares of assets and labor 
present in each country. The transportation costs do not impact the relative allocation of assets and 
labor between the countries. The MNG is assumed to outsource transportation to a logistics company. 
The share of assets and labor is assumed to be equal in each country. Thus, the share of the overall tax 
base apportioned to country A is calculated as follows 
஺݂ = ଵଷ ሺߙ௘ + ʹ · ܽఛ௖ሻ. (7) 
Consequently, the share allocated to country B is ஻݂ = ሺͳ − ஺݂ሻ, respectively. 
Due to cross-border consolidation, the expected tax base on the group level is determined by summing 
up the results of both group entities:25 ܧൣܶܤ஼஼஼்஻ீ௥௢௨௣൧ = ܧ[ܵ] −  ܧ[ܥ] − ͳ (8) = ሺ−ͳ + ʹ݌ሻ · ݑ − ܿ ∗ ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ. 
By multiplying the tax base with the apportionment factors ஺݂ · ߬஺ and ஻݂ · ߬஻, we obtain the expected 
tax payments of the group: ܧൣܶ ஼ܲ஼஼்஻ீ୰୭୳୮൧ = ܧൣܶܤ஼஼஼்஻ீ୰୭୳୮൧ · ሺ ஺݂ · ߬஺ + ஻݂ · ߬஻ሻ. (9) 
4 No costs for the segregation of sales and assets/labor 
In a first step, we assume that no transportation costs (or costs for language or currency differences) 
are incurred for products that are sold within the group. Such a setting would be reasonable for 
example in the EU, where two countries have the same currency, have the same official language, and 
where intangible products like software are sold by one entity to another. However, a setting without 
transportation costs may be more specific than a setting with transportation costs. As we assume no 
transportation costs, there is no optimal pre-tax investment decision. From a pre-tax perspective the 
group is indifferent to investing in country A or country B. Therefore, in this section we cannot draw 
any conclusions about the level of distortion caused by each tax system. However, as a preliminary 
step, we can infer which tax allocation system offers stronger incentives to make a tax-optimal 
                                                             
25 Note that unlike under SA, transfer prices do not affect eq. (8). 
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investment decision. The incentive for an optimal investment decision is measured by the additional 
tax payments that are caused by a marginal deviation from the optimal after-tax allocation of funds. 
The higher the additional marginal tax payments, the higher the incentives to invest optimally. In the 
next section we introduce transportation costs and thus are able to draw conclusions about the level of 
implied distortions. As the assumption of zero transportation costs slims down the complexity of the 
model, it allows us to understand the basic mechanism behind each tax allocation system in depth. It 
thus also serves to prepare for the following more complex model setting with transportation costs. 
Note that in this section we label our decision variable ߙఛ (not ܽఛ௖) as no transportation costs ܿ occur. 
However, with exception of the transportation costs, the explanations and formulas given in Section 3 
for ܽఛ௖ are fully applicable to this section, too. 
The after-tax cash flows indicate for which value of ߙఛ the after-tax allocation of funds is optimal ሺߙఛ∗ሻ, i.e., when the after-tax cash flows are maximal. However, in case the transportation costs are 
assumed to be zero, we refrain from modeling the after-tax profits explicitly. The investment decision 
does not affect the expected pre-tax cash flows ሺܧ ቂܥܨே௢ ஼௢௦௧௦ீ௥௢௨௣೛ೝ೐ష೟ೌೣቃ =  ܧ[ܵ] − ͳሻ but only the tax 
payments. Thus, as tax payments are the only dimension that is affected by the decision variable ߙఛ, 
here we focus only on tax payments. The after-tax cash flows can be easily determined by subtracting 
the tax payments from the pre-tax cash flows of the MNG. The higher the tax payments, the lower the 
after-tax cash flows.  
4.1 Separate Accounting 
To determine the optimal after-tax investment decision under separate accounting, we need to know 
for which value of  ߙఛ the expected tax payments of the group ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ are lowest. Remember that 
in this setting without transportation costs, it is sufficient to consider only the tax payments in order to 
conclude for which value of ߙఛ the expected after-tax profits are highest. By differentiating the 
expected tax payments ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ with respect to the share of investment funds invested in A ߙఛ we 
can draw conclusions about how a change of invested funds affects the overall expected tax payments 
of the MNG: 
డாቂ்௉ೄಲృ౨౥౫౦ቃడఈഓ = ሺ߬஺ − ߬஻ሻ · ሺ݊ − ͳሻ. (10) 
Since by assumption the tax rate in country B is higher than that in country A ሺ߬஻ > ߬஺ሻ, the 
expression in the first bracket is always negative. The bigger the tax rate differential, the higher the 
impact of a change in the allocation of investment funds ߙఛ on the expected tax payments ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ୋ୰୭୳୮൧. 
The transfer price ݊ determines whether a change in ߙఛ affects the expected tax payments positively or 
negatively (expression in the second bracket). As the MNG strives to minimize its tax burden, it 
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strategically sets transfer prices in order to benefit from tax rate differentials.26 Anecdotal and 
empirical evidence  gives us an idea of how MNGs de facto set their transfer prices in a scenario as 
assumed in our model.27 A statement by the former chief financial officer of the automotive 
manufacturer BMW suggests that BMW strategically attempted to uncouple the location of expenses 
from the location of sales. At a press conference on financial statements, the CFO announced that the 
company attempted to accrue expenses wherever the tax rates were highest.28 Subsequently, top 
executives at BASF and Merck referred to the tax organization of BMW as a role model for their own 
groups.29 Based on those statements, Feld (2000) states that MNGs have opportunities to incur costs in 
that country with the relative higher tax rate and use income-shifting channels like transfer pricing 
structures to incur profits in low-tax countries. Empirical evidence found by Egger et al. (2010) 
supports Feld’s finding that MNGs attach particular importance to the costs of an investment when 
choosing the investment location. They find evidence that in Europe, profit shifting seems to be more 
pronounced than debt shifting. As MNGs have an incentive to separate investment costs from the 
resulting sales for tax purposes, and as it seems to be easier for them to shift the resulting sales than 
the costs, the investment is ideally carried out in a high-tax country and the resulting sales are then 
shifted to low-tax countries. Consequently, MNGs seem to focus on placing the real activity (i.e., labor 
and assets) in a favorable high-tax tax environment if they have an opportunity to shift income. 
There is also some empirical evidence that indicates that MNGs are able to uncouple the costs of an 
investment from the resulting sales. Grubert (2003) finds that MNGs invest either in extra-low- or in 
extra-high-tax countries if they have good opportunities for income-shifting. MNGs invest in extra-
low-tax countries to establish a destination for the shifted income and in extra high-tax countries to 
benefit from high tax refunds on the resulting losses of the investment. Note that in our setting there is 
already a company in a low-tax country to which income can be shifted (entity A). Thus, in line with 
the findings of Grubert, the MNG aims to carry out the real investment in the high-tax country and 
may shift potential income to the low-tax country in our setting. The empirical evidence found by 
Overesch (2009) supports Grubert’s results. Based on German panel data for inbound investments he 
finds evidence that real investment in high-tax countries is positively affected by a lower taxation of 
income shifted abroad. The results of an analytical study by Hong and Smart (2010) points in the same 
direction. They suggest that the possibility to shift income to tax havens makes the MNG less 
responsive to tax rate differentials when choosing the location where the investment shall be carried 
out. 
                                                             
26 See Dietrich & Kiesewetter (2011), p. 101. 
27 As both entities are assumed to produce identical products and sell them to end customers at the same expected price, at 
first glance it seems reasonable to use this expected price as the transfer price.27 However, the expected price is only an 
estimated value for planning purposes and will certainly not occur, as the investment develops either positively or 
negatively. Thus, the expected market price cannot serve as a reasonable benchmark for the transfer price. 
28 Doppelfeld cited by Schaefer, (1993) p. 2. 
29 Weichenrieder (1996), p. 38.  
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There is also analytical evidence that indicates explicitly that MNGs try to incur costs or losses in 
high-tax countries. Results found by Becker and Fuest (2007) indicate that MNGs try to carry out real 
investments in high-tax countries if marginal profits are allowed to be negative. In our model the 
MNG incurs negative or zero marginal profits in the high-tax country since it shifts profits away. 
Becker and Fuest state that in such case higher taxes may attract more real investment. They argue that 
strategic investments in non-profitable projects could explain why the stock of foreign capital held in 
Germany increased tremendously between 1990 and 2000 even though the corporate tax rate was very 
high during that period. Haufler and Strähler (2013)’s argument for low tax bases in high-tax countries 
points in the same direction. They argue that firms rank their entities according to profitability. 
According to their line of argumentation, highly profitable low-cost entities settle in low-tax countries, 
which are usually fairly small. By contrast, high-cost entities settle in large, high-tax countries. 
All in all, we infer from these studies that MNGs can geographically uncouple the expenses and sales 
of an investment. The most complete segregation between costs and sales is achieved when one entity 
produces all products and gives them free of charge to the other group entity, which sells them. Note 
that in our model the location of sales is determined by local demand and can be neither changed nor 
optimized. By contrast, the location of production can be determined by the MNG via the share of 
funds invested in the production process (in labor and assets, ߙఛ) in each country. If the producing 
entity offers the products free of charge to the selling company, the transfer price ݊ takes on a value of 
zero ሺ݊ = Ͳሻ. If the producing entity sells the products to the selling company at its production costs, 
the transfer price amounts to one ሺ݊ = ͳሻ. The transfer price is the only means for income-shifting in 
our model. We assume that the transfer price captures all possible income-shifting channels.30 Besides 
shifting income via transfer pricing, the MNG could shift income, e.g., by internal debt31 or by royalty 
payments. We assume comprehensive income-shifting opportunities so that the MNG is in any case 
able to set transfer prices that are smaller than or equal to one ሺͲ ≤ ݊ ≤ ͳሻ.  
Eq. (10) illustrates that an increase in ߙఛ increases the expected tax payments ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ if ݊ is 
smaller than one ሺ݊ < ͳሻ. In that case the entity, which produces more products than it sells to end 
customers, sells the remaining products to the other group entity at a price that is lower than the 
production costs. As follows from eq. (10), the partial derivative is strictly monotonously decreasing 
in ߙఛ if ݊ < ͳ. As the definition range for ߙఛ is given by the interval [0,1], i.e, Ͳ ≤ ߙఛ ≤ ͳ, the lowest 
expected tax payments/the highest tax refunds occur for ߙఛ = Ͳ. That is to say, all investment funds 
are invested in country B. This conclusion is intuitive. As we assume an immediate and full loss-
offset, the expected tax payments are lowest if as many investment-related expenses as possible are 
incurred in the high-tax country and – in case of successful development – if at the same time as much 
profits as possible are shifted to and taxed in the low-tax country. The more the transfer price ݊ 
                                                             
30 See Grubert & Mutti (1991), p. 286. 
31 See Dietrich & Kiesewetter (2011), p. 101. 
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approaches zero, the lower the expected tax payments or the higher the expected tax refunds, 
respectively. Thus, MNGs try to negotiate transfer prices in such a way that these are as low as 
possible. Furthermore, the closer the transfer price ݊ is to zero, the higher the expected tax payments ܧൣܶ ௌܲ஺ୋ୰୭୳୮൧ with an increase in ߙఛ. 
Moreover, eq. (10) shows that in the case of a transfer price that is equal to the production costs ሺ݊ = ͳሻ the partial derivative with respect to ߙఛ is equal to zero. Consequently, a marginal change in 
the allocation of investment funds ߙఛ does not impact the expected tax payments. Thus, the expected 
tax payments/expected tax refunds are independent of the value of ߙఛ. The intuitive explanation 
therefore is that at ݊ = ͳ the MNG is not able to allocate the investment costs between the two 
countries and thus it cannot strategically accrue losses in the tax-favorable environments. A value of ݊ = ͳ does not offer any scope for tax-motivated income-shifting. 
4.2 Formula Apportionment 
To get an idea of how the allocation of investment funds ߙఛ affects the expected tax 
payments/expected tax refunds ܧൣܶ ிܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ under FA, we calculate the partial derivative of eq. (8) 
with respect to ߙఛ: 
డாቂ்௉ಷಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడఈഓ = ଶଷ · ሺ߬஻ − ߬஺ሻ · ሺ−ͳ + ʹ݌ሻ · ݑ. (11) 
The tax rate differential in the first brackets is by definition always positive. The variable ݑ is by 
definition also always positive. Thus, only the probability of a successful production ݌ determines if 
the marginal change in the allocation of investment funds ߙఛ affects the expected tax payments ܧൣܶ ிܲ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ negatively or positively. If the probability of success is exactly one half (݌ = Ͳ.ͷሻ, then ߙఛ has no influence on the expected tax payments. That is intuitive as the expected tax base is then 
zero. If the probability of success ݌ is smaller than 0.5 (݌ < Ͳ.ͷሻ we obtain an expected loss from the 
investment project. It follows from eq. (11) that in such a case, an increase in the share of investment 
funds ߙఛ in country A increases the expected tax payments. Thus, as the partial derivative shown in eq. 
(11) is strictly monotonously decreasing if ݌ < Ͳ.ͷ, the MNG would be best advised to invest all funds 
in country B ሺߙఛ = Ͳሻ. Under an immediate and full loss-offset, the expected tax payments for the 
MNG are lowest if all losses are allocated to the high-tax country B. In country B the tax refunds for 
the losses are highest. If ݌ is greater than 0.5 ሺ݌ > Ͳ.ͷሻ, the investment generates expected profits. In 
such a case, an increase in ߙఛ decreases the expected tax payments since the partial derivative of eq. 
(11) is strictly monotonously increasing, so the MNG should invest all funds in A ሺߙఛ = ͳሻ.32 The 
expected tax payments for the MNG are lowest if all profits are allocated to and taxed in the low-tax 
country A. 
                                                             
32 See Dietrich & Kiesewetter (2007), p. 514. 
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4.3 Comparison of both tax allocation systems with respect to the incentives to invest optimally 
A substantial difference between both tax allocation systems is that under FA the tax-favorable 
allocation of investment funds depends on whether the investment project is expected to be profitable 
or not. If the MNG expects a profit and invests the funds in line with this expectation but finally incurs 
a loss, the allocation of investment funds turns out to be worst from a tax perspective. By contrast, the 
optimal allocation of investment funds under SA does not depend on whether the MNG incurs profits 
or losses. As a side note, we refer always to the optimal investment decision from an after-tax 
perspective in this section as there is no optimal pre-tax investment decision (remember ܿ = Ͳ). Due to 
the possibility to segregate costs and sales, under SA, the MNG should always invest all funds in the 
high-tax country. Thus, in a profit scenario both tax allocation systems create opposing investment 
incentives, while in a loss scenario the incentives are identical. Our main goal in this section is to find 
out which tax allocation system creates stronger incentives (i.e., higher tax payments in case of a 
marginal deviation from the optimal after-tax allocation of funds) to invest optimally. 
By comparing the partial derivatives for the expected tax payments with respect to ߙఛ with each other 
(eq. (10) and eq. (11)), it becomes evident under which system a potential misallocation of funds 
results in higher expected tax payments. To be more precise, we can infer from comparing eq. (10) 
with eq. (11) under which tax allocation system a marginal deviation from the optimal tax-allocation 
of funds ߙఛ∗ results in a stronger increase in expected tax payments. The stronger the increase in tax 
payments with a deviation from the tax-optimal allocation of funds, the stronger the incentives to 
invest tax-optimally.  The partial derivative with respect to ߙఛ under SA is greater than under FA if the 
following condition holds: ݊ < ଵଷ · ሺ͵ − ʹ · ݑ + Ͷ · ݌ · ݑሻ. (12) 
Under that condition the MNG has to pay more taxes for a marginal deviation from the optimal 
allocation of investment funds ߙఛ∗ under SA than under FA. Consequently, the incentives under SA 
are stronger than those under FA to allocate the investment funds optimally between both countries 
from an after-tax perspective. Vice versa, the incentives are stronger under FA if the following 
condition holds: ݊ > ଵଷ · ሺ͵ − ʹ · ݑ + Ͷ · ݌ · ݑሻ. The relative distortive power of either tax allocation 
system depends on the relation between the transfer price ݊ and the expected sales ݌ · ݑ. 
To get an idea of which tax allocation system offers stronger incentives to make an optimal investment 
decision, we determine realistic parameter settings. According to CSI Market33 the pre-tax margin for 
US companies currently ranges between about 21% in the healthcare sector and about 5% in the retail 
sector. We take the median of this range (13%) as the expected average realistic pre-tax margin in our 
                                                             
33 See CSI Market (2015). 
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analysis, allowing us to deduce a variety of possible combinations of ݌ and ݑ that lead to an expected 
pre-tax rate of return of 13%. For example, this is true for ݌ = ͳ and ݑ = Ͳ.ͳ͵ (setting I) and ݌ = Ͳ.͸ 
and ݑ = Ͳ.͸ͷ (setting II). For all combinations of ݌ and ݑ that lead to a pre-tax margin of 0.13, the 
incentives for an optimal allocation of investment funds are greater under SA than under FA if ݊ < ͳ.Ͳͺ͸͸͹. As by assumption ݊ ≤ ͳ, this relation always holds. The same interpretation, e.g., holds 
true for a pre-tax margin of 21% (healthcare sector, ݊ < ͳ.ͳͶ) or 5% (retail sector, ݊ < ͳ.Ͳ͵). Thus, if 
the expectations of pre-tax margins are in line with currently observable sector margins of US 
companies, the incentives for an optimal allocation of investment funds are always stronger under SA 
than under FA.  
Note that so far we have not been able to draw conclusions about the distortive effects of each tax 
allocation system with respect to locational investment decisions as there has been no optimal pre-tax 
investment decision (ܿ = Ͳሻ. The MNG has been assumed to be indifferent between investing in entity 
A or B from a pre-tax perspective. In the following section we change this assumption. By assuming 
transportation costs the MNG is no longer indifferent in the pre-tax allocation of investment funds. 
Thus, by introducing an optimal allocation of investment funds in the pre-tax scenario, we are able to 
draw conclusions about the distortional power of either tax allocation system. 
5 Costs for the segregation of sales and assets/labor 
So far we have determined the MNG’s optimal allocation of investment funds across countries A and 
B assuming no transportation costs. Thus, until now taxation has been the only crucial determinant for 
deciding where to invest. Now we expand this setting and assume transportation costs incurred by the 
geographical segregation of sales and asset/labor (production). Hence, in this section the transportation 
costs are an additional determinant of the optimal investment decision. From a purely pre-tax 
perspective, the MNG should invest in entity A and entity B relative to demand in country A and 
country B ሺߙ௘∗ሻ in order to avoid transportation costs. 
The occurrence of an optimal allocation of investment funds from a pre-tax perspective ሺߙ௘∗ሻ creates a 
trade-off between the optimal allocation of investment funds from a tax perspective and from a pre-tax 
perspective. Transportation costs force the MNG to weigh the economic pre-tax benefits against the 
taxation benefits to arrive at a final investment decision ሺܽఛ௖∗ሻ.34 Thus, the unidimensional optima from 
either a tax perspective or a pre-tax perspective are merged to form an overall, multidimensional 
optimumሺܽఛ௖∗ሻ. The transportation costs reduce not only the overall cash flows of the MNG but also 
the tax base.35 Thus, it is necessary to explicitly model not only the tax payments – as in Section 4 – 
but the entire after-tax cash flows. Note that the main goal of this analysis is to find out the optimal 
                                                             
34 Devereux & Griffith (1998) make a similar assumption. However, in their model transportation costs are weighed up 
against gains from economies of scale. 
35 Also assumed by Devereux & Griffith (1998), p. 340. 
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after-tax allocation of investment funds ܽఛ௖∗ (i.e., the allocation that leads to highest after-tax cash 
flows) in order to determine the distortional power of each tax base allocation system. 
5.1 Separate Accounting 
Under SA the allocation of the transportation costs between both entities is crucial for the tax 
payments of the MNG. The transportation costs ሺܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻଶሻ have opposing effects on the 
expected after-tax cash flows ܧൣܥܨௌ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧. On the one hand, they decrease the pre-tax profits; on the 
other hand, they decrease the tax base and thus the tax payments. However, the impact of the decrease 
in tax payments is in any case smaller than the decrease in pre-tax cash flows. Thus, the tax base effect 
of the transportation costs is smaller than the pre-tax effect. To find the optimal allocation of 
investment funds ܽఛ௖∗ the MNG has to weigh up the benefits from a tax-optimal allocation of funds 
against the benefits from an economically favorable allocation of funds (i.e., an allocation that results 
in low transportation costs). As the transportation costs are assumed to be quadratic, they start at a 
very low level and then increase rapidly. At a specific critical ܽఛ௖෪ the benefits of a tax-favorable 
allocation of investment funds are outweighed by the transportation costs. Given quadratic 
transportation costs, the expected after-tax cash flows (after transportation costs) decrease with an 
increasing deviation from the optimal after-tax allocation of funds ܽఛ௖∗. Thus, the curve reflecting the 
expected after-tax cash flows ܧ[ܥܨீ௥௢௨௣] (see eq. (3)) depending on ܽఛ௖  is bell-shaped. 
Differentiating eq. (3) with respect to ܽఛ௖ shows how a change in the decision variable ܽఛ௖   impacts the 
expected after-tax profits: 
డாቂ஼ிೄಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడ௔ഓ೎ = ሺ߬஺ − ߬஻ሻ · ሺͳ − ݊ሻ + ሺ߬஺ + ߬஻ሻ · ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ + ʹܿ · ሺߙ௘ − ܽఛ௖ሻ. (13) 
 
 
 
The symbols (“-/0” , “+/0” and “+/-/0“) under the braces indicate the potential signs the expression can 
take in accordance with the model assumptions. The allocation of funds is optimal if the partial 
derivative of eq. (13) is equal to zero for a value of ܽఛ௖∗ that lies within a range of zero and one ሺͲ ≤ ܽఛ௖∗ ≤ ͳሻ. Note that the (mathematical) optimum (i.e. where డாቂ஼ிಷಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడ௔ഓ೎ = Ͳ) need not 
necessarily lie in this economically reasonable area ሺͲ ≤ ܽఛ௖ ≤ ͳሻ. In such a case, ܽఛ௖∗ takes the 
extreme values of zero if the (mathematical) optimum occurs for values of ܽఛ௖ smaller than zero or of 
one if the (mathematical) optimum occurs for values of ܽఛ௖ bigger than one. We can draw this 
conclusion as the curve reflecting the expected after-tax results ܧ[ܥܨீ௥௢௨௣] (see eq. (3)) in 
dependence of ܽఛ௖ is bell-shaped. 
II I 
+/-/Ϭ +/Ϭ -/Ϭ +/Ϭ +/-/Ϭ 
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Eq. (13) shows that the relation between ܽఛ௖ and ߙ௘ will determine how a change in the allocation of 
investment funds ܽఛ௖ affects the expected after-tax cash flows ܧൣܥܨௌ஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧. The terms in eq. (13) 
labeled with I and II have opposing effects on the marginal change in expected after-tax cash flows in 
reaction to a marginal change in ܽఛ௖. However, the impact of term II on the marginal change of the 
expected after-tax cash flows is always stronger than that of term I. The following table illustrates 
under which conditions a change in ܽఛ௖ affects the expected after-tax cash flows and how. 
 Ͳ ≤ ݊ < ͳ ݊ = ͳ ܽఛ௖ > ߙ௘ − − ܽఛ௖ = ߙ௘ + Ͳ ܽఛ௖ < ߙ௘ ambiguous + 
Table 3: Impact of ܽఛ௖ on the expected after-tax cash flows depending on the relation between ݊, ܽఛ௖ and ߙ௘ under SA. 
The table entry “ambiguous” indicates that the impact of ܽఛ௖ on the expected after-tax results can be 
positive or negative, it depends on the specific parameter settings. 
5.2 Formula Apportionment 
Under FA it is not necessary to determine which share of transportation costs is borne by which entity 
since the group tax base is determined by consolidating all sales and expenses of both entities. 
However, the overall decision about the allocation of investment funds is more complex than that 
under SA. By introducing transportation costs into the model, under FA the optimal after-tax 
allocation of investment funds is driven by three effects. Transportation costs  
 reduce the pre-tax cash flows (which affects the expected after-tax cash flows negatively)  reduce the tax base (which affects the expected after-tax cash flows positively)  change the apportion of the tax base across both entities ሺ ஺݂ሻ (where the impact depends on 
the specific constellation). 
The following equation clarifies how a change in ܽఛ௖ affects the expected after-tax results: 
డாቂ஼ிಷಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడ௔ഓ೎ = ʹሺ−ͳ + ߙఛ · ሺ߬஺ − ߬஻ሻ + ߬஻ሻ · ܿ · ሺܽఛ௖ − ߙ௘ሻ − ଶଷ ሺ߬஺ − ߬஻ሻ · ሺ−ͳ + ʹ݌ሻ · ݑ . (14) 
 
Again, the symbols (“+”, “-/0” and “+/-/0“) under the braces indicate the potential values of the 
respective terms under the given set of assumptions. The allocation of funds is optimal if the partial 
derivative of eq. (14) is equal to zero ሺడாቂ஼ிಷಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడ௔ഓ೎ = Ͳሻ and the optimal allocation of investment funds 
lies within a range of zero and one ሺͲ ≤ ܽఛ௖∗ ≤ ͳሻ. If that is not the case, more complex approaches 
-/+/Ϭ + -/+/Ϭ -/Ϭ 
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have to be applied to find the optimum within the definition area of ܽఛ௖ ሺͲ ≤ ܽఛ௖ ≤ ͳሻ.36 Under FA the 
relation between ܽఛ௖, ߙ௘ and ݌ determines whether ܽఛ௖ affects the expected after-tax results positively 
or negatively. The probability of success ݌ determines if the investment leads to an expected after-tax 
profit or loss. We show already in subsection 4.3 that under FA, the sign of the expected after-tax cash 
flows of the MNG (determined by ݌) is decisive for the optimal investment decision. Table 4 shows 
under which conditions a marginal change in ܽఛ௖ affects the expected after-tax cash flows and how. 
 ݌ < Ͳ.ͷ ݌ = Ͳ.ͷ ݌ > Ͳ.ͷ ܽఛ௖ > ߙ௘ − − ambiguous ܽఛ௖ = ߙ௘ − Ͳ + ܽఛ௖ < ߙ௘ ambiguous + + 
Table 4: Impact of ܽఛ௖ on the expected after-tax cash flows depending the relation between ݌,  ܽఛ௖ and ߙ௘  under FA. 
If, for example,  ܽఛ௖ > ߙ௘ and ݌ < Ͳ.ͷ, an increase in ܽఛ௖ reduces the expected after-tax cash flows. 
The table entry “ambiguous” indicates that the impact of ܽఛ௖ on the expected after-tax results is 
ambiguous and depends on the specific parameter settings.  
Under SA the expected after-tax cash flows decrease when ܽఛ௖ deviates more strongly from the optimal 
after-tax allocation of investment funds ܽఛ௖∗ (bell-shaped curve, see subsection 5.1). Under FA that 
relation does not necessarily hold (under FA the curve is not necessarily bell-shaped). This is due to 
the rather complex impact of ܽఛ௖ on the expected tax payments. Whereas under SA the introduction of 
transportation costs impacts the tax payments solely through the decreased tax base, under FA more 
complex interrelations between the tax base and its allocation impact the tax payments. Thus, with 
respect to the tax payments, an increasing difference between ܽఛ௖ and ߙ௘∗ may be up to a critical value 
of ܽఛ௖෪ beneficial as higher costs reduce the tax payments. However, if that critical value of ܽఛ௖෪ is 
exceeded, the favorable tax base effects may be outweighed by an unfavorable allocation of the group 
tax base to the entities (i.e., extensive losses are allocated to the low-tax country or extensive profits to 
the high-tax country).  
5.3 Comparison of distortional effects of both tax allocation systems 
The introduction of transportation costs affects the locational decisions under FA in more dimensions 
than under SA. In addition to the expected pre-tax profits and the tax base, the allocation of the tax 
base between the group entities is affected as well. Under one of the following conditions the expected 
after-tax cash flows (after transportations costs) are higher under SA than under FA: ܽఛ௖ < ߙ௘ and ݊ < ଵ଺ ൫͸ + ͵ c ·  ܽఛ௖ − Ͷ c · ܽఛ௖ଶ − ͵ ܿ ·  ߙ௘ + ʹ c ·  ߙ௘ · ܽఛ௖ + ʹ ߙ௘ଶ − Ͷ ݑ + ͺ ݌ ݑ൯  (15a) 
                                                             
36 Note that the curve of ൣܥܨி஺ீ௥௢௨௣൧ depending on ܽఛ௖ is not necessarily bell-shaped (as it is under SA). Thus, finding the maxima within the definition area of ܽఛ௖ (Ͳ ≤ ܽఛ௖ ≤ ͳ) is not that straightforward if the following condition does not hold 
within the definition area: డாቂ஼ிಷಲಸೝ೚ೠ೛ቃడ௔ഓ೎ = Ͳ. 
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or ܽఛ௖ > ߙ௘ and ݊ > ଵ଺ ൫͸ + ͵ c · ܽఛ௖ − Ͷ c ·  ܽఛ௖ଶ − ͵ ܿ · ߙ௘ + ʹ c · ߙ௘ · ܽఛ௖ + ʹ ߙ௘ଶ − Ͷ ݑ + ͺ ݌ ݑ൯. (15b) 
However, the main goal of this analysis is to find out the optimal after-tax allocation of investment 
funds ܽఛ௖∗ (i.e. the allocation that leads to highest after-tax cash flows) in order to compare that 
allocation with the optimal pre-tax allocation. From this comparison we learn which tax allocation 
system has stronger distortional effects. 
To draw economically meaningful conclusions given the rather complex models, we fall back on a 
numerical analysis. In a first step, we determine reasonable and realistic parameter settings. In 
subsection 4.4 we already explain reasonable values for the parameters ݌ and ݑ in line with recent pre-
tax margins (median of 13%) of companies in various sectors. In the period 1990-2008 average 
transportation costs for industry and trade ranged between 7% and 27% of total costs.37 To account for 
realistic tax rate differentials we take the highest and lowest tax rates within EU member states (i.e., 
Slovenia with 17% and France with 34.43%) for 2015.38 As we believe that the fraction of income that 
the MNG is able to shift to the low-tax country A under SA is highly dependent on the industry and 
the characteristics of the MNG, we refrain from attaching a value to ݊. We apply the same 
argumentation for not attaching a value to the optimal pre-tax allocation of investment funds ߙ௘∗.  In 
Fig. (1), we show for three levels (“low”, “medium”, “high”) of ߙ௘∗ and ݊ under which system the 
distortion of the optimal investment decisions is more severe. The vertical black line in Fig. (1) 
indicates the optimal pre-tax allocation of investment funds.  
Fig. (1) shows the expected after-tax cash flows depending on the after-tax allocation of investment 
funds ܽఛ௖. The tax allocation system that leads to a bigger difference between the optimal pre-tax 
allocation of funds ߙ௘∗ and the optimal after-tax allocation of funds ܽఛ௖ is identified as the more 
distortive system. Remember that the optimal after-tax allocation of funds is characterized by the 
maximal after-tax cash flows. The upper abbreviation (SA or FA) in the framed boxes above each 
graph indicates under which tax allocation system the distortions of the investment decision are 
greater. The lower abbreviation indicates which system leads to the higher expected after-tax cash 
flows in the optimum. The latter information is not directly relevant for our research question yet it is 
an interesting side note. The parameter constellations in Fig. (1) are chosen in such a way that, under 
optimal allocation of investment funds, the investment project is profitable under either system. Note 
that the curves for FA in Fig. (1) do not change with changing income-shifting possibilities 
(represented by the level of the transfer price ݊ሻ as transfer pricing only exists under SA.  
Fig. (1) shows that the distortions tend to be greater under SA than under FA for better possibilities of 
income-shifting (decreasing value of  ݊) and for a higher share of funds that is optimally invested in 
                                                             
37 Statista (2015). 
38 We use the combined corporate income tax rate. OECD (2015).  
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entity A in the pre-tax case (increasing value of ߙ௘∗) under SA. The income-shifting possibilities 
determine the level of distortion under SA. The better the income-shifting possibilities (the lower ݊), 
i.e., the stricter the local segregation of costs and sales, the more the MNG can benefit from a tax-
favorable allocation of funds. Consequently, it is worthwhile for the MNG to deviate more from the 
optimal pre-tax allocation ߙ௘∗ to approach the optimal tax allocation ߙఛ∗ for its final investment 
decision (ܽఛ௖∗ ሻ. High transportation costs for a greater deviation from ߙ௘∗ are refunded by high tax 
savings in case of good income-shifting possibilities. Remember from the no-cost scenario in Section 
4 that the optimal allocation of funds from a tax perspective is always extreme. Under SA the optimal 
allocation is ߙఛ∗ = Ͳ while under FA it is ߙఛ∗ = ͳ in a profit situation. 
The greater the difference between the unidimensional optima ߙఛ∗ and ߙ௘∗ under each tax allocation 
system, the greater the resulting distortions with respect to the final investment decision ܽఛ௖∗. This is 
because due to the quadratic transportation costs the MNG surrenders only few pre-tax profits for a 
small deviation from ߙ௘∗ but greatly reduces its taxes by choosing an after-tax allocation of 
investment funds ܽఛ௖∗ that is closer to ߙఛ∗. The optimal investment decision ܽఛ௖∗ is reached if the 
marginal tax savings are equal to the marginal transportation costs. In line with that explanation, Fig. 
(1) shows that the distortions of the investment decisions are greatest under SA and lowest under FA 
for high values of ߙ௘∗. In such a case the difference between the unidimensional optima ሺߙ௘∗, ߙఛ∗ሻ are 
highest under SA and lowest under FA. Vice versa, for low values of ߙ௘∗ the difference between the 
unidimensional optima ሺߙ௘∗, ߙఛ∗ሻ is low under SA and high under FA and thus the distortion tends to 
be higher under FA. 
The results do not change qualitatively with respect to the relative distortion caused by each tax 
allocation system if we vary the transportation costs ܿ, the profitability (determined by ݌ and ݑ, as 
long as they ensure still a profitable setting) or the tax rate differential ሺ߬஺ − ߬஻ሻ within economically 
reasonable ranges (see Appendix 1-3). However, in the following we change our setting from a profit 
to a loss scenario (changing the probability of a successful investment outcome ݌ from 0.6 to 0.1, see 
Fig. (2)). To consider an investment project which results in an expected after-tax loss needs to be 
justified in our model set-up as a rational executive of an MNG would not invest in such a project 
from the outset. 
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For example, the MNG may pursue a high-risk business model and invest in a number of highly risky 
projects. The MNG is aware that most of the projects could fail but hopes that one project brings forth 
a highly profitable final product. Consequently, the expected value for a single investment project may 
be negative even though the expected value for the whole portfolio is expected to be profitable. 
Furthermore, legal obligations or safety regulations could force the MNG to carry out an unprofitable 
investment. An example of such a safety regulation is the duty to equip certain machines with an 
emergency off-button. The MNG needs to undertake the investment to equip the machines with the 
required function but the investment is not expected to increase the demand for/the price of the 
product. Furthermore, by relaxing our strict assumption of a one-period model, the consideration of a 
(temporarily) unprofitable investment reflects a common scenario MNGs have to face. If we assume 
that we consider just the first period of an investment project with a multi-period life span, it is likely 
that the investment project will be loss-making in the initial stage (e.g., start-up projects). However, 
these losses are expected to be overcompensated by future profits. Our setting captures such 
investment projects in the first unprofitable periods. However, the MNG may attach greater weight to 
the expected initial losses in its investment decision as it is uncertain whether the project will ever be 
profitable in the future. Furthermore, favorable tax utilization conditions in the initial stage of a project 
could ensure the survival of the project in critical cases. 
Fig. (2) shows that in the loss scenario, in five out of nine cases the final investment decisions ሺܽఛ௖∗ ሻ 
are distorted equally severe under both tax systems (in cases where the upper row in the framed boxes 
reads “FA=SA”). The reason for this is that in a loss scenario, under both tax allocation systems the 
expected tax refunds are highest if all funds are invested in the high-tax country B ሺߙఛ∗ = Ͳሻ. Thus, in 
a loss scenario both systems imply the same investment incentives from a tax base allocation 
perspective. Compared to the profit scenario, the shape of the curves under SA remain identical. Due 
to the assumed immediate and full loss-offset, the change in net cash flows of the MNG (from profit to 
loss) does not affect the optimal final investment decision ሺܽఛ௖∗ ሻ under SA. By contrast, under FA the 
optimal final investment decision ሺܽఛ௖∗ ሻ depends on the expected outcome from the investment project 
and thus the shape of the curves changes slightly compared to the profit scenario. 
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6 Conclusions and implications 
We examine which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions with respect to locational 
investment decisions. While existing studies focus primarily on the impact of taxes on locational 
decisions under either separate accounting (SA) or formula apportionment (FA), the main innovation 
of this paper is that it compares both systems with regard to the level of distortions they induce. We 
model after-tax investment decisions of a centrally managed MNG under both tax allocation systems 
and take the optimal pre-tax investment decision as a given. The optimal pre-tax investment decision 
serves as a benchmark for the level of distortion caused by each system. Under SA, the MNG is 
assumed to have comprehensive income-shifting opportunities. We focus on an investment decision of 
an MNG that has already established business activities in the entities in which it invests.  
We make the following contributions to the literature. First, in line with the results of Martini et al. 
(2013) yet in contrast to some commonly held views, we find that the application of transfer pricing 
under SA has real economic effects. As transfer prices offer the possibility to shift income within 
group entities, they allow – at least to some extent – the segregation of production and sales. This 
segregation impacts locational investment decisions. Second, the tax allocation systems differ in their 
ability to allow MNGs to make optimal investment decisions under cash flow uncertainty. Under SA, 
the tax-optimal investment decision is independent of whether the investment project is successful or 
not. By contrast, under FA the tax-optimal allocation of investment funds is completely reversed when 
the expected outcome of the investment project does not occur. Consequently, if the MNG allocates 
the funds between the entities on the basis of expected positive future cash flows but ultimately 
experiences a loss from the project, the allocation of the tax base is highly tax-unfavorable. Thus, in 
comparison to SA, FA is more likely to be crisis-intensifying. 
Third, as an important extension of the literature, we show that both tax allocation systems imply 
opposing investment incentives with respect to locational investment decisions in a profit scenario. 
From a purely tax allocation perspective, the MNG expects lowest tax payments if it invests all funds 
in assets and labor in the high-tax country and shifts resulting sales via transfer prices to a low-tax 
country. By contrast, under FA the expected tax payments are lowest if as much funds as possible are 
invested in assets and labor in the low-tax country. Owing to the consolidation of profits and losses of 
all group entities, FA offers less scope for tax planning compared to SA with good income-shifting 
possibilities. The more profitable the MNG, the greater the incentives under FA to allocate the 
investment funds in a tax-optimal manner. Under SA, the MNG is more incentivized to allocate funds 
tax-optimally with the possibility to set tax-optimal (i.e., low) transfer prices. By applying realistic 
parameter settings, we find that the incentives for a tax-optimal allocation of funds are higher under 
SA than FA. This has a number of important policy implications, especially given the potential 
introduction of the CCCTB in Europe. Since the incentives to invest in a tax-optimal manner tend to 
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be lower under FA, the tax-optimal allocation of funds is less important under that system. That is 
desirable from a tax policy perspective as it tends to distort pre-tax investment decisions to a lesser 
extent. However, only by considering specific optimal pre-tax investment decisions can we draw 
conclusions about the level of distortion caused by either system.  
Finally, by introducing costs for the geographical segregation of production and sales, we can draw 
conclusions about the level of distortions induced by each tax allocation system. The distortions under 
SA tend to be more severe than under FA if a greater share of investment funds is to be invested in a 
low-tax country from a pre-tax perspective and the investment is profitable. In such a setting, the 
MNG would deviate rather strongly from the optimal pre-tax investment decision in order to benefit 
from a more tax-favorable environment. Such pre-tax investment decisions are typical for German 
MNGs (particularly those in the manufacturing industry) that invest e.g. in low-tax Eastern European 
countries to gain access to a low-wage workforce.39 The after-tax investment decision tends to be 
distorted more severely under SA than under FA if comprehensive income-shifting opportunities 
under SA are assumed. Vice versa, pre-tax decisions that result in the investment of a big share of 
funds in the high-tax country tend to be distorted less under SA than under FA. R&D investments in 
the pharmaceutical industry may be a model for such pre-tax investment decisions. MNGs need highly 
skilled and well-educated workers and seek a very high level of legal certainty to maintain a hold over, 
e.g., their patents. Such conditions are typical for the European high-tax countries such as Germany, 
France, or Belgium.  
From our results we can derive some important policy implications. The introduction of the CCCTB in 
Europe may have a tremendous impact on locational investment decisions and the shifting of 
economic substance to low-tax countries.40 It depends on the sector in question how well an MNG is 
able to adjust the company structure to reverse investment incentives under FA. While a company in 
the manufacturing industry may be able to easily adjust to incentives offered by FA, companies in the 
pharmaceutical industry may find this more difficult. 
Our findings must be interpreted against the background of our set of assumptions. Our results are 
driven by the assumption that MNGs have ample opportunity to shift income to low-tax countries 
under SA. Even if we validate this assumption by empirical, anecdotal, and analytical evidence, it may 
not be appropriate for all MNGs. Several important issues have not yet been sufficiently addressed. It 
is a rather strong assumption to assume quadratic transportation costs. It would be desirable to test our 
results under different cost functions, too. Furthermore, it would be interesting to examine distortional 
effects under both tax allocation systems if the assumption of a direct loss-offset is dropped.  
                                                             
39 See Devereux (2008), p. 636. 
40 See Devereux (2008), p. 636. 
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Appendix 1): Increase in profitability (࢖, ࢛ሻ 
For reasons of comparability the parameter settings are equal to that of the graphs in the second row of 
Fig. (1) (݊ = Ͳ.ͷሻ with the exception of profitability (here ݌ = Ͳ.ͻ, ݑ = ͳ). The parameter settings 
result in a pre-tax profit margin (before transportation costs) of 90%, which is absolutely exceptional. 
Note the changed values of the y-axis compared to Fig. (1). 
   હ܍∗ = ૙. ૙૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૢ૞ 
Notes: This figure is generated by assuming the following parameter settings: ݊ = Ͳ.ͷ, ܿ = Ͳ.ͳ, ߬஺ =Ͳ.ͳ͹, ߬஻ = Ͳ.͵ͶͶ͵, ݌ = Ͳ.ͻ, ݑ = ͳ. The abbreviations FA and SA in the framed boxes indicate which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions of the investment decision (upper abbreviation) and which 
one results in the optimum in higher expected after-tax profits (after transportation costs). 
Figure 3: Expected after-tax profits (after transportations costs) for varying values of the optimal pre-tax allocation of 
investment funds αୣ∗. 
The increased profitability benefits the relative advantageousness of FA compared to SA with respect 
to the after-tax results. However, not even in this extreme case (pre-tax profit margin of 90%) is the 
rank order of the tax allocation systems changed with respect to their distortive power. 
Appendix 2: Increased transportation costs ࢉ 
For reasons of comparability the parameter settings are equal to that of the graphs of Fig. (3) with 
exception of the transportation costs (here ܿ = Ͳ.͹). We need a highly profitable situation (like in Fig. 
(3)) to assume high transportation costs and remain in a profitable setting in the optimum. Note the 
changed values of the y-axis compared to Fig. (3). 
   હ܍∗ = ૙. ૙૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૢ૞ 
Notes: This figure is generated by assuming the following parameter settings: ݊ = Ͳ.ͷ, ܿ = Ͳ.͹, ߬஺ =Ͳ.ͳ͹, ߬஻ = Ͳ.͵ͶͶ͵, ݌ = Ͳ.ͻ, ݑ = ͳ. The abbreviations FA and SA in the framed boxes indicate which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions of the investment decision (upper abbreviation) and 
which one results in the optimum in higher expected after-tax profits (after transportation costs).  
Figure 4: Expected after-tax profits (after transportations costs) for varying values of the optimal pre-tax allocation of 
investment funds αୣ∗. 
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Due to the increased transportation costs, the expected after-tax profits decrease more strongly with a 
greater distance between ߙ௘∗ and ܽఛ௖. Thus, the curves under both tax allocation systems are more 
pronounced. The rank order of both systems does not change with respect to their distortive impact. 
Appendix 3: Decreased tax rate differential ሺ࣎࡭ − ࣎࡮ሻ 
For reasons of comparability the parameter settings are equal to that of the graphs in the second row of 
Fig. (1) (݊ = Ͳ.ͷሻ with exception of the tax rates (here ߬஺ = Ͳ.ʹ, ߬஻ = Ͳ.͵). Since we have chosen the 
most extreme tax rates (France and Slovenia), in this setting we want to account for more moderate tax 
rate differentials. Note the changed values of the y-axis compared to Fig. (1). 
   હ܍∗ = ૙. ૙૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૞ હ܍∗ = ૙. ૢ૞ 
Notes: This figure is generated by assuming the following parameter settings: ݊ = Ͳ.ͷ, ܿ = Ͳ.ͳ, ߬஺ =Ͳ.ʹ, ߬஻ = Ͳ.͵, ݌ = Ͳ.͸, ݑ = Ͳ.͸ͷ. The abbreviations FA and SA in the framed boxes indicate which tax allocation system leads to more severe distortions of the investment decision (upper abbreviation) and which 
system results in the optimum in higher expected after-tax profits (after transportation costs).  
Figure 5: Expected after-tax profits (after transportations costs) for varying values of the optimal pre-tax allocation of 
investment funds αୣ∗. 
Fig. (5) shows that the difference between the expected after-tax results decreases between both tax 
allocation systems. There is no change with respect to the rank order of distortional impact under each 
system. 
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